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Introduction:
According to local tradition, the prolific author Abba Giyorgis of GasƼ৶৶a/
SÃgla (died in 1427) wrote a work praising the holy Cross, titled WƼddase
MÃsqÃl or ߋPraises of the Cross,ߌ comparable to Praises of Mary (WƼddase
Maryam). This is the work, I believe, the text of which I present here from
EMML 5041,1 copied for FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos (fol. 16r and passim) during the
reign of Aصe LƼbnÃ DƼngƼl (1508߃40). At the time of its microfilming, the
manuscript belonged to LiqÃ MÃzÃmmƼran LaʝƼkÃ Maryam, with baptismal
name GÃbrÃ MÃsqÃl (fol. 76r and passim). It was also owned by RƼʝƼsÃ DÃbr
AbbÃbÃ Gwa[n]gwƼl (fol. 74v).
The tradition about its composition can be taken as credible for several
reasons. First, the GÃdl or ߋActsߌ of Abba Giyorgis, includes it in the list of
the saint߈s works.2 Second, the following quotation from Abba Giyorgis߈s
MÃصafÃ MƼsؾir signals that the Cross, like the Blessed Virgin, was a subject
in which the author was interested:
ӝԇҒ֓ ӺҘԊѠղ֓ ԎӅ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӗԊӄӂ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟҧӚвԣ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ эџ
ԝя֓ ӺъѧѲп֓ ъӇպѸы֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗл֓ ҢԅҔ֓ эџԝя֓ ӗӇҢ֓
ӺкԢҨ֓ ӗяԇղ֓ ъѧѲл֓ ӺъӇպѸыд֓ ԟҖл֓ ԚԂҔ֓ ъѧѲл֓
ԊҢՒяѲ֓ ҒԢъ֓ чээҤг֔ ӇчӂѢ֓ Ӈҗп֓ ӂӒяӇ֓ Ғэџԝ֓ Ӛъ֓
ӺнԤҢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԟӗҤ֔ ӺӂӒяӇ֓ ҒъѧѲл֓ Ӛъ֓ эԇҢҒ֓
җџеӇ֓ ӿӗң֓ ԊҢѲԢѢ֓ ҒԢъ֓ ҧѧҗӗҢ֓ ъкӠң֔

Furthermore, there is a report that ran through our ears on how people
contend about (the position of) Mary and the Cross: While some say
Mary is greater than his [Christ߈s] Cross because she bore him, others
say the Cross is greater because it was immersed in the blood of his sufferings. But we say, ߋWe believe in Maria, that she is the Mother of
God, and we believe in the Cross, that it is a sign of light that has been
sanctified with the blood of the humanity of his Divinity.3
1
2
3
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It would not be surprising for Abba Giyorgis, given his views on Mary and
the Cross expressed in this quotation, and given that he had already written
extensively in praise of Mary, to write about the Cross as well.
Furthermore, as we shall see, the WƼddase MÃsqÃl that I present here is
written in the unmistakable style of Abba Giyorgis, a style that is clearly
discernible in his other works, especially his ArganonÃ WƼddase, oƼtÃ
BƼrhan and ŭnzira SƼbat. The present work ends, just as his ArganonÃ
WƼddase does, with a solicitation of the blessing of the saints, from Adam
to the present Christian community. Note also that Dillmann has found the
word ъխԇџҧ , derived from խԇџ only in the MÃصafÃ MƼsؾir by the same
Abba Giyorgis.4 The appearance of this word in this WƼddase MÃsqÃl (fol. 32v)
and the MÃصafÃ MƼsؾir puts to rest, if any doubt remains regarding the
question of authorship of this WƼddase MÃsqÃl. Indeed, the two works include several other words derived in the same fashion from existing ones.
Giyorgis was not only in command of the GƼʞƼz language and its literature,
he was also a master at coining new words.
One final point: The Church during the time of Abba Giyorgis (that is, the
time of the reigns of Dawit, 1382߃1411, to ZÃrʝa YaʞƼqob, 1434߃1468), gave
extreme reverence to both the Cross and Mary. We know that the two prayers, called MÃstÃbqwƼʞ zÃ-Maryam (ߋSupplication of Maryߌ) and MÃstÃbqwƼʞ
zÃ-MÃsqÃl (ߋSupplication of the Crossߌ), were composed to be recited together, as they still are. Emperor ZÃrʝa YaʞƼqob߈s complaint against the
ŭsؾifanosites was that they refused ߋto worship or bow to Mary and the Cross
of her Sonߌ.5 The reported appearance of light at the land of Iba, light that
inspired ZÃrʝa YaʞƼqob to change Iba߈s name to DÃbrÃ BƼrhan, i.e. ߋMount
Light,ߌ took place on the feast day of the Holy Cross, 10 MÃggabit, 38 days
after the ŭsؾifanosites were condemned to various punishments for refusing
ߋto worship or bow to Mary and the Cross of her Sonߌ.6 Consistent with this
reverence for Mary and the Cross, during this period the Church produced
vast, well documented literature about Mary but virtually no known literature
about the Cross. Given that Mary and the Cross were worshipped equally
and inseparably, it seems to me that the Church of Abba Giyorgis߈s day simply could not have been without at least one composition glorifying the Cross.
Admittedly, the WƼddase MÃsqÃl has not been as widely circulated as the
Miracles of Mary, which was heavily promoted by Emperor ZÃrʝa YaʞƼqob.
Nevertheless, the MÃsqÃl has been the subject of a great deal of under-

4
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ground literature. For example, the aصurÃ MÃsqÃl or ߋRampant of the
Crossߌ comes in countless versions.7
Giyorgis߈s understanding of what the Cross and Christ߈s death on it
mean to the Church and his symbolic interpretations of the event are presented in this text in his usual eloquent language. The following sentences
might serve as examples:
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊӠӂ֓ чնе֓ къџԅҧ֓ ӺчԥԽҤе֓ кӗӇҢ֓ Ԣҵџӝ֓ Ғяӧ
ѝҗ֔

Your Cross is a dowry for the bride (the Christian Church) and a certificate for the one you divorced in the synagogue (Judaism) (fol. 53v).
ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ԅъҧӚ֓ ӺӺпԢ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝ
ӇӚ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҢѕԚӝ֓ ҒԢяӚ֖ ӺӒԿԅԏӝ֓ ҒկտӒҧӚ֖ ӺӒђӂԟӝ֓
ҒѐҧӚ֖ ӺӒѧҢџӒԟӝ֓ ҒҧӇѕӖӚ֖ ӺӒпԅпӝ֓ ҒԇџԺҧӚ֖ ӺӒѢџ
Հӝ֓ ҒӇҗњҧӚ֓ ҒԚэӂ֓ Ӓҗ֔

For I am your servant, the son of your handmaid, (cf. Ps 115/116: 16)
and the son of the holy Church that you bought with your blood,
(the Church that) you set free by the slapping you suffered, beautified by your death, (to which) you appeared by your resurrection,
exalted by your ascension and decorated by your sitting at the right
of the Father (fols. 59v߃60r).
ժпҘӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ԋӿӗң֓ ԂѝҢ֓ ъџԂӚ֓ ԊҒнԇог֓ ҢъџԂӿӝ֓ кҖ
Ң֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇӚ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ [Ӻ]тղҗӝ֓ Ғӂѷԅ֓ эԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяӆӚ֓
ӺтҢяӝ֓ Ғպпպк֓ ԢяӚ֓ Ԋ[Ӓ]Ӈժտժպ֓ ӗяԺҘӚ֓ ԊԚэӇ֔

Your Cross, O Lord, is the bed of your wedding on which you were
wedded to your holy Church, washed with the spring of water that
flowed from your side, and sealed with the fountain of blood that
dripped from your right side (fol. 63v).
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ лк֓ ҒъԅԊ֓ ԇտњҧӚ֓ ԊњѢԠӇ֓ кԢӅԿп֓ [Ӛъ֓
ԟҧпӽ֓ ] ԧҷўӚ֓ ӺѢэԇҧӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟիћ֓ ѣҥվ֓ чээҤӚ֓ Ӻкխ
ԧѵӇӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟӇїӓ֓ ӒџԃҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔

Make me refreshed by the fragrance of your perfume that attracted
virgins to follow you, martyrs to carry the partnership of your suffering, and the righteous to take up the yoke of your Cross (fol. 43v).
The Cross is, it almost goes without saying, an important and sacred religious object for the Church of Ethiopia. MÃskÃrÃm 17, the day Queen Ellen, mother of Constantine the Great, found the true Cross is a major annu7

See LIFCHIZ ߃ GR¨BAUT 1940.
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al feast. The celebration starts with the building of a huge bonfire on the
eve; the light of the fire symbolizes the light the holy Cross gives to the
entire world. Emperor ZÃrʝa YaʞƼqob, who assumed the name of Constantine
and modeled his life according to this Caesar, ordered his Christian subjects
to paint the sign of the Cross on the clothes they wore, the staffs they carried, and on their weapons and ploughs.8 If the ߋSupplication for the Crossߌ
was to be strictly followed, the Cross is to be worshipped:9
ъѧҢҗѿԇ֓ ԊъѧѲп֖
ԟ. ӝ.֓
ӺӝԇҒ֓ ӅѧҢҒѿԈ֓ кԇղ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ъѧѲп֖
կӃԂ֓ їпՕӇ֓ Ӻҵԟп֗
ӺмлԚ֓ ъпӟԇ֓ ӺӒӝп֗
ӗъпӟԂ֓ Ғҧћ֓ кӒѠӇ֓ ӝзӂ֓ կнрҧ֓ ӺӒяѥп֔
Ғҧњ֓ ӒѠӇѢ֓ Ԋђњղҧ֓ ӺպњԚҧ֓ Ӛџӝԇ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ Ңӟп֓
ӗӇԊ֓ ҧѲӿя֓ ҒӒտӒ֔
ӔԝԧҲӂҧ֓ խԧѲ֓ ӺӔҖԊӺҧ֓ ҵӒ֖
ӗѧъ֓ ӒпҕҤ֓ ӟдк֓ ӺӔъӼӒ֔
ъѧѲк֓ ӟџѧҨѧѢ֓ Җԍӂ֓ Ӻҵԟпӂ֓
ӒԿԅԊ֓ խԧѵӂ֓ ӺҵӒӂ֓
ӗяԿҗџӅҢ֓ ѢԟՕӇ֓ ժнӔӂ֓
ӂєӘ֓ їпՕӂ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӓянӟӂ֔
ԟ. Ԥ.֓
ժпԛ֓ ѷԧъ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ӧпӟы֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֓
ӗӇԊ֓ ҧӗҷԏԀ֓ ҒԚэӇ֗
ӺҧӟзԧԀ֓ кђԟՕӇ֗
ӗѧъ֓ ҢѲԢѢ֓ ҒԢъ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ъԧҷӇ֔
ԟ. ч.
ӟғџ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӇԻђ֓ ԇղӽҧ֓ ъѧѲп֖
Ӻӟғџ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֖
Ӻӟғџ֓ ԊҢѲԢѧӚ֓ ҒԢъ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ѵп֔
ԟ. ӝ.
кӟҗњ֓ ԏӇң֓ ъѧѲп֓ ӟџѧҨѥӿԝӇ֓ ӇѢԿԧ֓
Ғտџеҧ֓ ӺҒњԅԧ֖
Ӝԝг֓ պՕќ֓ знӾ֓ Ӻпԧ֓

8
9

CONTI ROSSINI ߃ RICCI 1965: 29.
See also ъկтպ ѷԥѦ , pp. ֛֣֛ - ֛֣֜ .
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ӗѧъ֓ ѲԢѨ֓ ҒԢы֓ ӺӒӠ֓ ҒԢъ֓ ҕԇԧ֔
ъпԇпҢ֓ ԏӇң֓ ъѧѲп֓ Ӓъ֓ ѐҢ֓ ъкӠҧ֓ ҒҧѢҗӗң֔
ҧѧҗӗҧѢ֓ ӗъкӠң֓ ӔҢպпՒ֓ ӺӔҢҨѧт֓ Ҙң֔
ҒҒҧњ֓ ԏӇң֓ ъѧѲп֓ тӽџԝҤг֓ кԊѐҢ֓
ӗӇԊ֓ ԟԺҗћ֓ ъӇӟѝҢ֓
ѢԢԣ֓ ӒԽӇӇҢ֓
ӺѢҒћ֓ ՕӘҥҢ֔
ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԏӇң֓ ӒԊԋ֓ ъязѝӂ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ӺӇԾп֓
Ӓяѥк֓ պՕќ֓ пԃп֗
ӇѧԿԧ֓ къѧѲп֓ Ӻкэџԝя֓ ԧӇԿп֔
кэџԝяѢ֓ ԊӇѢԿԧ֓ нҤ֓ ӗѧъ֓ ӂїӒ֓ їԽ֓ ӗяїԽе֓
ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ պՕќе֓
ӺњӚҗӂ֓ Ӈчӂ֓ ъԧҵӄҢ֓ ӗяӆе֔
кԇղ֓ ъѧѲпд֓ Ӛъ֓ ҢӅԺџӂ֓ ѷԧъ֓
(ӗѧъ)֓ нԇог֓ ӒӇՒҗՒҒ֓ Ԣъ֔
ѵп֓ Ӕтэь֓ ҒҕчџԚ֓ їԽ֓ Ԋтъ֔
кӗл֓ ֜ң֓ տՓѝӇ֓ ѧҗтҢ֓ պՕќ֓ ԟԢпԀы֓
ӗѧъ֓ ҢԂњԛ֓ ҒӟҗѠы֔
ԟӗԎӄ֓ ӺԊпպӄ֓ Ӻкԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔

Let the priest say:
We supplicate also the wood of the holy Cross,
Which is of firm authority and power,
And of different image and body,
From the image of the rod of Aaron the priest of shadow and likeness.
The rod of Aaron that spouted and fruited peach without being planted,
Standing outside,
Did not save a just person or redeem a sinner,
For it has no ability or (the power of) victory.
But the Cross of Christ is our redeemer and our power.
It has saved the just and the sinner
From the servitude of our enemy Satan,
Taking authority from God10 our God.11
Let the deacon say:
Pray before the Cross, all of you the faithful,
Holding it with the right (hand),
And denouncing Satan,
Because it has been sanctified with the blood of Christ the Savior.
10 ŭgziʝaber.
11 AmlakƼnÃ.
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Let the laity say:
Honored you are, O Cross, king of woods.
Honored you are, O wood of the Cross.
Honored you are, O sanctified one with the blood of Christ the Word.
Let the priest say:
We Christians prostrate to the ground for the honor of this Cross,
With fear and trembling,
Because the Creator himself, in the person of the Son,
Sanctified it with his blood, not with the blood of another one,
When divinity died on this Cross in his humanity.
But humanity never separated from his Divinity nor was it mingled
with it.
With the rod of this Cross his Apostles (raised) the dead,
As they worked wonders,
They cast demons,
Broke idols.
Therefore, the teachers of the holy Gospel,
The likeness of the exalted Creator,
Have ordered,
That we prostrate before the Cross and the Virgin Mary.
We prostrate before Mary because God her Creator,
Took flesh from her flesh,
And we found salvation from her.
And (we prostrate) before the Cross, as we said before,
Because blood dripped on it,
Of the non-suffering Word who suffered in the nature of flesh.
These two crenatures deserve glory of the Creator,
Because they are equal in their honor.
Now, always and forever and ever. Amen.
The following hymn (mÃzmur) is taken from Vat. etiop. 28, fol. 30v, a 15thcentury manuscript of the DƼggwa12
ъԏыџ֓ ԊъѧѲп֖
Ғ֛Ԡя֓ ъѧѲп֓ ҢѢҗт֖
Ԡя֓ ъѧѲп֓ кӒҲӿ֓ Ӓҗџв֖
Ӻкԇкӄ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ կпъҧ֓ җџеӈы֓ ъѧѲп֔
Ӈчӂ֓ ҲҖӚ֓ Ңэҷղӂ֖
12 GREBAUT ߃ TISSERANT
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џԧӒӂ֓ ӺӒԧҷӂӂ֖
ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧяӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ԊҢѢяԚ֓ Ғнԇоӂ֔
Ғ֛вкӺҧ֓ ӒтҤ֓ вԺџ֓ җџзҧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ղтԟ֖
чӇնе֓ Ӻѣѝўе֓ ԚӒӿԥ֓ тճџ֓ ҒҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔
Ғ֛вкӻ֓ ӗк֓ ԟҖл֓ кԇշӃ֓ ҥъпӛ֖ ӺкԇշӃ֓ Ғԅк֓ ҧԺҗћ֔
ӔѲԢѨӃ֓ Ԣы֓ ӟғџ֓ кԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֖ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ Ӈчӂ֓ ӅъпӠ֔

In 1: Today the Cross is glorified.
Today the Cross gave light to brothers.
And to those who are in darkness, their light is the Cross.
We take refuge with you.
Help us, and save us,
For the sake of your name that is set on us.
In 1: There is a certain country that is bright like the sun;
A rampart with the sign of the Cross encircles her construction and
foundation.
In 1: There are who say, ߋDo you worship wood? And do you make
a feast for (a piece of) wood?ߌ
Has not his honored blood sanctified the wood of the Cross?
Therefore, we worship it.
The word ԇշ (ʞƼ٤) in ԇղ ъѧѲп (e.g. ߋwood of the Crossߌ) poses a problem
in the translation. It stands for the English ߋwood,ߌ ߋtree,ߌ ߋplantߌ and
ߋ(medical) herb.ߌ In the text, the same GƼʞƼz word, ԇշ (ʞƼ٤), is used to describe the Cross as being any of these English words. To choose only one of
these meanings results in a loss of meaning, whereas alternating among the
several meanings is both inconsistent and diminishes the beauty of the author߈s language. But alternation is encouraged by the fact that the English
Bible uses ߋtreeߌ in Acts 5: 30, 10: 39, and 13: 29, with the word ߋwoodߌ
hardly appearing in connection with the cross.
One would expect Abba Giyorgis, the combatant and polemic theologian,
to raise and refute in his WƼddase MÃsqÃl some of the Christological controversies he dealt with elsewhere. There is not much such discussion in this text,
but what is there is succinct and precise. He expresses his defense of the tÃwa
Ƽdo faith, or Cyril߈s miaphysitism, with a clear formulation. When it comes
to local controversies that started centuries after him, the Unctionists, members of one of the three schools of thought, might find support in his statement, ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓ Ԋѷғԇ֓ ӗяҲҒ֓ Ӓҗ֓ ъӇպѢ֓ ѷԣѢ֔
ߋYou (Christ) are our high priest anointed by the Father with the Holy
Spirit.ߌ I believe there is no difference between this statement and the formula
of faith held by the Unctionists to which the Karra object: Ӓҗ֓ ѲҕӔ֓ Ӻп
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ԧ֓ ҢѲҕӔ֓ ъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ѷҗԇ֔ ߋThe Father is the anointer; the Son is

the anointed; and the Holy Spirit is the ointment.ߌ13
As a prayer book intended for daily prayer like the WƼddase Maryam
and his ArganonÃ WƼddase, the WƼddase MÃsqÃl was obviously divided
into the days of the week. However, in this single copy of EMML 5041,
although the divisions are clearly marked, it is not clear which part is for
which day of the week. Erasures of the names of the days of the week and
the unclear replacement of them by other names have resulted in confusion.
Therefore, I will only note the divisions with a sign.
It is unfortunate that I was not able to find any copy of the WƼddase
MÃsqÃl other than the one at hand, in EMML 5041. Although EMML 5041
was copied clearly and well preserved, it has been affected by many copying
errors. Although it is a 16th-century copy, the amendment suggested on fol.
14v to keep the wrong but respected word Әќҧ shows that the Vorlage of
EMML 5041 was not the original text, but one with copying mistakes such as
this Әќҧ for Ӓѝҧ. The manuscript was proofread at least twice, first in the
same hand that copied the text, hopefully against the scribe߈s Vorlage, and
later in a 20th-century hand. The (two) proofreaders caught many errors, but
many remain uncorrected, and some have been ߋcorrectedߌ erroneously.
However, since the beliefs and style of Abba Giyorgis are well known from
his other works and since the biblical quotations are discernible and numerous, I believe I have reconstructed the text to an acceptable level, bracketing
expressions that I have introduced as have been overlooked, and putting in the
apparatus the words I replaced.
Admittedly, a good number of my corrections are supported neither by
Abba Giyorgis߈s style nor the biblical scriptures. Moreover, some of my restorations of biblical words could be wrong because I might be using a different version of the Bible. Abba Giyorgis߈s use of the words ԇղ֓ ӔрѶ֓ (fol.
66v) for тњԺ֓ ӺԟӇ that we have today in Genesis 14: 3 is an example. In this
and other such cases, it is not clear whether the author simply misremembered
the quote or used a Bible that differs from the textus receptus.
It is also possible to question whether the extensive texts I offered to restore, such as the one from the Psalms on fol. 8r, [җцџ֓ ѧԃџ֓ зԚ֓ ԝҵԧ
њӄ֓ ӺҲҒ֓ эԚ֓ ԇњտҧ֓ тղӂӄ֔ ӺюՕ֓ кӂտѧԚ֓ Ӻъџтӄ֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧ
ѷ֖ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧъ֓ ԌӒг֔] җцџ֓ ѧԃџ֓ ߑ, were really overlooked by

the scribes. But I believe they were, because sections of text were immediately copied again, one by one, to be commented upon. Note also in this
example that what follows the reintroduced quotation begins with җцџ֓
ѧԃџ֓, the same words with which the example begins, when copied again
to be commented upon.
13 See

GETATCHEW HAILE 1990.
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Here is another example of an error that was clearly missed by the scribe:
The flow of the text indicates that the question [ъӃ ӿӗң֓ պкԺ֓ ӺԟӇ֓],
ߋWho is the river of wine?ߌ (fol. 6v) was missed. The author raised the question about each of four rivers that branch from a river flowing out of Eden
to water the Garden (Genesis 2: 10), to offer his interpretation of the rivers
as prophetic symbols to the Cross and Christ who was crucified on it. Accordingly, it seems beyond doubt that the scribe mistakenly omitted [ӧл֓
ӗӇӚ֓ ԊԚӒяӇ֓ җԚ֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ӒӒяӈ֓ Ӓӂд֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ ӒғԚ֓ ԊҒѢ
эԝҧ֔ ] (fol. 8v).

But what of the reconstructed omissions that are not rooted in the Bible?
There are indeed many of these. At least I have ventured reasonable guesses
for many of the shorter ones. Here is an example: The expression, ӒӠ֓ кӂ֓
Ծђ֓ ҕчҤң֓ ԊӇպѷԧ֓, that the manuscript has on fol. 23v, does not make
sense. The original proofreader did not attempt to rectify it, either because he
did not know how to or did not notice the problem. The next proofreader (of
the 20th century) did try: As a restoration, he added ъ to the end of Ծђ֓ and
produced the word Ծђъ֓ ߋtomorrow,ߌ a good GƼʞƼz word. But the emendation did not add much to sentence߈s clarity, because ӒӠ֓ кӂ֓ Ծђъ֓ ҕч
Ҥң֓ ԊӇպѷԧ֓. ߋIt is not only tomorrow that we wish usߌ does not sensibly
go with the author߈s thought. But if the flow of the thought is followed strictly, it would lead to ӒӠ֓ кӂԼї֓ ҕчҤң֓ ԊӇպѷԧ֓.
Another interesting case is Ӛъ֓ Ғҷғԇ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ӇҗњҧԚ֓ (fol. 16r). Its
translation would be ߋ(Root out my enemies) so that my life might be in
hiding/mysteriously.ߌ The sentence is grammatical, but its sense does not fit
into the ideas of the text. My guess is that it was Ӛъ֓ Ғзԣӗ֓ [ӺҒկяӿ֓]
ԟӛӇ֓ ӇҗњҧԚ֓ ߋ(Root out my enemies) so that my life might be in tranquility and serenity,ߌ a sentence taken, as Dillmann noted, from the DƼggwa.14
Abba Giyorgis was a master of the DƼggwa.
Of course, the knowledge of GƼʞƼz grammar is paramount when editing a
text, but not always helpful if the knowledge is of modern GƼʞƼz and the text
is in old GƼʞƼz. With this in mind, I have not commented upon or changed,
for example, forms such as ҕпзӄ֓ (fol. 5v) (to ҕпвӄ֓) or ӗկԅԣ֓ (fol. 19v)
(to ӗժԅԣ֓). When words in possessive case are objects (accusative) the object
marker is inconsistently dropped, e.g. ҖҧӚ֓ for ҖҢӚ֓. Also, I am not sure if
the frequent change of person and number are copying errors or are correct
according to the language of the time. I have changed only the ones that
seemed most awkward to me. There are a few cases where ъѧѲпӚ֓ comes in
place of ъѧѲп֓. I have reluctantly let them stand.
Punctuation and paragraphing are mine. In the translation, words in parentheses are supplied in an effort to make the message understandable.
14 DILLMANN

1970, col. 18.
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ӿԥѦ֓ ъѧѲп֓

Text:
(fol. 5r) Ғѧъ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ѲԥэӼ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҧэпя֖
ӺэӗӚнӼ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ Ԡя֖
ӺԢҵѝӼ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԾѢя֖
җлԚ֓ ъӽԇп֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԅя֖
Ժҕў֓ ӧл֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԧӝя֖
ҕчњ֓ ячњҧ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ Ӓѷя֖
Ӈկчտ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӿԥѦ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ԊӚъ֓ ӗր֓ ӿӗң֓ ԇҒԝҤг֖
ӺӅԚԧԇ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ѧҗтҤг֖
ԊӚъ֓ ӗր֓ ҢӂԿњ֓ ӗяѷԧя֓1 ԎӅг֔
ъѧѲп֓ ԇղ֓ чԟӺҧ֖
ъѧѲп֓ ԇղ֓ ъԧҵӄҧ֖
ъѧѲп֓ ԇղ ҢӂҗԠ֖
ъѧѲп֓ ԇղ֓ ӒӇчԠ֖
ъѧѲп֓ ՇԧҒ֓ (fol. 5v) ыѧӅ֓ ԤҒ֓ ѢԟՕӇ֖ ӺѢԟպ֓ ыѵԚ֓ ӒџӗѧҤ
иы֓ кӒԽӇӇҧ֖
ъѧѲп֓ њяҵ֓ ӗѥҧ֓ ԊԟњԿԐы֓ къӅտѧҧ֓1 џӧѥӇ֖ Ӻҵղ֓ ъҗњѷ֓
ԊԟԢՇոы֓ кђѝӼҢ֓ ъѧҦэ֔
ъѧѲп֓ ղӺӇ֓ ԊӔԟӟп֓ Ғլт֓ ҲҖг֓ ԊӔӂїӒ֓ эҷҢъ֓ їнѦ֔
ъѧѲп֓ Ӻпҥ֓ կԧѷ֓ ԊӗяԚэӇ֓ ӺӗяղԽя֔
ъѧѲп֓ ӇӽԚ֓ тѷп֓ 2 кղҗԇ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ 3 եӿрѧ֓ тӽџԝ֓ ӗѧъ Ѳҧп
ӟы֓ 4 ӔӠӂ֓ яѧк֓ [Ԋ ]їԽ֓ ӺԢя֔
ъѧѲп֓ ԧџԅ֓ еԟэӈҧ֓ ԊӔԟӟп֓ ѢՔҨ֓ їկ (fol. 6r)њҢ֓ Ҳշ֓ ӺӔ
ԢџҗԠҨ֓ 1 ӧԝӇӿ֓ 2 ӺӒџэҷ֔
ъѧѲп֓ ԊҢԺҗњ֓ ҒӒяѥмг֓3 кӗԢ4 ыѦ֓ ҒԺԥъ֓ ѝռԧ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ղҗԅ֓
Ӓэоѷ֔
ъѧѲп֓ ԊӒԅѐ֓ кэԟ֓ ъќџ֓ ҒԺԥъ֓ ѣџ֓ ѨҒ ҢӺԧԚ֓ ӿѧҦң֓ ҒӗԢ֓
ыѦ֔
ъѧѲп֓ эҷҢъ֓ ѷԧѧӅ֓ ӺӇկч֔
ъѧѲп֓ Ӓӟмк֓ ъӼԇ֓ ԊъѧҢԽԧнӇ֓ ӺѢџՂ֓ ҧџѤҧ֓ кӗк֓ Ңԅїћ֓
ӿѧҢ֓ ъџԅ֓ ҒԿԃ֔
ъѧѲп֓ ӂѷԇ֓ ԊӔԟӂկտ֓ ӺӒԊѷҢ֓ ӟҗџ֓ Ԋялԇ֓ њҕт֔
ъѧѲп֓ ԇղ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ԊԟѢѷԟԀ֓ ֞Ӓտн (fol. 6v)Կ֖ ѧы֓ к֛պкԿ֓ ӖվѨӇ֓
Ԋӗяӆг֓ ԟӿҷԏ֓ Ӻԟӂ֓ яѧՔџ֓ ԊӒѧҢԥкӺ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ кѷԣѥӄг֔
ӺպкԿ֓ ӝпԇ֓ ԿԠӇ֓ Ԋӗяӆг֓ ԟӿҷԏ֓ ժѵӿԅ֓ ъԅџ֓ ӟտк֓ ӇիтӇ֔
ѧы֓ кѕпѧ֓ պкԿ֓ ՔѠѧ֓ Ԋӗяӆг֓ ԟӿҷԏ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ Ԋԟҧ֓ кӒկчԢ֓
їԽиы֓ къѧҢԽԧнӇ֔ ѧы֓ кѝҗԇ֓ պкԿ֓ Ӗտѝѧ֓ Ԋӗяӆг֓ ԟӿ
ҷԏ֓ тмҒ֓ пғӅ֓ Ԋӿӗң֓ ѧҦ֓ տїт֓ Ӻтіҧ֔
fol. 5r
fol. 5v
fol. 6r

1

MS ߌъ֓ .

1 MS ߌҢ֓ | 2 Altered to ߌл֓ at proofreading | 3 Added at proofreading | 4 MS ߌкߌ.
1

MS ӺӔҒԢ ߌ | 2 MS ӛ ߌ | 3 MS Ӓяѥог֓ | 4 MS Ғӗ ߌ.
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ъӃ ӿӗң֓ [պкԺ֓ ӺԟӇ֓ ӺъӃ ӿӗң֓] պкԺ֓ ъԅџ֖ ӺъӃ ӿӗң֓
պкԺ֓ ѷҗԇ֖ ӺъӃ ӿӗ(fol. 7r)ң֓ պкԺ֓ тмҗ֖ [ԊӗӇҒк֓] ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧ
Ҩѧ֓ ԊҢѢяԚ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ պкԺ֓ ӺԟӇ֔ ӗѧъ֓ Ӻԟӂ֓ ҧտїчҧ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺ
Ҙг֖ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ӺӺԢԟӚ֓ ҧտїчҢ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ пҗӂ֓ ӗяտў֓ ѧџ
Ӆԟ֓ ӺӺԟӇ֓ Ӻѷҗԇ֓ ҒԏҲ֔ [Ӻѷҗԇ֓ кӒҗџи֓ Ժկ֔ ]
ӒџӒԚ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӂҔԟ֓ ֝կяњҢ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ֛ѵп֔ ӗяտў֓ ѧџӅԟ֓ ӺӺԟӇ֓
ԊԟҖ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѿџҕӂ֓ 1 їԽг֓ ӺԢы֓ кӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔ Ӻѷҗԇ֓
кӒҗџи֓ Ժկ֓ ԊԟҖ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ ҒкѥӇ֓ ԊҢӿҷҒ֓ кэҷҢъ֓ я
Ѳҧ֔ ԏӿӗң֓ Ӓџӿӗ(fol. 7v)Ӓԝ֓ կчԢң֓ кӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ Ӻӧл֓
Ԋвр֓1 ҒӒьӂ֓ ԌӒг֓ ӔѧчӚ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӻԟկчԧ֓ ӗюнҧ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓
ӗӇӚ֓ ԟҧтҢя֓ ԊҘӒ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ࠗԅҔԟ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ 2 Ғѷҗԅ֓ ҒкѥӇ֓ ࠗ
ҒӚъ֓ ԟкҗѧ֓ 3 կчԢҨ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ Ғъԏ
ыџ֓ ӺђѝԇӚ֓ эԇԢ֓ ҒѷԧюԚ֓ ҒӒӇխќиы֓ кӗк֓ ԟѕѷԛӄ֖ ӺӒկт
ԧӚ֓ Ғѷҗԇ֓ џӗѧԚ֖ կӽԇӚӄ֓ կӃԇ֓ ӺԝњӼ֔ ԟҗп֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӇҢ֓ ъԏ
ыџ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԟўӗ(fol. 8r)Ԛӄ֓ ӺӒпҘ֓ ԊԚҵӒӄ֔ ӗѧъ֓ ԊԚӒяӇ֓
ҒӟџѧҨѧ֓ ъџԆҢ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӿӗң֔ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԟўӗԠ֓ ӺӒпҘ֓ ԊԚҵ
ӗ֓ 1 яӇҢд֓ ӗяտӈҢ֓ ъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ ԟԢԿя֓ ӗӇӚ֓ Ӻԟҗп֓ ӿѧҢ֓
[җцџ֓ ѧԃџ֓ зԚ֓ ԝҵԧњӄ֓ ӺҲҒ֓ эԚ֓ ԇњտҧ֓ тղӂӄ֔ ӺюՕ֓ кӂտ
ѧԚ֓ Ӻъџтӄ֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֖ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧъ֓ ԌӒг֔ ] җцџ֓ ѧԃџ֓ ҖҢ֓
ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ԟӗҤ֓ լӒҢ֓ ъѝԇԚ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ ҲҒ֓ ࠗэԚ֓ ԇњտҧ֓ 2 Ҳղӂӄ֓
җдп֓ эԚ֓ яѲҧ֓ ӿӗң֔ ӺюՕ֓ кӂտѧԚ֓ Ӻъџтӄ֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֓
җдп֓ юՒӄ֓ ӗяӔԝӗяѠ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӒӗяѠ֔
ӒэӇ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧъ֓ ԌӒӚ֓ 3 ӗъӄ֓ ш (fol. 8v)џӛ֓ эԇӚк֓ կнрҢ֓ ѐҧ֓
Ӕԟպџи֓ кӗӛԟ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ яѧоԚ֔ ӺӧлӞ֓ ԊԚӒяӇ֓ ҒӟџѧҨѧ֓
Ӕԟպџз֓ 1 ъӼҢ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧъ֓ ԌӒг֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ҒӺӇԾп֓ [ӧл֓ ӗӇ
Ӛ֓ ԊԚӒяӇ֓ җԚ֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ӒӒяӈ֓ Ӓӂд֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ ӒғԚ֓ ԊҒѢэ
ԝҧ֔ ] ӺԊѢ֓ ӟзԢӄ֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ Ժժ֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ӺӒӂд֓ ӗӟзԢ֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ Ժժ֓
ӒғԚ֓ ԊҒѢэԝҧ֔ ԟҗп֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӂҔԟ֓ ҒҧџӚ֓ ӺѲѧҥяӚ֓ ӗэӇң֓ Ժђ
խӄ֔ ҒҧџӚ֓ җдп֓ Ғҧњ֓ еԟэӈҧ֓ ҒԊҕҤ֓ ӇҧъњՂԏ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔӇԢѷ֓
ӿѧҢ֓ ѧчժҢ֓ ԇпӽӇ֖ ӺѲѧҥяӚӄ֓ ԊԟҖ֓ Ѳѧҥъ֓ ъѧѲп֓ (fol. 9r) ҒԊ
ԟҧԾђի֓ 1 ъеԟяӅӇ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟѥҢրы֓ кӇջѵӇ֔
ӺђѝԇӚ֓ эԇԢ֓ ҒѷԧюԚ֖ ԊӇҢ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԟӂԿџ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ їџԅҢ֓ ѿџ
ҕӇ֔ Ӻӗяԏ֓ ԟҗп֓ ӺӒկтԧӚ֓ Ғѷҗԇ֓ џӗѧԚ֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ԟӂԿџ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓
ѷҗԅ֓ ҒкѥӇ֔ ҧязџҢ֓ тӽџԝҤӂ֓ ԟҗп֓ Ӻѷҗԅ֓ ҒкѥӇѢ֓ ҵԟк֓ еԟэ
ӈҧ֓ ӿӗң֔ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ ҢѢяԚ֓ ъԧҵӄӂ֓ պкԺ֓ ӺԟӇ֓ ӺպкԺ֓ ѷҗԇ֔
ӺӝԇҒ֓ ҢѢяԚ֓ պкԺ֓ ъԅџ֓ ӺպкԺ֓ тмҗ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӒѢպԀы֓ кӒҒӼӂ֓

fol. 7r
fol. 7v

1

MS ߌӇ֓ .
MS ߌкӻ֓ | 2 ߋCommitted Christiansߌ or ߋFaithful,ߌ in contrast to ӇӓѢ֓
ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ߋCatechumenߌ | 3 For Ӛъ֓ ԟпҒѧ֓ ?
fol. 8r 1 MS Ԋԝ ߌ | 2 MS эԟ֓ Ӓњտҧ֓ | 3 MS ԌӒг֓.
fol. 8v 1 MS ߌи֓ .
fol. 9r 1 ҒԊ added at proofreading | 2 MS ߌкӻ֓ | 3 ߋCommited Christiansߌ or
ߋFaithful,ߌ in contrast to ӇӓѢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ߋCatechumenߌ | 4 For Ӛъ֓ ԟпҒѧ֓?
1
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Ӛъ֓ ԚвҘ(fol. 9v)ы֓ яԧњ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҥӿҷԏ֓ тмҒ֓ Ӻъԅњ֔ Ӻԏӄ֓ 1 їџ
ԅҢ֓ тԤѧ֓ 2 ӿӗң֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺҘг֓ къԧҵӄӂ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓
ԃя֓ кՇџԆԚ֓ ӂҔҗӚ֔ ӗъԅџ֓ ӺјӚџ֓ ԇъӄ֓ кӒջԚ֔ Ӻҧҗп֓
ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ [ՇџԆг֓ ] ъԅџԄџ֓ Ӻӧл֓ տҧӿ֔ 3 ӺӝԇҒ֓
ҧҗп֓ Ғнԇӛ֓ ъԅџԚ֓ яѧк֓ ҷҗѧҧԚ֖ ѢҢԟӛ֓ ӺԟӇԚ֓ яѧк֓ тмҗԚ֓
ҒӗӇҢ֓ ъїӽԇҢ֓ ӺӇԾп֓ ԊҢђџԅ֓ ӗяԧҷњ֓ Ғмԅ֓ տїт֓ Ԉќҧ֔ ԝԇ
Ѹҗӄ֓ ԟҖ֓ տѓхҧ֓ ӗяӺԟӇ֓ Ӓԇԟ(fol. 10r)ӇҤг֖ Ӻժԅԥ֓ Ӛъ֓ тмҗ֓
ѧӂӄг֔ ӺҒԏ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢѢяԚ֓ ӒэӃӖп֓ Ӓянӟӂ֓ պкԺ֓ ъԅџ֓ ӺպкԺ֓
тмҗ֔
ӇԿҕԇӞ֓ ҲҒ֓ ԊѲԥь֓ ӂԺџ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԇղ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ ԊҢҢӟк֓ эԇӚк֓
ԇղ [Ӻ ]֓ Ժӂҧ֔ ԇղ֓ чԟӺҧѢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ӿӗң֔ ӺԇղӺ֓ Ժӂҧӄ֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֓
ӗыӇң֔ ӺзԚӇҢ֓ цӽӇ֓ ԊӒяկӒҧ֓ ъџԺъ֓ нԇк֓ џӗѥ֓ ӒԧяӒҧ֓
ԧӇԿп֓ ҒњӚҢ֓ ӗяҲҒ֓ ъпӒӟ֔ ӺԟҖн֓ ғџӟҧ֓ ӒӇҤ֓ ӗяӒӇѧҧ֓ Ӻғ
ћӟ֓ տў֓ ӚџїӜ֔ ӺзԚӇҢ֓ Ӓԥя֓ ԊҒпԅ֓ ӗяտў֓ ԇշ֓ Ғԅм(fol. 10v)Ӻ֓
ҧӗԍԊ֓1 Ӓянӟ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӗԿԌӗӂ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ѣտт֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ԤҒ֓
ԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ҢӒԍԌ֓ ӚӼӈ֓ кѵк֓ Ӓғг֔ ӺзԚӇҢ֓ ֞ӒտнԿ֓ ԊԟӺշӓ֓
ӗяӿѧҢ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ӺԟҧպкՓ֓ к֞ъԅԏӂ֓ 2 ԅкя֓ ֞ӺӇԾнҧ֓ ѷԣѥҧ֓ 3 ԊҢѢ
җӛ֓ 4 ӿѧҢ֓ ֞ъԅԏӂ֓ ԅкя֔
ӘӗъѴг֓ кҗԇк֓ ҒҔг֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֖ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟտѠ֓ кӒғӂ֓
Ӓԥя֓ ӒѧҢԥкӺ֓ рң֓ ԊԟѦѢԟ֓ 5 Ӻӧр֓ ъտѷԢ֓ ԊԟԢл֓ кӗՅк֓ ӗъ
чԝӿ֔ ӗяѷ (fol. 11r)ԧъ֓ ԟҧӺкԣ֓ խԧѵӇ֓ ӒѧҢԥкӺ֓ ԺӂҢ֓ ҧտї
чҧ֔ ӺԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟҧӺкԣ֓ ҵӒӇ֓ ӒѧҢԥкӺ֓ Ժеӂъ֓ 1 ҒԊ֓ ԟծӒћ֖ ӗя
ѷԧъ֓ ԟտѠы֓ Ӓӗъњ֓ яԿҕѠы֔ ӺԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟյӓ֓ [ӗяӚџђ֓ ӗѐ
ы֓] ӒѧҢԥкӺ֓ эҷԢѠы֓2 ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ кмг֓ ҒӜԥӇ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ чмӅ
ӧр֓ 3 ԚӒяџ֔ Ӻӗяѷԧъ֓ чмӅ֓ ԟպҧӇ֔ ԥӼҧ [ӄ ]֓ ԟҖ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ԟԎӃ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԚӒяџ֓ яԿҕѠы֓ кҵӒӇ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟԿҒћ֓ Ңӂӟћ֓ ҵ
ӒӇ֓ ӗэҷղӇ֖ ӗяӚџї֓ ѧчң֓ ӺӂҒғ֓ тѢ (fol. 11v)Ң֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԟҗ
п֓ ӂҔԟ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ӗэў֓ ҵՔӒҨы֓ ктѥӿԝӇ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟյӓ֓
ӗя[Ӛ ]џђ֓ ӗѐы֔
ҒӿѧҢ֓ Ӛџї֓ ӗӇӚ֓ яѧк֓ ъӃ֓ ҢӅԺћ֔ Ӻяѧк֓ ъӃ֓ ӂҒғ֓ тѢҢ֔
ӺҒӗӇҢ֓ ӗэў֓ կԧѸы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֓ ҒҲҒ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӇӇԿџ֓ ӗѧъ֓
ԟҖр֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ кӖџяԝѧ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҧյӗ֓ ӗяӚџђ֓ ӗяӚ֓ Ӓӗъџ
ӛӚ֓ ӺԊӗӇҒк֓ ӗտџӚ֓ ѲԢѧӛӚ֔ ӺҒӂҔԟӄ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԝԇѸҗе֓ ӒտѲџӛ֓
ӺӖѥӿе֓ ժнӗӛ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟҧպк (fol. 12r)֓ яԿҕѠы֓ кӟпӖиы֓
ӺԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟє֓ Ԇѕӿ֓ җӧџӅг֓ 1 кԝԇѸҗ֔ ԟҖн֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ кџ
җѵ֓ ֜ң֓ чԏҗ֓ вкӻ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӚџїӜ֓ [Ӻ֜ң֓] чԏҗ֓ [ԟӺշӓ֓ ] ӗя
ӿѧҢ֓ [ӚџїӜ֓ Ӻчԏҗ֓ ӗяӂ֓] чԏҗ֓ ԟҶԟѧ֔ ӺԊԟпчѷ֓ ԟҧѲӂԟ֓
кԊԟӇӗѧ֔ 2
MS ӺԊӄ֓ | 2 MS adds Ӻҗлԟ֓ | 3 MS տҧӺҢ֓.
added at proofreading | 2 MS ߌкӻ֓ | 3 ߋCommited Christiansߌ or ߋFaithful,ߌ in contrast to ӇӓѢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ߋCatechumenߌ | 4 For Ӛъ֓ ԟпҒѧ֓?
fol. 10v 1 MS ߌԏ֓ | 2 MS ߌԊӂ֓ | 3 MS ѷԧ ߌ | 4 MS ߌӚ֓ | 5 MS ߌѤѤ֓.
fol. 11r 1 MS ߌя֓ | 2 MS эҷҒѠы֓ | 3 MS ӧл .
fol. 12r 1 MS җӛ ߌ | 2 MS ӺԊԟ ߌ.

fol. 9v
fol. 10r

1

1 ҒԊ
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ӺкцӽӇ֓ Ѣъԝ֓ чԟӺҢ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ԧӇԿп֓ эџԝя֖ ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӗ
ъњ֓ պՕќ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗяӆе֓ ԟӺշӗ֓ чԟӺҢ֓ ӧл֓ ԅкя֔ Ӻкԇշӄ֓ Ԋвр֓
ӿѧҢ֓ ԇղ [Ӻ ]֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ѢъԠ֓ ԇղ֓ чԟӺҧ֖ ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӗъњ֓ [Ӛъ֓ ] Ғъѧ
Ѳл֓ Ԛтԛ֓ ӧл֓ ԅкя֔ Ӻԇղ֓ ч (fol. 12v)ԟӺҧѢ֓ ѲԤыӄ֓ ҢҢӟк֓ эԇ
Ӛк֓ ԇղ [Ӻ ]֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ҒӗԢ֓ Ӓянӟ֔ ӺҒѲѝӇԠӄ֓ ҢҢӟк֓ ҒӗԢ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓
ъѧѲк֓ 1 Ӓянӟ֔ [ъѧѲк֓ Ӓянӟ֓ ] Ӓѷњғ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓ ӗяԌӒг֓ кԌ
Ӓг֔ ҒԊкмг֓ պѲԢ֓ ӒчъяԀ֖ 2 ӗѧъ֓ ӿӗң֓ ђяњ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟѷҧ
пԀ֔ рыѢ֓ ъѢры֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟԢяѢѧ֓ 3 ԏӟѠ֓ ӗяԺժ֓ яԧџ֔ ӺӔԝӗ
ъћ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҒъѧѲл֓4 ԟѢԢԣ֖ ӺҒҧӇѕӖг֓ ԟҧպкՓ֔ 5
ӘѲ֓ ԇճҗ֓ ԊҢѢѷк֓ ԟъӿԇ֓ ӺӗкѢ֓ ѢѲл֓ ԟҧъӿӓ֔ ӘѲ֓ ъӇ
ӟџ֓ ԊѐҢ֓ ԝѧҢ (fol. 13r)ҵտџ֓ Ӻӗк֓ ѲҢл֓ ԟҧҵպћ֔ ӘѲ֓ ъԧ
яя֓ Ԋтъ֓ ԝҲѧџ֔ 1 Ӻӗк֓ ӒчъяԀ֓ кҗѣ֓ ҵѕњ֔ кԇշ֓ ԊҢӚл֓ 2 ҢѢ
ԣ֔ ӺкҗӗѤ֓ ԊѢѲл֓ ҢԊџӻ֔ պҧу֓ нԇог֓ мѲ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗ
л֓ чԺ֓ җӂ֖ ӺҒчԿӂ֓3 џңԇ֓4 ԟыҧ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ њѢԚ֓
џӗѨ֔ рыѢ֓ ъѢры֓ ԊԟѲӇӓ֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓5 ӺкԈќҢ֓ ыѦ֔ ъӃ
Ӟ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԊѢѲпԀ֔ ӺъӃ֓ ӿӗң֓ ъՕӾ֓ 6 Әќ
ҧ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԊѢѲпԀ֔ 7 ӒտѲџԀ֓ ҒӒջи(fol. 13v)ы֓ ӺтѢӿԀ֓ Ғпѥ
ӈы֔ ӺӗӇԊ֓ ԟպѷԣ֓ ԟӇҗғ֓ зѧӺ֓1 ӺӂҒғ֓ зпӺ֔ ӒэӇӞ֓ ԊԟҖл֓
чԺ֓ җӂ֖ ӺҒчԿӂ֓ џңԇ֓ ԟыҧ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ыѦ֓ ҒӿѧҢ֓ чԿ֓ ҧў
ӗԟԀ֓ къԧҵӄҧӟы֓ ѧѳк֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇշ֔ чԺ֓ Ҙы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟџӚғ֓ ղтԚ֓
Ӛъ֓ ӔԝӇѨѧӻ֓2 [Ғ ]җџеӃ֔ чԺ֓ Ҙы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟԢԟԀ֓ кчԟӺҧ֓
[ӿѧҢ֓ ѐҧ֓] ӺӔԟԺҗћ֓3 ҒԊ֓ Ԛтԟӻ֔ чԺ֓ Ҙы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟҗчԀ֓ кҒ
Կԇ֓ ӺӔԟԇы֓ 4 ӗяҗу֔ чԺ֓ Ҙы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟѷԧу֓ Ӻԟӂ֓ яѧ
Քџ֓ ӺӔԟѢҧԟԀ֔ ԟҖ֓ Ѳԝս֓ ԟҶԟѢӂ֓ ֛Ԣ֓ җӗ(fol. 14r)Ѧ֓ Ӈѷҧп֓
ӗяԟҧҵՂл֓1 чԏҗ֓ Ӻӧл֓ ԅкя֔
ӒэӇӞ֓ ԟԢл֓ Ӛъ֓ [ԟѷҧпԀ֓ ] кӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֖ ӗѧъ֓ Ҙң֓ Ԛт
ԟԀы֓ кыҥӇ֔ ӒэӇӞ֓ ԟԢл֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟѧѷпԀ֓ 2 кӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗ
цџ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҒъѧѲл֓ ԟѶԧѨ֓ кԅкя֔ Ӻкӗъ֓ ӔҢѢѷк֓ ӗъ֓ Ӕԧ
ҷӂ֔ Ӻкӗъ֓ ӔѐҢ֓ ӗъ֓ ӔтԚӿӂ֔ 3 ӺѧҴҢ֓ ԌӒиы֓ җԇк֓ Ӡӂ֓ кӒ
чԍҗ֔ ӒԇњѷԀ֓ їԽг֓ кѢѴп֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӔԟԢпԀ֓ кэҷҨҧ֓ ҢӚԧӈ֓ 4
пҗѢ֔ Ӓн֓ ԟԢл֓ [ӂҔњ֓ ԤҒ֓ Ңѷӽы֓ ] Ӛъ֓ ԝѧҢџӔ֓ җџеӃ֓ кӗк
ԟպѷԧԀ֔ ӒԇњԿԀ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧ (fol. 14v)Ѳп֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӔԟԢпԀ֓ ӝԇҒ֓
кэҷҨҧ֓ ӂҔњ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ яԧџ֔ ԥԇы֓ ԟԢл֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟҧоԅп֓ ӿѧҢ֓
ъѝӇ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝҗџз֓ ры֓ кӗк֓ ԝӇѨѧӻ֓1 ҒҗџеӃ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ кмг֓
ҒӺӇԾп֓ ӺӔԚтң֓ эҷҨҢ֓ 2 Ӛъ֓ ԟєяӽ֓ 3 ҥчҢ֓ Ԃѝҧ֖ 4 ӗъ֓ ӒӠ֓

MS ߌп֓ | 2 MS ߌяя ߌ | MS ߌѧѧ֓ | 4 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 5 MS ԟҧպՒћ֓.
MS Ԛҵ ?ѧџ֓ | 2 MS ߌӟл֓ | 3 MS Ӻҗ ߌ | 4 MS ߌԂ֓ | 5 MS Ғӗ ߌ | 6 MS ъՒԅӼ֓ |
7 Ԋ added.
fol. 13v 1 MS ߌӿ֓ | 2 MS ߌѢѣ֓ | 3 Ӕ added | 4 MS ߌѐ֓.
fol. 14r 1 п altered to л | 2 MS ԟѷҧпԀ֓ | 3 Or ӔԝчԟӺӂ֓; MS ԝчԟӺӂ֓ | 4 MS ҧ ߌ.
fol. 14v 1 MS ߌѢӿ֓ | 2 MS ߌҧ֓ | 3 MS ߌԀ֓ | 4 MS Әќҧ֓ , and adds ӗѧъ֓ ӒӠ֓ Ӛъ֓
ԟєяӽ֓ ҥчҢ֓ ԅѝҧ֓ , definitely because the copyist was misled by the word
Әќҧ֓ | 5 MS ԝҗџз֓ | 6 Ѩ added | 7 MS adds ӗӇӚ֓.

fol. 12v
fol. 13r

1
1
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Ӛъ֓ ԟӟԧӇӽ֓ ҥчҢ֓ Ӛպџ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝӇҗџӽ֓ 5 ԤҒ Ңѷӽэ֓ ӺҥҒ
џз֓ кӧл֓ Ѣҗӗ֔
ҢѷӽяѢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ӿӗң֔ эҷҨҧӄ ӒэӃӖп֓ [ӿӗң ]֔ ӅӇѨѣ֓ 6 ӗӇӚ֓
ҒҗџеӃ֓ 7 кӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔ Ӻ (fol. 15r)ӧл֓ ԊԚӒяӇ֓ Ӝԝг֓ ӿѧҢ֓
җџеӇ֓ Ԛтӿџ֔ Ӻկпъҧӄ֓ ӔԟњӟҘ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ 1 ӗժџҷ֓ [ӗӇӚ֓]
ҲҖг֓ яѧк֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ӂҔԟ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӗҗп֓ ҒҗџеӇӚ֓ ӇџӒԟ֓ җџеӂ֓ ӺҒկ
ԧѷӚ֓ Ӈџԅԟ֓ ԺժӚ֔ ӺӝԇҒ֓ ԇҗп֓ ӈӇ֓ эҷҨҧ֓ кӗԺџԚ֓ чԿӚ֔ 2 җџ
еӇ֓ кտӈҧԚ֔ ӺԅԤ֓ ӗժџҷ֓ яѧк֓ Ӕѥԟԝѧ֓ ӂҔԟ֓ [ӗӇԊ֓] ԇҗп֓ җџ
еӇ֓ ҧӗԍԏӚ֓ ҒԤҒ֓ яԧџ֔
ӺԟӗԎӄ֓ ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒџӔ֓ җџеӂ֓ ԺկӚ֓ нԇоԚ֔ ࠗӺӟ
їҧ֓ ӒջԚ֓ [к ]ѧҗтҢ֓ 3 ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ Ғѧъ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ чշџ֓ 
ѷ (fol. 15v)э֓ кӂտѧԚ֔ ӺӒկӇԇ֓ їԽԚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ їԽӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ъкӠҥӼ֔
ӘԊӟў֓ 1 пԇпӅ֖ 2 ԟӗԎѢ֓ ӗӚїҧӚ֖ ъӃ ӒӇҢ֓ ԊԢъџӚ֓ 3 ъкӠҢӚ֓ 4 Ғտ
њҢ֓ ҧѧҗӗҧӂ֓ ъӽҤ֖ ӺњѢԟӚ֓ ֛Ԣ֓ яѧк֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ ԊӔԟъӿҧ֓ 5
ӺԊӔԟэѧӇ֔
Ғѧъ֓ ъѧѲп֓ яїՔџ֓ ҷғԇ֓ ԊӔԟҧӂԺџ֓ ҕҤ֓ пѥӂ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֔
Ғѧъ֓ ъѧѲп֓ яїՔџ֓ ҷғԇ֓ ԊԟԊџԀы֓ кэҷҒњ֓ ѢѵпԝӇ֔
Ғѧъ֓ ъѧѲп֓ яїՔџ֓ ҷғԇ֓ ԊԟѲՒѷ֓ џӗѢ֓ ӚԟѤ֔ Ѳѷ֓ ӺӒկ
җ (fol. 16r)ѧ֓ 1 ҵԟры֓ кӗк֓ ԟҧѵӺяӽ֓ кӂտѧԚ֔ ӺњѧԚӄ֓ 2 ӗҧվѕч֓
ҒԧѲҢ֓ ժнӗҧԚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ кԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔

* * *
ӘԊ [Ғ ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒчѢџӠ֓ кԇғԟ֓ Ӛъ֓ ѷңп֓ ѷҧп֓ ҵՔӒҢ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҵԢ
њҧ֓ нԇоԚ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲп[Ӛ]֓ Ѣњӿӝг֓3 кկпъҧ֓ ѧџԀы֓4 кժџԚ֓ ӺѧԠы֓ ӗя
ԅкя֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟҧњӚҗ֓ ԏӟѠы֓ Ӛъ֓ Ғзԣӗ5 [ӺҒկяӿ֓] ԟӛӇ֓ Ӈҗњ
ҧԚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֔
[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲп֓ ӂխчӠ֓6 кҢӧн֓ ӺӒӇ(fol. 16v) ԺտӚ֓ ҒԿԅ֓ ӗяӒջг֓ ӺӒ
ӇԿպӄ֓ 1 ӗяӗԢ֓ ժнӗҧԚ֓ [мҢ֓ ] кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒњѸ֓ кѢҗӗ֓ яѧк֓ [ӒғӚ֓ ѢэԝӼ֓ ] Ӕҥџҷѷ֓ ӗяӆԚ֓
Ѣнъ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ӗяҲҖӚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲ [п ]Ӛ֓ ӺвҗӠы֓2 ҧӗяџҢ֓ кӗк֓ ԟպџгӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝяїՓ֓
ӗяԺժ֓ Ѳѧҧ֓ ԿҒџ֓ яѧоԚ֓ ҧӗяџҨ֓ кђӅԟ֓ [Ӻ ]ԟџӒԛ֓ ժнӗҧԚ֓ Ӻԟ
ҧҵպћ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ њԥӗӚӂ֓ ӺӒѧҢտѕчӚӂ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӂӒӿӠ֓ [к]ӒџӾ֓ ԊԟҧҶԚп֓ ӺѢтӿӠ֓ ҒтյӿӇҢ֓
ѷ(fol. 17r)ӇӽҤӚ֓ Ѣты֓ кӗк֓ ԟպѷԣ֓ Ӓчѧѐ֓1 нԇоԚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֔

1 Ӈ added | 2 MS чԺӚ֓ | 3 Or Ӻӟїҧ֓ [ӿѧҢ֓ ] ӒջԚ֓ ѧҗтҢ֓ | 4 MS
5 MS Ғӗ ߌ | 6 MS ъՒԅӼ֓ | 7 Ԋ added.
v 1 ?Әԏӟњ֓ | 2 MS пп ߌ | 3 MS ߌњ ߌ | 4 MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 5 MS adds ӺԊӔԟъӿҧ֓.
15

fol. 15r

fol.
fol. 16r
fol. 16v
fol. 17r

1

ߌԂ֓ |

MS ߌѢ֓ | 2 MS ߌѢ ߌ | 3 MS ѢӺџӝг֓ | 4 MS Ѣ ߌ | 5 MS Ғҷғԇ֓ | 6 MS Ԋӂ ߌ.
MS ߌԺ ߌ | 2 MS ӺӺ ߌ.
1 MS ߌѢѐ֓ | 2 MS ӺїӠ֓ | 3 MS ժԺߌ֓ | 4 MS ߌҒߌ | 5 MS ӺӺвҗӝ֓ | 6 ӿӝ added.
The original could be Ӓղӿӝ ߋyou shut it upߌ.
1
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ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ղҕԇӠ֓ кҖпшџ֓ ӺјӚ֓ 2 нԇог֓ ҵտњҢ֓ ӺӒпҗѨы֓
ҵѕњ֓ кժнӗҧԚ֓ [мҢ֓ ] кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ђԅџӚ֓ շӇԅ֓ ԇғԝӇ֓ Ӻ [Ӓ]ԇҒԟӚ֓ ժрҢ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ժԿӺӄ֓ 3
ԇҒԚ֓ ӗяҲҖӚ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒҢҗӝ֓ 4 кҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇӚ֓ [Ӻ ]ѲԢѧӝ֓ ҒѧяӚ֓ Ӻвղҗӝ֓ 5
Ғэԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺҘӚ֓ чշҒӄ֓ ӺӒӇկтӄ֓ ӗяҵՔӒҧԚ֖ ӺӗяӒҒѥԚӄ֓
ӒӇկтӄ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӓյъӿӝ֓ 6 кѤӘп֓ (fol. 17v) ӺӂѢҧӝ֓ 1 [Ӈѧҧ֓] Ӓկӽӄ
иы֓ кӗк֓ ԟҧжԚл֓ нԇоԚ֓ мҢ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ юӠ֓ кպԝҥӼ֓ ԊԚэӇ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ӓьӂ֓ ԌӒӚ֓ ӺњѢԟӠ֓
ѲԥэӼ֓ ҒӼӒ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ъӇԿїҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ӒҗӒӄ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ կџҲ֓2 Ңԧн
иы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֓ мҢ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ њѢԟӠы֓ кӒҕԿԄӚ֓ ѧғтӇ֖ ӺтҢяӠы֓ Ғӂժտխպ֓ Ԣя
Ӛ֓ ӟғџ֓ вҒӄ֓ мҢ֓ эҷҢъ֓ ժпҘӚ֓ эҷԚӼ֓ Ӛъ֓ эҷҢъ֓ ԌӒӚ֓ ժӼ
џԚ֓ Կћъ֓ ӿӛԟ֓3 ԤҒ֓ Ҳԟк֓4 ժнԄ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒѢѧпӚ֓ ӧӅҢ֓ ӗѥҧ֓ (fol. 18r) ӗяӗԢ֓ ѣѝվп֓ ӺѢԟպ֓
ԊԟҒџѷ֓ ӗяӗԢ֓ ӜћҖп֓ ӗк֓ ԚԂѷғ֓ ӒӇѲժ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ӺӒҕчӠ֓ кӒԥя֓
Ӛъ֓ ԟҕԇ֓ ԂղԢ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ Ԋӗяӆг֓ ӺշӒ֓ Ӓҗвӄ֓ мҢ֓ ҒӼӒ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ џѧ
Ҩы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֖ ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒѢӂԟӚ֓ ԅкъ֓ ԊэѢӂ֓1 ӺтԢѧӚ֓ 2 ԅкъ֓ [Ԋ ]ҒпԚ֓ ӺѲԢ
ѧӚ֓ 3 ԅкъ֓ [Ԋ ]њѧт֓ тԧѧ֓ ӂտѧԚ֓ ӺїԽԚ֓ мҢ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒկԺԟӝ֓4 кԅղԢ֓ ӺԟӇӚ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҢҢӟкҧ֓ ҒԚэӇӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓
ӺњѢԟӝ֓ 5 ҧտњԟ֓ ъеԟяӅӂ֓ 6 њѧԚӄ֓ ӗկԺԟ֓ կԾ֓ (fol. 18v) еԟэӈҧ֓
Ӻӗտњԟ֓ տў֓ Ӈѧт֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ պԢԟӚ֓ 1 ӗԥе֓ кцӽӇ֓ ӺӒԿԅԏӠ֓ кӒԥя֓ ӗяխԇњ֓2
ѐҧ֓ ӒԿԇԊӄ֓ мҢӄ֓ ӗяӒџԃҢ֓ ҵՔӒҧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗҧѲӂԟ֓ кӚ֓ ҒӇիч֓
пҗ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
ӘԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ъѝҷӠы֓ ктӽџԝҤӚ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ яџтӄ֓ տӈҢ֓ џҧԇҧ֓3
ӗӇҢ֓ ҕҤ֓ Ӓтӿџ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
ӘԊ [Ғ ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒҕчӠы֓ ԟӜԣ֓ ӧр֓ 4 ҵԟк֓ ժнӔ֓ ӺӒѢпՒӇӠы֓
Ӛъ֓ ԝпѧу֓ ҷяԊ֓ ӒտӘҧ֓ ӺӒѵџҗҧ֓ ҲҒӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӓпѧч֓ їпՕӈ֓
кѢэпԝ (fol. 19r)п֓ ѥӅ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѕԚӚ֓ чԏҒӚ֓ ӗяҷџэ֓1 кӘќҧ֓ ӔҧԿԧպӄ֓ мҢ֓
кіՒ֓ ԢяӚ֓ [Ӓн֓ ] њѧԚӄ֓ կыԢ֓ кӒџԃҢ֓ ӺӇԾпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗҧ
ъӝз֓ [ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ] Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ պҥчӠы֓ [к ]ӗк֓ Ғыѵц֓ ѢԟՕӇ֓ ѧӇѣнӇ֓2 տҧ
тӄ֓ мҢ֓ ӗэԇђњ֓ ҵՔӒҧ֓ ԊӔԟҧպҥч֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֔
[ӘԊ]ҒъѧѲп[Ӛ]֓ ӒҗѝҷӚ֓ ры֓ кӗк֓ ӿѧҢ֓ կпъҧ֓ Ӓҗџз֓ мҢ֓ җџ
еӂ֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗџԅԟ֓ җџеӂ֓ ԺկӚ֓ Ԋялԇ֓ Ғӧкж֓3 Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֔
MS ߌӚ֓ | 2 MS կџҷ֓, with џ added later | 3 Probably ӿӛп֓ ; see fol. 38r |
MS ߌԚ ߌ | 5 MS adds ӺԊӔԟъӿҧ֓.
fol. 18r 1 MS ԊӒэ ߌ | 2 MS ߌѢ ߌ | 3 MS ߌѢ ߌ | 4 MS ߌӚ֓ | 5 MS ߌӠ֓ | 6 MS ߌӇ֓ .
fol. 18v 1 MS պњԟ ߌ | 2 MS ӗяԺӂҢ֓ ; but see fol. 40v | 3 Or կԧѷ֓ | 4 MS ӧл֓.
fol. 19r 1 MS ӗъҷ ߌ | 2 MS Ѣ ߌ | 3 MS ҒзԚ֓, unless the reference is to կпъҧ֓ .
fol. 17v

1
4
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[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӓч(fol. 19v)ԚпӠы֓ кѢэԇҥҧ֓ ъӽԇԝӇ֓ ӺӒսӗӚ֓
ры֓ нзҒ֓ ӗѥҧ֓ ӺӒӟսԇӚ֓ ры֓ ѧӂӂ֓ ӒӅҗѧҧ֓ ӺҕнзӠы֓ 1 ӗяյӗ
ѝҢ֓ 2 ӧӂӆ֓ ъտџз֓ ҕпзӄ֓ мҢ֓ ӗяԇкҧ֓3 ӗӜҧ֓ ӺӗяѢԅҧ֓ 4 ъӇ
ѣҧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҒԥҷӅ֓ ӗӇԿџ֓ կԧѲӚ֓ Ӓӂ֓ [ԺҗџӚ]֔
ӘԊ [Ғ ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ҕњӝ֓5 кяԧџ֓ Ӻӂԍҷӝ֓ 6 ҒԢъ֓ կпҒҧӚ֓ 7 Ӈԏҵӄ֓ 8 ҒӒ
ԍҗ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗӇխч֓ ӺчշҒӄ֓ [Ғэԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺҘӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ] ӗяҒњԧ֓
ժԅԧԄԧ֓ ӗկԅԣ֓ Ӓӂ֓ [ԺҗџӚ]֔
Ә [Ғ ]ԊъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒъӇҢӿӝ֓ къӝӇ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧкԧ֓ ӿлԢ֓ [Ӻ ]ӒӽпԢ֓
ӗк֓ 9 ԟҧѲӂԛ֓ кӚ֓ ӺкҖҢ֓ ъѷԢѧӚ֓ (fol. 20r) њѧԚӄ֓ ѷӃԚ֓ кӒџԃҧӚ֓
ђӅԟ֓1 ӺкհџӚ֓ Ѳмп֓ [կӻњ֓ ] Ӓӂ֓ [ԺҗџӚ]֔
[Ә]Ԋ[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒџӒԟӚ֓ ҵԟк֓ ӒԧҷӈҢӚ֓ ҒӔԚћѥоя֓ вԺѠы֓ кԇҗ
ѝӿԝӇ֓ ӗк֓ Ӛпг֓ Ғѷԧъ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗл֓ Ԣы֓ нԇоӂ֓ Ӻн
ԇк֓ ӿлԧӂ֔ ӺӝԇҒ֓ ժџҳ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗл֓ ӗъѢ֓2 Ӻпԣ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ кӗԿԌӒ
җцџ֓ чԝӿ֓ њԧ֓ ӗѧӛ֓ ӗъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӈџԅԟ֓ ӺӇӗъӇ֓ җӚ֔
ӺӒџӒԟӚ֓3 ҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ [ъѧѲпӚ֓] Ӓկкѐ֓4 кղтԟ֓ ӗяӇխў֓5 ԇџѵ
ӂӚ֓ ӺӒԢъӅ֓ кӺџҷ֓ ӗяџӗԚҢ֓6 їԽӚ֓ ѷԣѢ֔7 Ӻӗк֓ ӒџԠҗ֓8 (fol. 20v)
ԟҒџг֓ ӗяԼԎ֓ ѧѣ֓ ѢӒҧ֔ ӺԼԎ֓ ѧѣ֓ Ѣԅҧ֓ ӒշӂӇӚ֓ џӗѢӚ֓ ӺъӚ֓
ӂտѢӚ֓1 ӿѧҢ֓ ӗԢ֓ ӒғӚ֔ ӒԧкѷкѲҧ֓ яԧџ֓ ӗъђњҥҤе֔ Ӻժӽпԇҧ֓
ҢѢѳ֓ ӺӗӚԠы֓ кӚтԝԧԝӇ֓ ԇҗӇ֓2 ҢѢѲ֔ ӺӒпҕҔиы֓3 кѢѵпԝӇ֓
ӔъяԂ֓ [Ӓн֓] ժӇԂ֓ ӗяԇҗӇ֔ ԚҗѢ֓ пҘы֔ ԊтմӇ֓ ѧџӺ֓ ӟѥԢы֔ ӺԊ
җџҧ֓ տկѐы֔ ӂѷԅ֓ Ӣӧч֖ ӺҢӚїң֓ ъѵҗѝҧ֔ Ӻկно֓ пҘы֓
Ңтҧы֓ ҒկпъҢ֓4 Կн֔ ղтԟӄ֓ Ӓӗъњ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֔ ӺӺџҷӄ֓ Ӓӗъњ֓
(fol. 21r) ӒянӠ֔ ӺӚӽӟҗҧӄ֓ Ӓӗъћ֓ Ժҕќиы֖ ӗѧъ֓ ђӺћ֓ җџеӈы֓
ӗяӂկѠ֓ ԇџѵӂӚ֔1 Ӻժӽпԇҧӄ֓2 Ӓӗъћ֓ պՕќиы֓ ӺҢѢѳ֓ ӗяտџеҢ֓
ѐҧ֔ яԧџӄ֓ Ӓӗъњҧ֓ Ԋѕњѝ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӒӇѲпѲкҧ֓ ӗяҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
Ӣӧчӄ֓ Ӓӗъњ֓ ԊӒկӇԈ֓ [ӗѧъ֓] ӂѷԅ֓ ӗяӇҒҢ֓3 ԢяӚ֔
ӗл֓ ӧры֓ ӒӗяћӚ֓ ӘӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ պՒџӝиы֖
ӺӗѧѝӖпѢ֓ ӔԝӗъћӚ֔ ӺчԏҗԚӄ֓ ӔՒԚѳӚ֔ зԚӇҢ֓ (fol. 21v)֓ ђӅ
ԟҧ֓ ӗӜҢ֓ պԢԛӚ֔ ӺзԚӇҢ֓ ԊӒտѲџӠы֓1 ժпӓӚ֔ ӒяԢ֓ ԢъӅ֓ ԊӒӇ
нԇӚ֓ ры֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԝӿԇԠы֓ 2 нзҒ֓ ղтԟ֓ ԟԊпրы֓3 [ҒӗӇҢ֓ ] ԊӒѧ
ҢѲժлӚ֓ Ӓӟмп֓ Ԋјӟ֔ ӒяԢ֓ ӗѥҧ֓ җћз֓ Ԋъџиы֓ Ғомҧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ԟӞпры֓ Ғѣѝжг֓ ԟԊпրы֓4 ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊԺпҒғӚ֓ кҢѕпѸ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ԟҗл֓ ҢӂҒԟ֓ кӂ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֖ ъӃ֓ ӿӗң֓ ԊժտӒӚ֔
эԚ֓ ҧӗяџҧ֓ ԊӢӧт֓ Ӡўҗ֓ ԟԊпրы֓5 ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊӒѧҢԛӚ֓ җдӒ֓ Ԋя
ѧк֓ тѐҧ֔

fol. 19v
fol. 20r
fol. 20v
fol. 21r
fol. 21v

1

MS ӺҒ ߌ | 2 MS ߌњҢ֓ | 3 MS ߌҢ֓ | 4 MS ߌҥҢ֓ | 5 MS ߌӚ֓ | 6 MS ߌӚ֓ | 7 Obviously in the form of ѧѷкҧ֓ | 8 MS յԏ ߌ | 9 Added.
1 MS ߌԚ֓ | 2 MS ӗѧъ֓ | 3 MS ӺӒџӗԚӚ֓ | 4 MS ߌя֓ | 5 MS Ӈխў֓ | 6 MS џӗԚҢ֓ |
7 MS ߌѧ֔ | 8 MS ߌџӗԠ ߌ
1 MS ߌѧ ߌ | 2 MS ߌӂ֓ | 3 MS ߌҕѤи ߌ | 4 MS ߌҧ֓.
1 MS ߌӈӚ֓ | 2 п added | 3  added.
1 Ѳџ i added | 2 MS ߌԅ ߌ | 3 Or ԟԍк ߌ; MS ߌԍп ߌ | 4 Or ԟԍк ߌ; MS ߌԍп ߌ | 5 MS ߌԍ ߌ.
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ъӅ֓ ҒԺԥя֓ ԊѦ (fol. 22r)ѢԟӠы֓ ԟԊпրы֓ 1 ҒӗӇҢ֓ Ԋђџӓ֓ эԇԢ֓ кҒ
мԅ֓ 2 տїч֓ 3 ӗӇԊ֓ ѷӇӿ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ҒҲխӿӇҢ֓ 4 ъѧѲп֔
эԚ֓ ҕчџ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҢѢՒҧ֓ ры֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟџӚғ֓ ячӽњ֓ [ҒԅяԢ֓] ӗѥҧ֓
эӗӚк֓ [эԚ֓ ҕчџ֓] ҧԍкրы֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊѢՒՓ֓ пҗѢӚ֓ 5 ӺҢӝպл֓ кџ
ӗѨы֔
ӚԟѤ֓ Ԋҗџҧ֓ ԊѲпԅ֓ 6 ры֓ ыѦ֓ ҒҧӗԍԊ֓ ԌӒӚ֓ ӗяӚъ֓ ӂѢӠы Ӛԟ
Ѥ֓ ҒԺԥя֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟчԚӿ֓ ҒӂկѠң֓ ԟԍкրы֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊѢѲлӚ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓
ъѧѲп֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӔԚћѥоя֓ ҒӗԢӼиы֓ кԢѴѲ֓ ԝԇѸҗ֔
(fol. 22v) ӺҢղџӒ֓ ҵԟк֓ ҧӇҔҧ֓ ӗяӆиы֔ ӺӒпҘ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԊҢӇїӒ֓
ӂҔԟ֓ ӗяӗѧѝӖп֓ ӺӔԢяղ֓ ѵк֓ ҧӇҔҧ֓ ҒӔԚћѥоя֓ ӺҒӧл֓ Ӓԧԝ
ье֔ ѢՒՒ֓ Ѳԝս֓ пҗѨ֓ 1 ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҧъԅԇ֖ ӺҢӒҢҢ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ ӟзӂҧ֓
ӗяоӽӿԝӇ֖ ӗѧъ֓ [կуտ֓] ҒӗӇҤӒиы֓ ҒӿѧҢ֓ Ԉќҧ֓ Ԋԟҗп֓ Ӓп
ҕѤиы֓ ӔԟѧՓ֓2 ӺӔԟҗг֓ їԽиы֖ ӗѧъ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ӗыӇң֓
кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔ ӺӗӇҒԟӂ֓ Ѳԝս֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢӒҢҢ֓ ѷԧѧӅиы֔ ҢѢՒ֓ ъӇ
нԇҢ֓ яӧѝҗ֔ ӺӒпҘ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ (fol. 23r) Ԋԟպѷԣ֔ Ӻԟҗл֓ мѵӂ֓ ӝз
Ӆҧ֓ ӺժтտҨы֓ кчԏҗ֓ Ӓпҗӂ֓ ӇԻї֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ Ѷѕџ֖ ӗѧъ֔ ӧл֓
ԊԝӂԿї֓ џӗѨ֓ ӒнӾ֓1 ӂԽє֓ ӿӗң֔ Ӓӗъњ֓ ры֓ ъӇԿїҢ֓2 Ѡя֓
ӺӟзԧԀ֓ кӺпԢ֓ ԥӼҧ֔ Ӻӗяԏ֓ ҒՒк֓3 ъӇԿїҢ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓ ӗяӔԚћѥ
оя֔ ժԽ֓ ԊҢӿзҒ֓ кԝԇѸҗ֓ ъՒӻ֓ [к ]Ӓчԍҗ֓ ъӇԿїҢ֓ ӺӟзӂҢ֓
ӺҧӇҔҢ֔ ӺҢъՒӻ֓ Ӓчԍҗ֓ вҗҢ֓ ӗяӗѧѝӖп֓ яѧк֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ ӺӇ
чӂ֓ ӿлԢ֓ 4 ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝ (fol. 23v)Ӈ֓ Ӓъӂ֓ җӚ֓ ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓
ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ҒзнӾӚ֓ ӺӺ
пԢ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ҒїԽӾӚ֔ 1 Ѣъџӂ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧӇԿї֓ кӂ֓ кԏнջ֔ ӺяӅӆӚ֓ ԊҒ
ҲҒ֓ ӗл֓ ӟҗњ֓ Ӡӂ֓ 2 кӂ֓ ҒӚъ֓ կуտ֓ Ԋԟҗп֓ ԇҗӇ֓ 3 ԊъӂӇԀ֓ ӂԢ
ѷҧ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӡӂ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ џӗѢ֓ эӗԊӇҧ֔ ӗяҲҒ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӡӂҧ֓
ԍҤ֔
ӒӠ֓ кӂԼї֓4 ҕчҤң֓ ԊӇպѷԧӚ֓ Ӓн֓ տիъ֓ ӅъпӚӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӇҧӒъӇ֓5
Ӛъ֓ ԇћԟ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ яѧк֓ [Ӓҗ֓ Ғ]ъкӠҧӚ֓ ӺԊ(fol. 24r)ӿԿӒ֓1 ҒԇҒԟӚ֓
яѧк֓ ъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ ӒпҘ֓ Ѣԅҧ֓ эӗӚоӚ֓ ӺэӗӚоиы֔2 ӒпҘ֓ ԇк
ҧ֓ эӗӚк֓ Ӓҗ֓ ӺэӗӚоӚ֔ ӒпҘ֓ ѲԤъ֓ внӾ֓ кӒҗ֓ ӗяӆӚ֓ ӺӔҢѲ
Ԥъ֓ знӾӚ֓3 ӗяӂ֓ ъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֔
ӒҷњяӚ֓ знӾ [Ӛ ]֓ ӗяՒԟѸ֓ чмӅ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֓ ӺӗяҢӒԟѠ֓ чм
Ӆ֓ ънӗӟҧ֔ ӒҷњяӚ֓ знӾӚ֓ ԊҒнԇл֓ ӗяҢԺїј֓ 4 ҒӗԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъч
ԝӿ֓ ӺӗяҢкӟր֓ ҒӗԢ֓ ънӗӟҧ֓ ҧԻеӇ֔

fol. 22r
fol. 22v
fol. 23r
fol. 23v
fol. 24r

1

MS ߌԍ ߌ | 2 MS ҒҒ ߌ | 3 MS ߌт֓ | 4 MS Ӓյ ߌ | 5 MS ߌѧӚ֓ | 6 Probably ԊѢѲк֓ or
ԊӒѲъ֓ ; see fol. 59v and Num 21: 9.
1 MS ߌѧ֓ | 2 MS ߌѢ ߌ.
1 MS ߌӼ֓ | 2 MS Ғъ ߌ | 3 MS ߌн֓ | 4 MS ߌԧ֓ .
1 MS ߌӾг֓ | 2 MS Ӛӂ֓ | 3 MS ߌӂ֓ | 4 MS кӂ֓ Ծђ֓ , ъ add to Ծђ (>Ծђъ֓ ) |
5 MS ӗҧ ߌ.
1 MS ӺԊӺԿԅ֓ | 2 MS ߌоӚ֓ | 3 MS зн кӚ֓, with Ӿ added: >знӾ֓ кӚ֓ | 4 MS
ӗяҢӒԺѨ֓ .
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ӒчњяӚ֓ знӾӚ֓ ԊҒӒџԝя֓ ӗяҢӂկѠ֓ кӧл֓ ҒӚъ֓ (fol. 24v) պѲԢ֓
ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҒӚъ֓ պѲԧӚ֔ 1
ӺӔӇպѷԧ֓ ԅԤ֓ мѲ֓ 2 ӝзӅҧ֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ъӽҤ֓ ԊӔԟӟп֓ Ӓԧҷӈ֓ кџ
ӗѣ֓ ӗяӗԢ֓ ѐҧ֔ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ࠗмѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓3 ԊӒҗ֓ ѧяԅ֓ Ӡӂ֓ кӚ֓
ҒӿѧҢ֓ Ԡџԥӈѧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗп֓ ԏӇң֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺпԧԚ֓ ԊӒպѷџ֓ ԊӜԝг֓
ђъџӛ֔ Ӻрң֓ ѧяԇԀ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ࠗмѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓4 ԊъӚ֓ ӂտѢӚ֓ 5 [Ӻ ]ҖԊӿӚ֓ ӒҕԿԄӚ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ࠗмѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓6 ԊӇիч֓ ӗяҵՔӒҧ֓ Ӻпԃп֓ ӗяѢэԝҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ࠗмѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓7 ԤҒ֓ ъѧ (fol. 25r)Ѳп֓ ԊӒѷњҗӚ֓ џӗѢӚ֓
ъїӽԇҢ֓ [к ]ԊӺкԢӚ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ࠗмѲ֓ ӝзӅҤӂ֓1 ԊкмӚ֓ 2 ђӽԄ֓ 3 ӺкмӚ֓ ъїӽԇҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ 4 ӝзӅҤӂ֓ ԊкмӚ֓ ъժӇчч֓5 ӺкмӚ֓ կӇтч֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ 6 ӝзӅҤӂ֓ Ԋѷғԇ֓ ӗяҲҒ֓ Ӓҗ֓ ࠗъӇպѢ֓ ѷԣѢ֔ 7 Ԋк
мӚ֓ ҧҧѲњҗ֓ 8 ъїӽԇҢ֓ џӗѢӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧѧњԟ֓ ры֓ ҵՔӒҨы֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ 9 ӝзӅҤӂ֓ Ԋӗякվ֓10 јԇӚ֓ 11 џӗѢӚ֓12 кԏнջ֓ ӗѧӚ֓
кԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔
Ӛъԏ֓ ӗӇӚ֓13 ӇҧԽ(fol. 25v)ӂԟ֓ 1 кӒџӾ֓ [җџҧ֓ Ԋ]ӟзӂҧӚ֔ ӇѢԿԧ֓2 ѷԧ
ъ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ҒԊԤҖг֓ ҢՒҗт֓ їԽӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ Ӈҗп֓ [ъѧѲп֓
ъԧҵӄҢ֓ ӂտѧӂ֔ ѷԧъ֓] ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӇѢԿԧ֓3 Әмѷӂ֖ ӺкѷӇӽҢ֓ ӗԢӼӚ֓
ӺӗԺќӚ֓ ӅѧҢҒџӟ֔4 ӺџԿԊҢ֓5 ԺҘӚ֓ ӇӖяҷ֔ ӺкӧӅҧ֓ кԊњԺԋӚ֓ Ӈгҗ֓
ѧҗтҢ֓ ӺӿԥѦ֔ ӺҧӇѕӖӚ֓ ӇԎӃ֖ ӺїџԅҢӚ֓ ӇҧӒъӇ֔ ӺҒӇҗњҧӚ֓ ԊԚ
эӂ֓6 Ӓҗ֓ Ӈҧюӝз֓ ӗӇԊ֓ Ӈҗп֓ җӂ֓ ҲҒ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӓғӂ֓ ԊҒѢэԝҧ֓
ӒэӃӖп֖ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ԊӂҒњ֓7 ҒԚэӂ֓ ԊӺкԢ֔ (fol. 26r) ӿӗң֓ ԟъ
կӗ֓ ӝԇҒ֓ ҒԢъӅ֓ Ѣэԟ֓ яѧк֓ ҵԟп֓ ӺънӗӟҤг֓1 яѧог֓ ӺъѧѲл֓
ѷԧюг֔ Ӓюе֓ ӗк֓ ӺԿԃӚ֓ ԟҒӟԛ֔ ӺкӗкѢ֓ ԟӂїӓ֓ эҷҢъ֓ ѧяӚ֓
[ԟӚӿӇ֓ ры֓] Ѣня֓ Ӻѕзк֓2 ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔
ӺԟӗԎӄ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӇӾԧѢӚ֓ 3 [Ә ]ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ պԥԚ֓ ӗԥӂ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֖
ӺԺҕў֓ ѕзпӚ֓ ҒѐҧӚ֓ [эӗӚоӂ֓] ӺэӗӚк֓ [ӒғӚ֖ ] ӺӚսо֓ ъӇԿ
їҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ кӂ֓ ҒҧӇѕӖӚ֔ ҒӂՒҗՕҒ֓ 4 ԢяӚ֓ Ңկчպ֓ [ячњҧӚ֓ ]
ҒѢоԥ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ ӺҒџԿԊҢ֓ ԺҘӚ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ Ԣя֓ (fol. 26v) Ӻэԟ֓ Ӓӗ
ъӈ֓ ктѝӼ֓ ԊӺԿԅӚ֔ ӺկнрҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊкӚր֓ кպԝҥӼ֓ ԊԚэӇ֓
ю֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ӓьӂ֓ ԌӒӚ֔ ҒӚъ֓ ҢѥҢպӚ֓ 1 պԝҥӼ֓ 2 ҒчээҢ֓ ъѧѲ
пӚ֓ Ӛэг֓ ҢѥҢպӚ֓ 3 ҒъӇԿїҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҧҖр֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗъӇ֓
պԧսԢ֔ Ӛъ֓ Ԡя֓ ҧжл֓ яѧоԚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ժӂҧ֔ Ӻ֛Ѣ֓ պԝҥӼ֓4 ԊӔк
Ӛր֓ Ӓђњ֓ ячњҧӚ֓ Ԋժњպ֓ 5 нԇоӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗп֓ ӗъѢ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒ
fol. 24v
fol. 25r

fol. 25v
fol. 26r
fol. 26v

1 MS պѲԢ֓ , with Ѳ added | 2 MS мѵӂ֓ | 3 MS мѵӂ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ | 4 MS мѵӂ֓ ӝз
Ӆҧ֓ | 5 MS ߌѧ ߌ | 6 MS мѵӂ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ | 7 MS мѵӂ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓.
1 MS мѵӂ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ | 2 MS Ԋмߌ | 3 MS ߌԆ֓ | 4 MS мѵӂ֓ | 5 The form is not attested; it must refer to the priest | 6 MS мѵӂ֓ | 7 MS ߌѧ֓ ߌѧ֓ | 8 For ҥѲџҗ֓? | 9 MS
мѵӂ֓ | 10 ? Or ԊӗяӒъ֓; MS Ԋӗяպ֓ | 11 ԇ added | 12 MS ߌѧӚ֓ | 13 MS ߌԊ֓.
1 MS ӗҧ ߌ | 2 MS ߌѧ ߌ | 3 MS ߌѧ ߌ | 4 MS ߌҗњ ߌ | 5 MS ӺԿԏњҢ֓ | 6 Or ҒԚэӂ֓ ,
MS ߌӇ֓ | 7 MS Ӻӂ ߌ.
1 MS ԊӒկпӗҤг֓ | 2 MS ߌп֓ | 3 MS ߌԢ ߌ | 4 MS Ԋӂ ߌ.
1 MS ߌտӚ֓ | 2 ҥ added | 3 MS ߌտӚ֓ | 4 ҥ added | 5 MS ժ added.
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җцџ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӒԧҷӇ֓ џӗѢӚ֓ ӺӜԝӂд֔ ӺԺђհ֓ ӝп (fol. 27r)ӓ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ԟҗп֓ кӂѢ֓ ԊҒџңԇ֓ њӚҗӂ֓ [ԊԟԢпӺӂ֖ ] ҒҵՔӒҧӂ֓ 1 ҢպԢԟӂ֔ ӺԏӇ
ңѢ֓ ӒпҘ֓ 2 [ӗӛԟ֓] ԊԺҗњ֔ 3 ӺҢъԟՒ֓ ҲҖӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗп֓ ҢԊӚњӄ֓
ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒячњҧӚ֓ Ӓъ֓ 4 ҧъկӗ֓ ҒѧҗтҤӚ֔ 5 ѢтҒҨ֓ тҗк֓ ячњ
ҧӚ֓ кպԝҥԟ֓ ԊԚэӇ֔ ԇћԟ֓ чээҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓6 ԊњӚҘы֓ к֜иы֔ ӺҒ
ԇћԟ֓ ҵՕӿӗ֓ ҢӢӂӃ֔ ӒӠ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ӗыӇң֓ ԊҢѢѷл֓ Ӓн֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓
ҢպԧԠҨы֔ Ғѵк֓ ժќտ֓ ԊӺշӒ֓ ӗяӒջг֓ ҢҵՇк֓ պԝҥԟ֓ ԊղԽя֔
ӺҒѵк֓ ӒѧҢҗѿԈ֓ (fol. 27v) ԊӺշӒ֓ ӗяӒջг֓ ԧҷӂ֓ պԝҥԟ֓ 1 ԊԚэӇ֔
ӺҢպժъ֓ нԇоиы֓ ԊҢҗзк֓ ҒӺӇԾп֓ ӗяѵпӚ֓ ҧժԧѷ֓ ӺӗяѵпӚ֓
ҧҧӦӂӇ֔ 2
ӺӒӂд֓ ӗժџҷ֓ ҲҖӚ֓ ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӺӒянӜԚ֓ ӺъԧҵӄԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧ
Ҩѧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӗҗп֓ ҢԊӚњӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒячњҧӚ֓ Ӓъ֓ ҧъկӗ֓ Ғѧҗт
ҤӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ҢԊӚџӠ֓ кպԝҥӼ֓ 3 ԊԚэӇ֓ ҒҲҒ֓ 4 ѷԣѧ֓ ӺэҷҢъ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧ
ѲпӚ֔
ҢԊӚњӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒячњҧӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ҢԊӚџӠ֓ кэҦԀѧ֓ ъժҗтӼ֖ ӺњѢ
ԟӠ֓ ӺӇԾнӾ֓5 Ӻ (fol. 28r)ѣҥվ֓ ӟտры֓ ктӽџԝҤӚ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֔
ҢԊӚњӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒячњҧӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ҢԊӚџӠ֓ кեӿрѧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ѢԥԤ֓ ӿӗ
ң֓ ӺњѢԟӠ֓ тӽџԝ֓ ӺѢҕӞ֓ ӺӇԾк֓ ࠗъӇԿїҧ֓ кկӽԆ֓1 Ӓчԍҗ֓ ӗѧӚ֓2
ԝӂӟћ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒг֓ ӗк֓ Ѣяԃ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗл֓ ԏӛӒ֓ ԊѲԤы֓ ԟѢԧԧ֓ 3
ԊԟӗԎ֓ ԟюзџ֓ ѵк֓ еԟэӈҧ֔ ӺԚӒӧҧԀ֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒг֓
ԊժԽ֓ ԊҢӿзҒ֔
ҢԊӚњӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒячњҧӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ҢԊӚџӝ֓ кԊэ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ѲҗԅҢӚ֓
(fol. 28v) ԇտњҢ֖ ӺӒџѧтҧ֓1 ӗԺќӚ֓2 ҒӒӇҗԅ֓ ӺъԏъԊҢӚ֓3 Ғїԇџҥ֔
ӺҧҖн֓ еԟэӈҧӜ֓ 4 ӒчԚӺҢӜ֖ 5 ҢҵԧԺ֓ кӜ֓ 6 ҵՔӒҧӜ֔ 7 ӺҒкӄ֓
мҢ֓ еԟэӈҧӚ֓ 8 ӒчԟӺҢӚ֔ ӺњѧԚӄ֓ ԧпӺ֓ къӇԿїҢ֓ ӒғӚ֓ мҢ֓
кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ кԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔

* * *
ࠗ

9

ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ԿҒџ֓ ѕзкӚ֓ 10 ҒӗӇҤӒԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ [ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ] Ӛԅӿ֓ ячњҢӚ֓ нԇоԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ҷշњӄ֓ Ғтճњ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֖ (fol. 29r) ӺӚпкӄ֓
ҒӺпҥ֓ ъԧҵӄҧӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӓԃԧ֓ ѷэ֓ кїԽԚ֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓
ъӽԆ֓1 ղџ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ъԿҒӄ֓ ҒӒӗнտ֓2 ҧԻеӇ֓ ънӗӟҤӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ [ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ] ӒӺпҧӺӄ֓ ӇӽԚ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ [ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ] ԃъ֓ ѧя֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ӓջиы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ԃъ֓ ԏӟџ֓ кӗк֓ ԟծӿԇԀ֓ Ғկԧѷ֔
MS ߌҢ ߌ | 2 MS ԊӒ ߌ | 3 MS ҒԊ ߌ | 4 MS Ӛъ֓ | 5 MS ӗяѧ ߌ | 6 MS ߌпӚ֓ .
MS кպ ߌ | 2 MS ҧӢӇӇ֓ | 3 ҥ added | 4 ? Ҳ is not clear | 5 MS ߌӼ֓ .
1 MS ߌҢ֓ կ ߌ | 2 MS ߌъ֓ | 3 MS ߌԢԧ֓ .
1 MS ߌѢ ߌ | 2 MS ߌќе֓ | 3 Ԋ added | 4 MS ߌҢ ߌ | 5 MS ߌԟ ߌ | 6 MS ߌӚ֓ | 7 MS ߌҢӚ֓ |
8 MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 9 ѧ֓ ӟџ added | 10 MS ߌпӚ֓ .
r 1 MS ߌԄ֓ | 2 MS ߌպ֓ .
fol. 29

fol. 27r
fol. 27v
fol. 28r
fol. 28v

1
1
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ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӠӚҒ֓ җџеӇ֓ կҕтӼ֓ яӟи [Ӈ֓ ](fol. 29v) кӒ
җԝԏ֓ ъӇպѧ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ղтԚ֓ կԧѷ֓ ԊԊпպ֓ ԝҒџз֓ [ҒԺժ֓]1 ѷԣѥӇ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Әъ֓ Ԋԟҧ֓ Ԋђњղ֓2 ӗяҖҢ֓ ԝԇѸҗ֔ Ғҧњ֓
еԟэӈҧ֓ ԊӺշӒ֓ ӗяїџӺ֓ ӗѦԟ֔ ӺկԾ֓ ԊԂџԺҧ֓ ӗяՇӇԣ֓ кԥӼҧ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҒѥ֓ ԊѐӒ֓ ӗяӂԺԢ֓ ԟгԥ֓ ԊӗяԿџэ֓
ъԅң֓ Ңвӿӛ֓ ъӥӇӇҢ֓ կпъҧ֖ Ӻӗяԧяղ֓ Օҷћ֓ ӒӇѲпѲл֓
ъђњҥҢ֓ Ӓԧҕџ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ҒѲѧҥъ֓3 ъѧѲ (fol. 30r)пӚ֓ 1 дը֓ къѧҢӒ
Կп֖ ӺтյӿӇҢ֓ ѷӇӽҤг֓ ԿҒџ֓2 Ӓчյ֓ џѣӅҢ֓ ҒԊ֓ ҧӂԧր 3 кժнӔ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒџӔ֓ ҵԟк֓ ӒԧҷӈҧӚ֓ 4 нԇоԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ єя֓ җџеӂ֓ ԺկӚ֓ нԇоԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ѐԺѢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ԛвл֓ яѧоԚ֓ Ғӧл֓ ъӽ
ԇк֓ чԟӺҧԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ѷѧя֓ пѥӇԚ֓ ҒնӺ֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӓԟ
ԧԇ֓ ӿԥѦ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧ (fol. 30v)Ҩѧ֓ янԇ֓ ӒջԚ֓ ѧҗтҤӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗѢ
җч֓ 1 ӒӢҦҢӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒկӇԈӇ֓ къӚԚԧԚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ տӈҧӚ֓ Ӛъ֓
ӗҧл֓ Ӓђњ֓ կԧѸы֓ [къӚԚԧӚ ]֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒկӇԅӄ֓ кԺҔњ֓ պѵԧӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӓӿԧԧ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ їԽԚ֓ պќиҢӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ [ӚԂӿ֓]2 ԤҒ֓ џӗѧԚ֓ ԊԟҢ֓ ячњҧӚ֔ ӺԝӇ
ժպկտ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԺկԚ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ ѕзпӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒѧҢԥпӺӄ֓ 3 кӂєӒ֓ ࠗя(fol. 31r)їՔњӚ֓
ѢэԝӾ֔ 1
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒџտѲӄ֓ 2 ӿѧҢ֓ эӗԧӚ֓ ъкӠҥӼ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ѧъџ֓ җԚ֓ 3 ҒӚъ֓ ђъџӠы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ѣѲӄ֓ ӗяҧӇҥӆ֓ ӺӒӇїӒӄ֓ Ӻӗя[Ӻ]Ԥѷ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӓԧҷӂӄ֓ ӗяӇԥҖ֔ џӔ֓ чэяԚ֓ ӺѧѝҷԚ֓
ӺҷԧԿ֓ мҢ֓ ҵՔӒҧԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ Ӓԧҷӂӄ֓ ӗяӗԢ֓ ղџԚ֓ Ӻӗяӗк֓ Ѡԣӄ֔
[ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓] Ӓҗџз֓ ԺժӚ֓ нԇк֓ (fol. 31v) ԺҗџӚ֓ ӺӔԟ
ҧҵպџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗѧъ֓ ժӽԇӛӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟӛӂӄ֓ ԅѵҖ֓ Ғӧл֓1 ъӽ
ԇп֓ ҲҒ֓ Ӻպџӛ֓ ӺҒӧл֓ кԝпԟ֓ ҲҒ֓ Җҧӛ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҢѧսԚ֓ ӗяӇӗѧԚ֔

MS ѷԧъ֓ added, later | 2 MS Ӻђ ߌ | 3 MS ߌѵ ߌ.
MS ߌк֓ or ߌл֓ , not clear | 2 MS Ժҗњ֓ | 3 MS ԟҧжԧր֓ , with ԟ effaced |
4 MS ߌҢӚ֓ .
fol. 30v 1 MS ߌѦ ߌ | 2 MS ӒӇժտկտ֓, added later | 3 MS ߌк ߌ.
fol. 31r 1 MS ߌџӚ֓ ߌӼ֓ | 2 Altered from Ӓտѷњӄ֓ added | 3 MS adds җԚ֓ .
fol. 31v 1 MS кӧ ߌ.
fol. 29v
fol. 30r

1
1
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ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӗяӚџђ֓ ӗяԚ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӒянӜԚ֔ ӺҒӿѧҢ֓
эҷղӇ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӚԢӇӚӄ֔ ӺӒӇҢ֓ ԏӟџԚ֓ Ғӧл֓ ԼԎ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ѳџӂ֓ ъԧҵӄҧԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ (fol. 32r) ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӓӟмк֓ џӗѧԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҷҗѧҢ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ ԃя֓ кӒջԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ կӽԅ֓ ъԧҵӄҧ֓ тӽԏ֓ кՇ
џԆԚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ пҗѧ֓ 1 ԊӔҢӒӇъ֓ 2 ӺӟԥӇ֓
ԊӔҢպҧк֔ 3
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӻџѷ֓ ԊҢъӟӒҒ֓ Ӻҕчџԟ֓
ԊҢњӟҒ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ 4 ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ яӅӇ֓ ԊҒԏҵ֓ Ӻъ (fol. 32v)ӟ
мҧ֓ Ԋњҗт֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ [ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓] ժӽў֓ чээҧ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ҵՔ
ӒҢ֓ Ӓԥя֓ ӺԢѴѳ֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҢӒԽі֓ 1 чээҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓
ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѧчҢҢ֓ цӽӇ֓ ӺӒӽпԤе֔
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ [ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓] ҢӺӝվ֓ тյӿӇҢ֓ [ѷӇ
ӽҢ֓ ] ъѧѲп֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԾԽԚ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֔
ӘԊҢӺӚտӚ֓ чээҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ҵՕӿӔӂ֓ ӺҢӺӚտ֓ ժрҧԚ֓
Ӛъ֓ ԇՕӇ֓ ҒѷԧюӚ֔
ӘԊҢӒԺїӚ֓ ъյӗџҢ֓2 ъѧѲп֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ (fol. 33r) ԾԽԟԚ֓ ժԿӺӄ֓1 ҧӗԿїҢ֓
ӗӇҢ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ чշӇӚ֓ Ңтԧџ֔ њѧԚӄ֓2 կыԢ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ӒџԃҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔
Ӻӗк֓ ҢӇїӓ֓ нԇоԚ֓ Ғԅъյ֓ ӺҒҵԟп֓ Ғҵԟк֓3 ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟԻԚԛ֖ [Ӻ]ӗя
Ժժ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟӇտճ֔ ӺպӃ֓ нԇоиы֓ տџеҢ֓ ӒӇѧҧ֓ ӗѧӚ֓ ԟюяԃ֓
ӗяԧяժ֓ Ѻկп֓ ԊԟҧтӺӟ֓ ҒӒտӒ֔ ԝյяԀы֓4 ъҕчҧ֓ кӿлԢы֔
ӺҒӿѧҢ֓ Ӓҗ[ԝ]Ҥиы֓ [ԟӛӇ֓] ԧӇԽն֔ ӺмҢѢ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ԥҷӅ֓ ӺѢня֓
ӗяҲҖӚ֓ Ғӧл֓ ӒԏэӇ֓ ӺҒӧл֓ ъӽԇп֔
(fol. 33v) ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ӒӇїӗ֓ ҵԟкӚ֓ Ӻӂԅ֓ Ӓԧҷӂӂ֔ [Ә]ӒянӚ֓ ҵԝнӇ֓
ьՒӂ֖ Ӓҗџз֓ ԺժӚ֓ нԇоӂ֓ ӺӇԧҵӇ֔ ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӛӂӂ֓ ъџт֓
ӿѧҢ֓ ӧл֓ տӅӿ֓ ҲҒ֓ պѲԧӚ֔1 њԥӖ֓ ӺъѢӿњ֓ ӧӃӄ֓ ӗѧъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓
ӿӗң֓ ҵԟпԚ֓ ӺղӺӇԚ֖ 2 կӇԇԚ֓ ӺъԧҵӄҢ֓ ӂտѧԚ֔ ъԅпҢ֓ вл֓ яѧ
оԚ֓ ӺомҢ֓ [ӇҒџ֓] эӗӚоӂ֔ ӔҧҷԧԺӄ֓ Ғӧл֓ ԼԎ֓ ӺҒӧл֓ ъӽ
ԇп֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ џԢҢӚ֓ ӗяӒџԝя֓ ӺҷԧњҢӚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ӛџђ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ӺӇ
կчҧ֓ ԧӇԿп֓ Ғ(fol. 34r)֜эџԝя֓ ӺпԢҢӚ֓1 ӗяӆе֓ ӺчշӂҢӚ֓ ҒӒҕ
Ҥе֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔

fol. 32r
fol. 32v
fol. 33r
fol. 33v
fol. 34r

1

MS пҗк֓ | 2 Ӓ added | 3 MS ߌҢպҢ ߌ with Ң and Ң added |
ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ .
1 MS ߌє֓ | 2 See introduction.
1 MS ժԺ ߌ | 2 MS њѢ ߌ | 3 MS Ӻҵ ߌ | 4 MS ԝյяҨы֓ .
1 MS ߌԧӂ֓ | 2 ߌӺ ߌ added.
1 MS ӺнԤҧӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 3 Ң added | 4 MS ߌҧӚ֓ .
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ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ пзѲҢӚ֓ ҒҒчѷ֓ ӺӿџԍӾӚ֓ ԊҒӇկч֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓
ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ яѲҢӚ֓ 2 ҒӗԢ֓ ԠтӇѧ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӟѓҧ֓ ԇџѵӇӚ֓ эӗӚк֓
ҕчџ֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓3 ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ յяԀҢӚ֓ ҒтӼњ֓ տӈҧ֓ ӺҢъӟѠҢӚ֓ 4 ҒԺԥя֓ ӗяҲҒ֓
Ԥԝҗрѧ֓ Ӓъ֓ (fol. 34v) џҷҗӚ֓ ѨҒ֓ հяӚ֓ ֧ъԅпҢ֓ Ӻ֧омҢ֔
ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ їԽӚ֓ ӺԢъӚ֓ 1 ԊӺвҗӠы֓ кӒџԥӔӚ֓ ҒԟӗҤ֓ омҧ֓
ӗӇҢ֓ ҕҤ֓ ҧҧӒтԏ֖ ӺҧҖры֓ ӇѧӗԀ֓ җпԇԀ֓ кԏӇң֓ ҷҗѧҧ֓ їԽԚ֓
ӿӗң֔ Ӈїӓ֓ ѧҧԛ֓ ԊӇҢ֓ կӽԅ֓ ԢяԚ֓ ӿӗң֔ ӔԟѢҤ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ӗяԏ
Ӈң֓ ԅմњ֓ տў֓ ӺԟӇ֓ ӗѧӚ֓ ӗѢҧԠ֓ тԤѢ֓ 2 ҒъӇԿїҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ԊӒ
ғԚ֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊ (fol. 35r)Ӛџ֓ 1 ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢӗҷԐҢӚ֓ ӗяӒԿҗџҢ֓2 мѲ֓ 3 ӝзӅҧ֓ ӺҢժտԈ
ҢӚ֓ 4 ҒԂӿԢ֓ Ѳԝս֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӗӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ѲӼѐҢӚ֓ ҒԂӿԢ֓ Ѳԝս֓ ӺҢշӗрҢӚ֓ ӗяҲҒ֓ ԅӿԧ֔
ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢӠџԈҢӚ֓ ҒҒҧњ֓ зкҧ֓ ӺҢѲїրҢӚ֓ ҒҗՕҖ֓ Ԋт
җп֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢѢѷрҢӚ֓ ҒԤҒ֓ ԇշ֓ ӺҢѲӇԀҢӚ֓ 5 (fol. 35v) Ғтյӿ
Ӈҧ֔ 1 ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊӒѧҢԛӚ֓ җдӒ֓ Ԋяѧк֓ тѐҧ֖ ӺԊъՒӿӚ֓ ӂտѢӚ֓ 2
кѐҧ֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢԺӇԐҢӚ֓ 3 ҒпҗѢ֓ ԺџԎӇ֓ ӺҢӺԧԠҢӚ֓ 4 ӿѧҢ֓ ъѵ
җџ֓ ӺӇҒњҢӚ֓ 5 ӿѧҦң֓ ђлѢ֓ ъӽԇк֓ ӺђлѢ֓ кԝпԚ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ӒӇѢ
тѧи֓ ӂտѧ֔ 6 ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢӇїӘҢӚ֓ ӗыҥ (fol. 36r)Ӈ֓ Ғѕпѧҧ֓ ԇкҧ֓ ӺӒѧҢџӗԠ
ҢӚ֓ кӒџԧӗҧ֓1 ӗӇԊ֓ вкӻ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ շџч֓ Ԋԇշӿ֓ Ҹҷң֔ ԊӇҢ֓ ҢԊӜ
њӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֔
ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԇџԺҢӚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ӺӇҗњҢӚ֓ 2 ҒԚэӂ֓ Ӓҗ֔ ԊӇҢ֓
ҢԊӜњӚ֓ ӒӅчѤ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
Ӓъ֓ ԥԿя֓ яկӒҧӚ֓ ҸпѺӄ֓ яѧк֓ ӒҕԿԄӚ֓ ғћӝӇ֖ Ӻӟտкӄ֓ џѧҢ֓
ӿѧҢ֓ вԺќҨы֓ кѷԣѥӇ֔ ӒӠӃ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кҒѧӚ֓ їԽ֓ кӒԧҷӈҧԚ֔ ԊӔԟ
э(fol. 36v)ѧӇ֓ їԽ֓ њѢԟӠ֓ кԊԟэѧӇ֔
кӗъѢ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӗҧҵՂп֓ кяӇҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кҔѢ֓ їԽ֓ яԧѝӼ֔
кӗъѢ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӗԦԚӇ֓ [кяӇҧ֓ ] кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒӇѨѧԀҧӚ֓ 1 ӿѧҢ֓ ԅкя֓
֦Ӻ֝֓ ԅъҢ֓ ֝Ӓӿѝҵ֖ ӺյяԀҧӚ֓ 2 ҒԤҒ֓ яԧџ֓ ҒӚъ֓ чԺ֓ ӗՅк֓
ӗячԝӿ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҵՔӒҧ֓ ҕчҤҥ֔
fol. 34v
fol. 35r
fol. 35v

1

MS ߌяӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌѧ֓ .

1 Ԋ added | 2 MS ߌҧ֓ | 3 MS мѵӂ֓ | 4 MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 5 MS ߌӇԈҢ ߌ.
1 MS ߌҢ֓ , unless it was ҒтյӿӇҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ as in other places,

e.g., fol. 32v, or

ҒтյӿӇҢ֓ ѷӇӽҤӚ֓, e.g., fols. 16v߃17r | 2 MS ߌѧӚ֓ | 3 ߌҢߌ added | 4 Ԡ added |
5 MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 6 MS ߌѢ֓ .
r 1
fol. 36 ԧ added | 2 MS ߌҧӚ֓.
fol. 36v 1 MS ӒӇѢѢӿӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌӺҢӚ֓.
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кӗъ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӗҧӦӂӇ֓ [кяӇҧ֓] кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢҲяԠ֓ ӗԢӼӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ђѝѴ֓
ӺҢժտӘ֓ ънҧфӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԼԻԟ֔
кӗъѢ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӗԦԚӇ֓ ӺӗѕѲԟ֓ кяӇҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ң (fol. 37r)ӢџԈ֓ џӗ
ѢӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗӇѧѥ֓ 1 ӺҢѲѧր֓2 ԊҕӇӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒнӾ֓3 чԿ֔
кӗъѢ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӔԟԧҷӇ֓ 4 кяӇҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҢӒԿј֓ ҵտњҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓
ӺҢӺӟր֓ яѝѲ֓ џӛѥӇ֓ ӺկӗкҢ֓ ӚтԧԝӇ֔
тѢ֓ кӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӔҧԿҒџ֓ ԊӇҢ֓ Ԣԟӂ֔ ӔҧъӇӂӄ֓ кіՒ֓ ԢяӚ֔ кӚѢ֓
ӗԿԌӘ֓ њҕт֓ кӂԼԧӚ֓ кӗъ֓ ԧҷӇӛ֓ Ӓӂ֔ кӚѢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ њҕт֓ кѧѷк
ҧӚ֓ 5 кӗъ֓ тԠӛ֓ Ӓӂ֔ кӚѢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ њҕт֓ [к ]чээҤӚ֓ ӗъ֓ ժԢѳ֓6
Ӓӂ֔ ҢԊӚџ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ԋ (fol. 37v)ҧҖѢ֓ [Ԋ ]Ӓяӂ֓ Ӻ [Ԋ ]ҢՒяѲ֓ ԟԧҷӇ֓ ӺԊ
ӔӒяӂ֓ ԟԢԚӇ֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗ
цџ֖ Ӓянӟ֓ ӺпԢ֓ Ӓянӟ֖ җџеӇ֓ ӺпԢ֓ җџеӇ֖ Ӈիч֓ ӺпԢ֓ Ӈիч֔
ӺҢՒъѳд֓ 1 Ғэԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺҘӚ֔ 2 ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ ӔԟԢпӺӄ֓ ӧӂӄ֔
ӺӗъѢ֓ ҵՔӒҢӃ֓ ҧҧԅѲҗ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ъӃ֓ ԟѲӿя֓ [ѷԧюӚ ]֔ Ӻҕ
чң֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟҧтѢӻ֓ ѵпӚ֓ Ңѕекӄ֓ ӗѧъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ҧҖ֓ ӧл֓ ԊԚӒ
яӇ֓ җԚ֓ ҘчԟӺҧ֓ (fol. 38r) Ԋкԅкя֔ ѧњԟ֓ мҢ֓ ҵՔӒҧԚ֓ Ә [Ԋ ]ҕчҤ
ҧӚ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҵՔӒҧ֔ Ӕҧԏӟџ֓ ԾԽԟԚ֓ Ә [Ԋ ]ҕчҤҧӚ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԾԽԟ֔
ӒӇѢ֓ ӿӛп֓ ҒӒьӂ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֖ ԟҧվїтӄ֓ пѥӇԚ֓ ӺӚӅտџԚ֓
ӿԥѦ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӛпкӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӻпҥ֓ їыџ֓ мҢ֓
Ժҗњ֓ ъѧѲп֔
ҲҖӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒӇѵԇԢӛ֓ ӒԇԟӇҧԚ֔ Ѣսчӛ֓ ӗԢӼԚ֓ ӺӒӇѕӗӛ֓ џӗѢ֓
чмӅԚ֔ ҲҖӚ֓ ժѝҷӛ֓ ӺӗҖкӚ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ҢѧսԚ֓ ӺӒӇҢ֓ ъӟպпҧԚ֓ Ғя
ԧњ֓ чԝӽӇ֔ ӂկџ֓ нԇоԚ֓ (fol. 38v) ӗѧъ֓ тъяӛ֓ պԧսԢ֔ ӘӒянӚ֓
ҵԝнӇ֓ ӔҧҷԧԺӄ֓1 ӒӇҢ֓ кԏлջ֓ ࠗӗъ֓ ӒӒҗѧ֓2 кӚ֔ կл֓ ӗԏӂӚ֓3
ҲҒ֓ ѧӗкҧԚ֔ кҧҗխч֓ ժрҧԚ֓ ѷԧюӚ֓ [Ғ]կџҵ֓ ъѷԢѧӚ֔ Ңѕекӄ֓
Ӻѧяԅӄ֓4 кӚ֓ ԟҗкӚ֓ пҗԚ֔ Ӻҵђїӛ֓ ԺժӚ֔ Ժժ֓ ԌӒӚ֓ Ӓҵїї֓ ӗԿ
ԌӘ֔ ӺӔҧь֓ ԺժӚ֓ ӗяӆԚ֔ њԥӖ֓ ӧӂӄ֓ ӺӔҧԿԧպӄ֔
ӒӇҢѢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кԅкя֓ ҧӂҗџ֔ ӺԏӟџӚӄ֓ кҧӿпԢ֓ ҧӿпԧ֔ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗԿ
ԌӘ֓ ӒѷԢяӚ֓ ѕџѠҥ֓ кяԧџ֔ ӺԿҗњ֓ ӗԢӼӚ֓ ӗэӇң֓ Ѣ(fol. 39r)э
ԝҧ֔ ӗэӇңѢ֓ 1 ԟҧҵՂн֓ ӺӒӇҢѢ֓ ҧжл֔ Ӻӧл֓ Ӛъ֓ пҗѧ֓ ԟҒм֔
ӺӚъ֓ ѐՕчҧ֓ ҧӾпы֓ ӺԟҧӾкՓ֔ ӺкӚѢ֓ ӒпҘң֓ ӇҢ֓ кѲ
ԥь֓ 2 ъӽ [ԇ ]мӚ֓ ӺӔҢտխюҧ֓ кԢҵќ [ҧ ]Ӛ֔ ҷғԇ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗяҷғӒӇ֔
ӺӒъ֓3 պѲԧӚ֓ ӚђҧӚ֓ [џӗѢӚ֓] къўҥӼԝӇ֔
ӗӇԊ֓ [ҒѢэԝҧ֓] Ӈғџ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ҒԚэӂ֓ ӒғӚ֓ Ғҥчң֓ ѷԧъ֓ ԂӿԢ֓ դн
ѧ֓ ѸяӚ֔
ӗӇԊ֓ ҒӒџԝя֓ ъӇнԇҢ֓ ӗѥҧ֓ ԟѦӿњӚ֓ Ғяԧџ֓ 4 ӚтԧԝӇ֓ Ӛђң֓
ԇџѵӂӚ֔

MS ӒӇҒѥ֓ | 2 MS ߌѢ ߌ, with Ң added | 3 MS ߌӼ֓ | 4 MS ӗԧ ߌ | 5 MS ъѧѲпӚ֓ |
MS ߌԧ ߌ.
fol. 37v 1 MS ߌя ߌ | 2 MS ߌҘг֓.
fol. 38v 1 MS ߌԢ ߌ | 2 MS ӗъӒҗѢ֓ , with ъ added | 3 ӂ added | 4 MS ߌѢ ߌ.
fol. 39r 1 Added | 2 MS Ӻк ߌ | 3 MS Ӻӗ ߌ | 4 MS ߌњ֓ .
fol. 37r

1
6
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ӗӇԊ֓ Ғнԇл֓ эҷҒњ֓ ън (fol. 39v)ӗӟҧ֓ ԟҕџӛӚ֓ ӺҒѲѝӇԠ֓ эҷҒњ֓
Ӓԟгԧ֓ ԟժџջ֓ нԇоӚ֔
ӗӇԊ֓ ҒъпԇпҢ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ҒӒӟӅպ֓ ӜћҖп֓ ҧҧӞкп֓ ӺҒӔԚћѥоя֓
Ӓӟмк֓ јӟ֓ ҧҧѶժп֔
ӗӇԊ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԾџԾн֓ ҒѢњԺн֓ ӗѥҧ֓ ҧծԅӇ֓ ӺҒмҨѧѠѧ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲ
пӚ֓ ҢѢѲпӚ֖ [Ӻ ]Ғӂժտխպ֓ ԢяӚ֓ ҢѲҗԅ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔

* * *
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ҒԢъ֓ Ӓянӛ֓ [Ԋ ]ҢѲԢѢ֓ Ӻ [Ғэ ]ԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяԺҘ֓ 1 պՕќг֓
[Ԋ]ҢՒъѲ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ [Ԋ ]Ӡӈы֓ Ӓӟмк֓ кԇղ (fol. 40r)Ӻ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ Ӻӟҗњ֓ кԇղӺ֓ Ժԥя֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ 1 ԊӠӂ֓ яҕт֓ кҒԿԅ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ժҕԈҧ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӠӂ֓ яїӽԂ֓ 2 սѤӝг֓ кӒянӚ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӠӂ֓ ӂѷԅ֓ Ӻԟӂ֓ яїՔџ֓ ՀпՀҥӼ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒӇՒҗՒҒ֓ ӗяӆг֓ Ԣъ֓ чԿ֓ Ӻїџԅҧ֓ [к ]эҷҢъ֓ ъеԟ
яӅӇ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяӆг֓ 3 яӇԍч֓ [к ]ячյҒ֓ 4 ӒҕԿԇ֓ 5 ғћӝӇ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊѲԢѥ֓ кяԧџ֓ ӺӒҢҘ֓ кѢэԟ֓ ӺҕњӚ֓ ӧр֓ ԅкъ֓ ҒҒњ
ӚҢ֓ Ӓҗ֓ Ӻ (fol. 40v) Ӻпԧ֓ ӺъӇպѧ֓ ѷԣѧ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒѧҢѥրы֓ кѢэԝӼԝӇ֓ [яѧк֓ яԧѝӿԝӇ֔ ]
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒԧҵӈ֓ кӒԥя֓ ӗяѧчҢҧ֓ ӺњѢԝ֓1 кцӽӇ֓ ӒԿԅԌҢ֓ ӗяյ
ԇњ֓ ѐҧ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊҒӗӇҤӒг֓ Ңկчպ֓ ҒӘќҧ֓ ӺӂҔԝҧ֓ ӺԺтԢ֓ ҢѢҗӚ֓ Ғтӽџ
ԝҧ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊԊњԀы֓ кӗк֓ ҢӚпԀ֖ ӺӒѧҢԽҗӘы֓ кӗк֓ ӒъӇԀ֔ 2
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒъїњҥ֓3 кҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ԤҒ֓ еԟэӈҢ֓4 ӔԚѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
[ӘӞ֓] ԇշ֓5 ԊӒӒѐ֓ кпѣҷ֓ ӺӒӇկш֓6 кџѣҷ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ Ԋ (fol. 41r)Ӓпԅр֓ кӂԥԟ֓ ӺӒկԢѸ֓ кԼԻԟ֔
ӘӞ֓ [ԇշ֓ ] ԊӒկӇԈ֓ 1 кԧӛя֓ ӺӒӒԠ֓ кчыя֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒѧҢҕԏҸ֓ кӿуԧ֓ ӺӒѧҢՕҒҘ֓ 2 кӒҗԧ֔
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒտњԝ֓ къӝӇ֓ ӺӒҗџе֓ кժня֔3
ӘӞ֓ ԇշ֓ ҧяӟзҢ֓ ӧл֓ ԅкя֔
ӗӇԊ֓ Ӈѳч֓ пҗӂ֓ Ӻӟѓҥҧ֓4 ӒԇԟӇҤӂ֓ Ӻտѓтҧ֓ ӚӅտќӂ֓ Ӆоԇп֓
ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔ ӘӗԿԌӗԚ֓ ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԝӂѷиы֓ кկԃѝӇ֓
ӺԟўѧԠы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟҷҒћ֓ Ѣҗш֓ 5 яѧк֓ эҷҒњ֓ ҧԻе (fol. 41v)Ӈ֔
ѧҗтҢ֓ 1 ъѧѲпӚ֓ ялԇ֓ Ғӧкж֓ ӺӇӛџ֓ 2 Ѳ֓ кпҗ֔ ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲ
пӚ֓ ԟԇя֓ кԊ֓ ԝӂҗҘ֓ ӺԟӖԧѐы֓ кѢэԇԝӇ֔
fol. 39v
fol. 40r

1

MS ߌҘӚ֓ .
MS ԇղ֓ | 2 Or ъїӽԇҢ֓; MS яїӽԇҢ֓ | 3 MS ӗяӇԥҖг֓ | 4 MS ߌҗ֓ |
5 MS ߌԅ֓ .
fol. 40v 1 MS ߌԟӝ֓ | 2 MS MS ߌя ߌ | 3 MS ߌђ ߌ | 4 MS ߌҧ֓ | 5 MS Ԋԇ ߌ | 6 MS ߌт֓ .
fol. 41r 1 MS ߌԅ֓ | 2 For ӺӒҒҘ֓ ? | 3 MS ߌկ ߌ | 4 MS Ӻӟїҧ֓ The word is correct if the
ҧ is geminated (fem. sing) | 5 MS ߌт֓ .
v 1 MS ߌҧ֓ | 2 MS ߌњ֓ | 3 MS ӺкԊս ߌ | 4 MS ߌҧ֓ | 5 MS ߌժӒ ߌ.
fol. 41
1
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ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ъѢӇѸг֓ ӿӗң֓ кԊԚӒяӇ֓ җӚ֖ ӺԊкսг֓ 3 ӿӗң֓
кԊԟӟзԢӚ֔
ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇӇԌѝг֓ ӿӗң֓ кԊ֓ ԝպѷњӚ֖ Ӻկԇкң֓4 ӿӗң֓
кԊ֓ ԟծӗкӚ֔ 5
ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԝѧҢվїш֓ кпҗ֓ Ӛъ֓ ѢҧԚ֓ Ӻԟӂ֓ Ӛѝь֔ ӺӂԺњ֓
ъѧѲпӚ֓ կӗкҧ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ғ (fol. 42r)ҲҒ֓ ӒҗԥӇ֖ Ӻҧяӟзҧ֓ ӿӗң֓
[ҒҲҒ֓] ՒҔҕӇ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ եӿрѧ֓ ӺӂԺњ֓ ъѧѲлѢ֓1 кҷџңэӇ֓ ԇҒԧ֓
ԟъѧры֔ ӺкӂѢ֓ кӗк֓ Ӓъӂ֓ Ҳԟк֓2 ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ 3 ӿӗң֔
[ѧҗтҢ֓] ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԝҗџз֓ кӂ֔ Ӻԟӛӂӂ֓4 ъџт֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒяԢ֓ ӗѥҧ֓
ԊӒҗџе֓ ры֓ кԢѴѲ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ Ӻъџиы֓ ֧ԅъҢ֓ ҒԺԥя֓ ӗят
ѷк֓ Ѧԟџ֓ 5 ӗѧӚ֓ ѵԦѧ֓ Ғџӆ֔ 6 ӺԟӗԎӄ֓ ҧъџтӄ֓ 7 ԚэӇӚ֓ կӇԇҧ֓
ӺъԏѝԇҧӚ֓ пԇпҧ֓ Ғӧл֓ ъӽԇк֓ чԟӺҧ (fol. 42v)Ԛ֔
ӘՒҔҒ֓ ՒҔҕӇ֓ ӟїҨӇ֓ кӒԇԟӇҧԚ֓ ӺӗџԂԟ֓ ъԧяъӚ֓ 1 ӗячԿӚ֖ 2
ӗѧъ֓ պнѤ֓ Ӓӂ֓ [Ғ ]ӿѧҢ֓ яԧџ֓ ӺӂԿԧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӧл֓ ӒҒӿԚ֔ ѧч
Ңӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӓӗџտ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ӗшџ֓ ҲҒ֓ ӔԟԺҗӗ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗտњԟ֓ տў֓ Ӈѧт֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ӗҧԺԊя֓ ҒѢԟպ֓ ыѧӅ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗӇҗҗ֓ ѧҗтҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗӇҒк֓ ԟҧպժя֓ ӒջԚ֓
Ғѐҧ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗՂԧՇԧ֓ 3 ӒӇѲժ֓ կџҷӚ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ӗҧԅѢџ֓ 4 ҒѢӅ
ѧп֓ 5 ԊӔԟҧպҥч֔
њѧԚӄ֓ 6 (fol. 43r) ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗԿҒџ֓1 њҗт֓ ӂտѧԚ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓2 ԟժѝӗ֓
і֓ 3 Ӻяїԝ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒѧҢԥл֓ ѷҗԅ֓ кэҷҨҧ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟҧӒղӿ֓ ҸҷҢ֓
կџҳ֓ къџԅӼ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒѧҢԥл֓ ѧӇѲ֓4 кտӈҧ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ӿӿԅ֓ Ӻԟ
ҧӂսч֓ ѲџӇ֔ 5
[њѧԚӄ֓] ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԇտԤ֓ ӗԥ֓ ԊнԇоԚ֓ [ӗя]ѷԧъ֓ ԟҧӂҒҗ֓ ъկтտ֓ Ԋԟ
ӚӿӇ֓ ѧяԅ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ҵՕӿӗԚ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ [ӗԿԌӘ֓ ] ӗҧԽз֓ Ғѧҗтҧ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ԟяկӒӄ֓ Ӓџяѐ֓ ԊӔԝҒ
ӿз֓ к (fol. 43v)ҢӅԿѠ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӓвл֓ җӚ֓ ӺҒъӇպѧӚ֓ 1 ѷԣѧ֔
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ [ӗҧл֓ ] ӒѢњ֓ ӺӇԾпӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӗҧъњՂԏ֓ ъѧѲкӚ֔ 2
њѧԚӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ лк֓ ҒъԅԊ֓ ԇտњҧӚ֓ ԊњѢԠӇ֓ кԢӅԿп֓ [Ӛъ֓ ԟҧ
пӽ֓] ԧҷўӚ֓ ӺѢэԇҧӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟիћ֓ ѣҥվ֓ чээҤӚ֓ ӺкխԧѵӇӄ֓
Ӛъ֓ ԟӇїӓ֓ ӒџԃҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
Ӻӧл֓ ԊӂїӒ֓ ъѧѲк֓ ѐң֓ 3 ӔԟӇзӝ֓4 кӂտѣ֓ ӗячэъԏ֓ ԅкя֓
ӗяӒղҕ֓ ӺяӇԥҖ֓ ӺҢշӅѧ֔ ҒӚъ֓ [ҧҖ֓ ] кмӚ֓ ҒӺӇԾп֓ Ԋԟպ

MS ߌпӚ֓ | 2 MS Ғҵԟк֓ | 3 MS ъѧѲпӚ֓ | 4 MS Ӻӧӂӄ֓ | 5 MS ѤӅ֓ | 6 MS
ӺҒ ߌ | 7 MS ҧятњӄ֓ .
fol. 42v 1 MS ߌяӚ֓ | 2 MS Ӻч ߌ | 3 MS ӺӗՂԢՇԧ֓ | 4 MS ԟҧ ߌ | 5 MS ߌк֓ | 6 MS њѢߌ.
fol. 43r 1 MS ӗҧԺҒџ֓ | 2 MS ߌԢ ߌ | 3 MS ѐҧӚ֓ | 4 MS кѧ ߌ; corrected to мҢ֓ ѧ ߌ | 5 MS ߌ
ӂ֓ .
fol. 43v 1 Ӛ added | 2 к altered from п | 3 ӂ added | 4 MS ߌӟ֓ .
fol. 42r

1
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ѷ (fol. 44r)ԧ֓ 1 [ԝԧҷӅ֓ кӂտѣ֓ кԟԿԧս֔ ӺԊѢ֓ ԺԢս֓] кӂտѣ֓ ҒӗӇҤ
ӒԚ֓ ԟњӟҕ֔ яӇҧ֓ ԟҒѿԈ֓ кѢҗӗ֓ кӗъ֓ ӧр֓ ԅкъ֓ њҗт֓ ӺӂտѨ֓2
ҵՇк֔ ԊӇҢ֓ պѝзӛ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӓԧҷӂӄ֓ ӗяҲՇк֓ ӂտѧԚ֓ мҢ֔ ғԇ֓
пҗԚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒҧӿӟпҢ֓ ѷӇӽҤӚ֔ ғԇ֓ пҗԚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кѧҗтҤӚ֔ 3
ࠗ
տѷџӚ֓ ԝӇѷтӄ֓ 4 ӗяӇӽъ֓5 тӞҧ֓ Ӻԟӟїҧ֓ ӒԇԟӇҢ֓ пҗԚ֓ кӿ
ԥѦ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟӂѷԏ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԚӒҗџ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟэѧӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԝԚҗѨ֓6 (fol. 44v) нзҒ֓ ղтԟ֓ ࠗӺӔтћњ֓ ӂսѥҧ֔1
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟӟл֓ ӒӇѷпѷрҨ֓ [Ӻ]тԟԏҧ֓ ӺӔӇտтҢ֓ ӂսѥҧ֔2
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟӟл֓ ԺտҧӘҨ֓ ъӽԿԢ֓ ҕчџ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟӟл֓ ӒӿԧѸҨ֓3 ӟҒԢ֓ ԏӅэҧ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ [ԇշ֓ ] ԊӔԟӟл֓ ѲќҘҨ֓ ъӅտѧҧ֓4 џӛѥӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒпҘ֓ Ԋԟъѧр֓ ӗяԇղӺ֓5 Ժӂҧ֖ ӺӒпҘ֓ ԊԟҧӖњԠ֓ 6
ӗяԇշӺ֓ Ժԥя֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӒпҘ֓ 7 Ԋԟъѧр֓ ӗяԇղӺ֓ Ӓџԏ֔ ӺԇշӺ֓ 8 яџѧӆ֓ 9
(fol. 45r) ӔԟҧӖњԠ֔1 ӺӔнՖӃѧ֓2 Ӛъ֓ ђџճ֔ ӺԇշӺ֓ ѶԧѠӇӄ֓ Ӕԟі
ӇԠ֔ ӺԇղӺ֓ եӿѶӅд֓ Ӕԟъѧр֔
[ъѧѲпӚ֓] կчԢҢ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊӔԟҧюӝз֓ нԇк֓ ԇղӿ֔
[ъѧѲпӚ֓] ԇշ֓ ԊђяѠ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԟԇџԿ֓3 ӿѧҦң֔
[ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԇշ֓] ԊӒӇՒҗՒҒ֓ ӗяӒԇիѴг֓ ԏӅэҢ֓ ӺԟӇ֔ ӺԢъӅгӄ֓
ԢъӅ֓ җџеӇ֓ ԊӒџԝя֓ Ԋӿӗң֓ ӗԿԌӗӂ֓ ӺӒянӟӂ֓ Ӻъԧҵӄӂ֓ ӔԚ
ѣѧ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ ӺҒՒк֓ ячњҧ֓ ԊӿзԊ֓ ӗяӆг֓ ҢѢѷԛ֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֔ ࠗ
Ӻӂїӓ֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֓ 4 э (fol. 45v)чҢъ֓ яѲҧ֓ ӗяӆг֔ ӺѨҒд֓ ԚӒ
ҧғ֓ 1 Ժհы֓ ҒҢӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ԟՂԟԟ֓ 2 ѢԟՕӇ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ Ժհы֓
ҒӚъ֓ ԟҗп֓ ҧязџҢ֓3 тӽџԝҧ֓ ӺԊпպ֓ ժтѷ֓ кӒҤҒ֓4 տկъӚ֓ ӗѧъ֓
ҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ [ӗӇӚ֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ чэя֓ ] ӿӗң֓ ԤҒ֓ ѢԟՕӇ֔
ӺвҒ֓ [вр֓ ] ъѧѲп֓ ԟԢՇկ֓ пҘ֔ Ӻӗяԏӟњ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟюяӗ֓
Ӛъ֓ ԟՇԚԟ֔
ӺӂҔԝҧӄ֓ ӒџӒԛ֓ ӒџӒԝ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֔ ыѦ֓ Ժҗњ֓ [ӒџӒԝ֓ ъѧ
Ѳп֓ Ғ ]Ժԥъ֓ ѝռԧ֔ Ӓъ֓ ӒԊԐ֓ кӔԝѣ֓ ԟҧӒҲԐ֓ кӒэоѷ֓ ԂџԺ֓
ыѦ֓ ӿ (fol. 46r)ѧҢ֓ Ԣҗџ֓ [Ӻ ]Ѣտт֓ ֜ӗԢӼг֓ ӺӒпԅк֓ џғҕҤиӇ֓
ӗяӂԿз֓ ӗѧӚ֓ Ѣџӟ֓ ҒӒџӒԝ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ ӺѨҒ֓ ԝѧҢԽҗӗ֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ԚԂ
շҗ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ Ӻԟжԟп֓ Ӓэоѷ֔ ӺѨҒ֓ ԟѢտч֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ԟӂҧԇ֓ Ӓэ
оѷ֓ Ӻԟъӿԇ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֔ ӺӺԅл֓ шџ֓ ӺӒѠӇ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟժӿћ֓ ӗԢ
Ӽг֔ ӺӗԢӼгѢ֓ кыѦ֓ ӟғԥҧ֔ ӺӒӇҒћ֓ рң֓ ԇҗӂ֓ ԂҔԚ֓ ӗякվ֓
fol. 44r
fol.

1

MS ߌԥ֓ |

2

MS ߌѣ֓ |

3

MS ߌҧӚ֓ |

4

Altered from ԝӇѷтӄ֓ տѷ |

5

Added |

6 Ԛ added.
v 1 Altered from ӺӔӂտѥҢ֓ тћњ֔ | 2 MS ߌѧҢ֓ | 3 MS ӒկӇԈҨ֓ | 4 MS ߌҢ֓
44
5 MS Ӻԇ ߌ | 6 MS ԊԟҧӖџԠ֓ with ҧ added | 7 MS Ӓ ߌ | 8 MS ԇ ߌ | 9 MS ъџѥӄӇ֓ .

fol. 45r
fol. 45v
fol. 46r

1

MS ӔԟўӗԠ֓ | 2 MS ӺӔнՖӇѧ֓ | 3 MS ߌњ ߌ | 4 MS эҵԟяӅӇ֔ Ӻӂїӓ֓ .
MS ߌҗ֓ | 2 MS ԟՇԚԟ֓ | 3 MS ҧӗяџ ߌ | 4 MS Ӓҧҗ֓ .
1 MS ߌԚ֓ .
1
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Ӻӗякվ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԝѧҢԽҗӗ֓ ӗԢӼг֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҒѧտтҢ֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ҒӒџӒԝ֓1
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟҧъӿԃ֓ (fol. 46v) Ӓэоѷ֔ ӺӚэг֓ կҗԈы֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲ
пӚ֓ кӗк֓ ԟҧѵњӃӄ֓ [Ӻҕџӟ֓?] ҢխҗԈҧԚ֓ мҢ֔
ӺӝԇҒ֓ ыѦ֓ ӒџӒԚ֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӓъ֓ ԟӺշӓ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ӗяԿ
җշ֓ ӺҖҢ֓ ԝԇѸҗ֓ ӗячԏҒ֓ ղџ֓ ԊҒՒ֓ ҕчњ֓ ҒҒҧћ֓ яԇњ֓ џңԅ֔ ӺԢ
Ժъ֓ ԏҗՒҢ֓ Կԧъ֔ ӺҒԏ֓ Ӡӂ֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔ ӺѸъ֓ эԟ֓ Ӛъ֓
Ԃњտҧ֓ ӗякվ֓ ӺӚъ֓ Ԃњտҧ֓ ӗякվ֔ Ӻҵкջ֓1 ԢѴѲ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ Ғэӗ
Ӛл֔ ӺмҢӄ֓ լч֓ мҢ֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֓ Ӻч[ԟ](fol. 47r)Ӻҧ֓ эӗӚк֓ ҕчњ֓
ыѧӅ֔ Ӻҵԧպӄ֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ мҢ֔
ӺӝԇҒ֓ ԅԤ֓ ыѦ֓ ӒџӒԚ֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ Ӓъ֓ ԊҒՒ֓ Ӣӧт֓ ҒҒ
ҧћ֔ ԊҒ֓1 яԇњ֓ [џңԂ֓ ӺԢԺъ֓ ԏҗՒҢ֓] Կԧъ֓ кվ֓ Ӻкվ֓ ҲҒ֓ ԟѲ
ӿэ֓2 ӗԺќг֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔ Ӻӂѷԅ֓ эԟ֓ ӗяӂ֓ Ӣӧч֓ пыշ֖ ӗѧъ֓
ҒҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢԺҗњ֓ ԏҢӒяџ֔3 ӺӚэг֓ мҢӄ֓ ӒӇѷԇ֓ мҢ֓
эԚ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ кӒӇկшҢ֓4 џѧтҧԚ֓ мҢ֓ ҒҒҧњ֓5 ҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӔҧъӺӄ֓6 кԿыѝ֓ кտԥ֓ ҵՔӒҧԚ֔ ҒӗӇҢ֓ Ӓҗџея֓ տѳџӚ֖
ӺҒ(fol. 47v)ӗ ӇҢ֓ ԟѧтѷ֓ ѿпԆӚ֖ ӺҒӗӇҢ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ѷԣѧӚ֔ ҒӗӇҢ֓
ыѦ֓ ԺҗџӚ֓ ԊҢъՒӺ֓ чԺ֓ ӗяӗԢӼӚ֔ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ԊҢњӟҒ֓1 яӗ
ъӂ֓ ҒѷԧюӚ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢ֓ ӧры֓ ӂҔԝҤӚ֓ ӗк֓ ѢҒӛ֓ ѧџѲҢӚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓
ԅкя֔ ҒӗӇҢ֓ тӽџԝҤӚ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ӗк֓ Ӛпу֓ Ӛъ֓ ѵк֓ ѲџӇ֓ Ғѧяԅ֓
ӺӇԾпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ ӺպԧսԢѢ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ӺӇկчҧ֓ эџԝя֓ ԧӇԿп֓
ӺнԤҢ֓ Ӓянӟ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ Ӻғћӟ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ ҕџӚӄ֓ ҒҒњӚҧӚ֓2
ӺҒҒњӚҢ֓ ӒғӚ֓ Ѣэ(fol. 48r)ԝӼ֔ 1 ӺҒҒњӚҢ֓ ъӇպѧӚ֓ эҷԚӼ֓ ӺҒҒњӚҢ֓
ӧры֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ӗк֓ ӗяԅкя֓ ӒѧъћӚ֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ կԧѷ֓ ҒӺпҥ֓ ԚԂӿԧӚ֖ ӺѕзпӚ֓2 ԟюԿҘы֓3 [къеԟяӅӇ֔
Ә]ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ӺѢэԚ֓ Ѣэԝҧ֓ ѧѳнӇ֓ ҒҧӗԍԏӚ֔ Ӻяԧџӄ֓ ժӇԅҧ֓ ࠗ
ԤҒ֓ эԟ֓ ҒѵпӚ֓4 ղтԟ֓ ӺӺџҷ֓ ӺӚӽӟҗҧӄ֓ [ԝҒџе֓] ҒїпՕӇӚ֔ ънӗ
ӟҢ֓ Ժկӄ֓ ӺънӗӟҢ֓ ѧҕц֓ ӟғѝӇ֓ Ғѵк֓ ӒջӚ֔ ӗяӧл֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ӒԇҒ
ԟӠ֓ кӒԥя֓ ԊктӠ֓ ҒӗԦӚ֔ ӺѢӒпӠ֓ ҒъпӟӗӚ֓ ԊӔԟэѧӇ֔ ӺӂսчӚ֓
ӿѧҢ֓ Ժի֓ ъӇպѢ֓ (fol. 48v) чԟӺҧ֔ Ӻӧр֓ ӒԿњџӚ֓ рң֓ ҥчҢ֓ ӗԺ
ќг֖ ԂҕԿԅӄ֓ Ӻӧр֓ ӒпзяҢ֓ ӺԅԤ֓ ӗӇѧѥ֓ ԊԺԥя֓ ӺӒӗӽպ֓ Ѣэԟӄ֓
ӺԅѕҢ֓ ҕчџ֓ ӺԊӄ֓ Ԛтӿџ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ տӈҢ֓ ҕчџ֔ ӺӒяյӗӚ֓ ӧр֓ Ԋӂ
տѢ֓1 чԟӺҧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟџӒԟ֓ ӺяӇҢ֓ ԟѢяԠы֔ Ӻ[Ԋ]ѢъԠы֓ Ӓԥя֓
[к]кӂտѢ֓ чԟӺҧ֖ ӿӗң֓ ԟӚӿӇ֓ ѧѐы֔
ӺѨҒ֓ ӒҒѢ֓2 Ӓԥя֓ ӺҒпԅ֓ ԊӒԊԏӠ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӕԟҗнԇ֓ ӗяӆг֓ ӺӺշӒ֓
ӗяԺӂҢ֓ ҧտїчҧ֔ ӺӒӇҢѢ֓ պԢԟӚ֓ ӗԥг֓ кӒԥя֓ ԊҒҒмԅ֓3 ԇշ֓ Ғԇղ֓
(fol. 49r) ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӟғџ֓ ӺэҷԚӼ֔ ӺмҢӄ֓ [տԧԚӄ֓ ӗԥԚ֓] ҒӗӇҢ֓ чэ
fol. 46v
fol. 47r
fol. 47v
fol. 48r

1

MS ߌս֓ .
MS ߌՒ֓ | 2 MS ߌя֓ | 3 MS ԊҢӒяњ֓ | 4 MS ԊӒ ߌ | 5 MS ӺҒ ߌ | 6 MS ӺӔ ߌ.
1 MS ԊњӚҒ֓ | 2 MS њ added.
1 MS ߌӼҧ֓ | 2 MS ߌпѢ֓ | 3 MS ԟюԿҒӚ֓ but see Ps 31/32: 10 | 4 MS Altered
from Ғэԟ֓ ѵпӚ֓.
fol. 48v 1 MS ߌѧ֓ | 2 MS ӒѧҒ֓ | 3 Altered from ԊҒмԅ֓ .
fol. 49r 1 Altered from чэҢ֓ | 2 MS ߌӔӂ֓ | 3 Altered from ߌя֓ | 4 MS ߌӇ֓ | 5 MS
књӺԠ֓ ԏӅя֓ | 6 MS ߌӛ֓ .
1
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эҢ֓ 1 ъѧѲпӚ֓ эҷԚӼ֖ ӺӒӅчѤ֓ ӧр֓ ҵՕӿӔԚ֔ 2 ӺӝԇҒ֓ тԢѧӚ֓
ԅкъ֓ 3 ӗяԧҷњ֓ Ӓԟҷ֓ кӒғӂ֓ ӈҷ֔ ӺътпӚ֓ рң֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ҧҗп֓
ътпӛ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟԢԿя֓ њԼѐҥ֓ кяԧџ֔ ӺӔԝэѧӅ֓4 ҒэԚ֓
Ӓԟҷ֔ ӺӗяӚъ֓ ъկӒ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԏӅя֓ ӗђԟя֓ ѲѧҧԚ֓ ҒӿѧҢ֓ Ԣъ
Ӆҧ֔ ӺѨҒ֓ ԟժпя֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԢъӅ֓ ࠗкњӼԟ ҒԏӅя5 ӗўӔ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ԏӢ֓ 6
ѲѧҢ֓ (fol. 49v) ҧӗяџҧ֓1 ԊӜԥӇԚ֔ ӺӗԎӚѠ֓ кӜԥӇԚ֓ ԊяѧоӚ֖ ӺӔԝэ
ѧӈ֓ кԅкя֓ 2 ҒэԚ֓ Ӓԟҷ֓ ԥԿъ֔
ӺмҢӄ֓ єя֓ мҢ֓ ѲѧҢ֓ ҧӗяџҧ֓ ԊӜԥӇ֓ ԏӿӗң֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓
ҧӗяџҢ֓ ӜԥӇӚ֓ яѧк֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֔ [ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ]
Ѳѧҥъ֓ ъӼԇ֓ ԊӿѧҢ֓ ӗԢӼиы֓ къеԟяӅӇ֔ [ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ] Ѳѧ
ҥъ֓ 3 ыѧӅиы֓ кԇпӽӇ֔ ԟӛӂӄ֓ њԥӖ֓ ҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓
мҢ֔ ӺӝԇҒ֓ ӒѲяӚ֓ Ӝԥӂ֓ яѧк֓ Ӓҗџея֓ Ӓъ֓ ӒԇњՀ֓ [ԤҒ֓ яї
ӽԇ֓ ] кԟѧтѷ֓ Ӻпԣ֓ ࠗӚъ֓ (fol. 50r) ԟѣԈ֔ 1 ђղњ֓ 2 ԇղ֓ къїӽԇҧ֓ 3
ӺӒոѠ֓ ԤҒ֓ ъҧӚտң֔ ӺԟҖр֓ ԟѧтѷ֓ кӒҗџея֓ Ӆг֓ ԇշ֓ къїӽ
ԇҧ֖ ӺӅг֓ ъҕчҧ֖ ӒԟҦ֓ вр֓ ҒԿԇ֓ кѢӼԇ֔ ӺԟҖр֓ Ӓҗџея֓
ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԟўӔ֓ [рң֓ ] ҒԿԈ֓ ӺпԧԚ֔
ъӇպѢ֓ ҧӇҔҧ֓ ԟҧӂҒҗ֓ ҒӒպ֓ ֜иы֔ ԟҖ֓ ԟѧтѷ֓ ӒԟҦ֓ вр֓ ҒԿԃ֓
къїӽԇҧ֔4 ӗӇԊ֓ ԟѦӒп֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ъїӽԇҢ֓5 ҒԿԇ֓ яԧѝӼ֓ Ӻտӝў֓
ҧӇҔҧѢ֓ ԟъԟ֓ ѵк֓ ҲҒ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔ ԟҖ֓ Ӓҗџея֓ ӗԿԌӒ
җцџ֔ ԟўӔ֓ р[ң֓] (fol. 50v) ҒԿԈ֔ ӿӗңѢ֓ ԟҖ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ђӼԂ֓1
Ӻпԣ֔ Ӻտӝў֓ ҧӇҔҧѢ֓ ԟъԟ֓ ѵк֓2 ҲҒ֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ѢэԝӼ֔ ӺԟѧтѷѢ֓
Ԋшњ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟժӿџ֓ ԇղ֓ ҒԊ֓ ԟѢӿԇ֓ Ӓғг֓ ӒџӒԝ֓ ъԧҷӇ֓ ӿӗң֓
Ԋшњ֓ ѲѝӇԠ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟղӿџ֓ ъѧѲр֓ ҒԊԟђӿԇԀ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓ ӒҒӼг֓ ӗъ
ӇԺк֓ ӗы֔ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ եӿрѧ֓ պпպк֓ Ғҗ֓ ры֓ чԺ֓3 Ӻры֓
їџԅҢ֔ ры֓ ӒѢպӺ֓ ҧџѤҢ֓ Ӻпԧ֔ ӗыӇң֓ ӒҒӼӂ֖ Ӻӗянԇоиы֓
ҢӺпԢ֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔ ӺԢ(fol. 51r)җњ֓ эѧӈд֓1 Ӓяѥк֓ ѲѝӇԠ֓ ӿӗң֔ ӺҒ
Կԇ֓ ԊҢјԅ֓ зԚӇҢ֓ ԟѧтѷ֓ ӒџӒԝ֓ ҧѧҗӗң֓ къԧҵӄӂ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҒӚъ֓
[ԟҖ֓] Ӕѥԟԝѧ֓ ъկӒ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ԟՒҕч֓2 [ҲҒ֓] ԊԟӺѧԧԀ֓3 ԟҗ
чԀ֔ ӺӚъ֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ԊӔԟӂҗҗ֓4 Ғѷԧъ֓ ԊԟѲџհ֓ ӺӚэг֓ ӔӚђҢ֓
Ӓջг֓ Ғчэы֖5 ӗѧъ֓ ԟӂїӗԀ֓ кտҧу֓ Ӻ[ъӃ֓] ԚӒяџԀ֓ кпԢң֔
ҒҵՔӒҢ֓ чԏҗ֓ Ғկт֓ къӼҧ֔
ӺԟѧтѷѢ֓ ѢӜҘ֓ ԤҒ֓ яїӽԇ֓6 ҢтԊҘ֓ ӗяԧҷњ֓ Ңъпт֓ ъҒчҢ֓
Ӓғг֓ н(fol. 51v)ԇог֔ ԅԤг֓ чԝӿ֓ ӿӗң֖ ӗѧъ֓1 ԧҷӂ֓ Ғ[Ԋ]ҢԊҗт֓
ҒԿԇ֓ ԊӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ъкӠҧ֓ чԝӿ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺӔпӛտ֓ ҒчээҢ֓2
ъѧѲп֔3 ӗӇԊ֓ вр֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֓4 яѧк֓ ҧѧҗӗң֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟѧтѷ֓
ӔҢՒҗт֓ яѧк֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ӺӚэг֓ ъкӠҧӄ֓ Ӕтъ֓ яѧк֓ ҧѧҗӗң֔ Ӻҕ
чң֓ շяњҧѢ֓ ֛ӺӔԟҧպк֓ ӒтҢ֓ ѢԅҢ֓ ӺӔӚъ֓ ѷշҒҢ֓ ԅԟӇ֔ ӘԊӔ
MS ߌҢ֓ | 2 MS adds ԥԿъ֓ | 3 ҥ added.
Corrected from Ӛ (fol. 50r)ѣ ߌ | 2 MS ђњղ֓ | 3 MS ъїӽԇҢ֓ | 4 MS ъїӽԇҢ֓
5
| MS ߌҧ֓ .
fol. 50v 1 MS ߌԇ֓ | 2 MS adds ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ | 3 MS ߌԿ֓ .
fol. 51r 1 This place name is not given in Genesis at the expected place | 2 MS Ԛӽз֓ |
3 MS ߌӽ֓ | 4 MS ԊӔӂҒғ֓ | 5 MS ӺҒч ߌ | 6 MS ъ ߌ.
v 1 ѧ added | 2 MS кч ߌ | 3 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 4 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 5 MS ߌҢӚ֓ .
fol. 51
fol. 49v
fol. 50r

1
1
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ҢպпՒ֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ ӗяҧѧҗӗҧӚ֓ ӔҧњѧԚӄ֓ տлՒ֓ ӗъџԆҢ֓5 Ӓҕ
(fol. 52r)ԿԄӚ֓ ղԅԧԄԥӇ֓1 кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֔
ԝԇѸҗӄ֓ ӒџӒԚ֓ ӒџӒԝ֓ ъѧѲп֓ Ӓъ֓ ҕњӠы֓ кӖտўя֓ ӺкяӅѦ֔ ӒѲ
ѐ֓2 ԠѦտ֓ кяӅѦ֓ ҒղԽы֓ ҲҒ֓ Ԛэӂ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֔ ӺкӖտўя֓ ӒѲѐ֓ ҒԚ
эӃ֓ ҲҒ֓ ժԽъ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֔ ӒѧҢҵкպ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ӺӺԢԚ֓ ӗԦг֓ Ԋ
ԚэӇ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ џӗѢ֓ Ӗտўя֓ ӺӗԦг֓ ԊղԽя֓ ӿѧҢ֓ џӗѢ֓ яӅѦ֔ Ӻԟ
Җр֓ ԠѦտ֓ кӗѧѝӖп֔ ӘӒҕ֓ ӗѧъ֓ ԏӇң֓ Ԋԟпчѷ֓ Ԣԟ֓ ӗԦӚ֓ ԊԚэӇ֓
нԇог֔ ӺԟҖ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ (fol. 52v) ӒӒяџ֓ ӺпԧԚ֓ ӒӒяџ֔ ԏӄ֓ ԟӚӿӇ֓
чԏҒ֓ ԂҔԚ֔ Ӓӗъњ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ Ӛъ֓ ҒҧӗяџҢ֓ ъѧѲп֓ ԟժӇԇ֓ ҒњӚҧ֔1
ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ Ժҗњ֓ ӗԢӼг֓ ӒџӒԝ֓ ъѧѲп֔ ӺӚэг֓ ҕџӠ֓2 кӇԻїӂ֓ Ӈ
җк֓ ԧӇԿп֓ ҒҒњӚҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝԇџտ֓ нԇог֓ ҒњӚҢ֓ ԝԇ
Ѹҗ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ӺвҗҢ֓ ժԽ֓ ԊҢӿзҒ֓ рң֓ ӺкԊџӓ֔ ѷҗӒ֓ ӟзӂҧ֓ Ӻъ
ӇԿїҧ֓ ӺҧӇҔҧ֓ ӔԟѢѧп֓3 ӗяӆг֓ ӺԊџӓ֓4 Ӻӗяӂ֓ ԊџӒ֓ Ԋџӓ֔ кԅ
къ֓ (fol. 53r) ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔
ьъՒӂ֓ вҗҢ֓ ժԽ֓ ԊҢӿзҒ֓ кӟғџ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӇӽԚ֓ тѷп֓ кղҗӗ֓ ӺѢԟպ֓ ъкӠҧ֓ Ԋтѝ֓ ԌӒӚ֔
ъѧѲп[Ӛ֓ ] ԺտҥӖ֓ эӗӚп֓ ӗӇҢ֓ կпӗ֓ 1 ӺӂѥҦ֓ 2 ѷя֓ ԊҵՕӿӗ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӓҗ֓ кӗՅк֓ эӿҥ֓ ӺъӢӇӈы֓ кԇҖѝҧ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ъџѧ֓ кӗк֓ ԟҧъӂԢғ֓ Ғҕчџ֖ ӺъџѨ֓ кӗк֓ ԟѥӧԛ֓ 3 ӿ
ѧҢ֓ Ғԧӿ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ъџт֓ ӗӿџ֓ ӺяџԻԊ֓ тӇӝѥӇ֓ Ӻҵԟры֓ кշғѥӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ (fol. 53v) ԇշ֓ Ԋԝпчѷ֓ чյӅҢ֓ ъеԟэӅӇ֓ ҒӒҕҢ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓
ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ӓӟмк֓ ӂԺѧҧ֔
[ъѧѲпӚ֓] ҧяӟзҨы֓ къѤтӿԝӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊԟѦџԀы֓ къђџԝӇ֓ 1 ӺԟԊџԀы֓ къѢԿнӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ѣԝьиы֓ кӝзӅҧ֓ ӺӒѥԞ֓ 2 ћժҨы֓ кԤԝѸӅҧ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊԝӂїӘы֓ кӿԣѵӇ֖ Ӻԝњӿհы֓ Ӛъ֓ тԚп֓ кշӿѥӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊӠӂ֓ чնе֓ къџԅҧ֓3 ӺчԥԽҤе֓ кӗӇҢ֓ Ԣҵџӝ֓ Ғяӧѝҗ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ъђњҢ֓ ӒьӇ֓ [Ӻ ]ԅяԢ֓ еԟэӈҧ֓ кӗк֓ ԟҧӾӚл֓ Ҙң֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ъҗՒо֓ ӧл֓ ѧѝԟ֓ Ӻъշџ (fol. 54r)Ԇ֓ ӧл֓ 1 ѢԺп֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ 2 ӺҒѢԟպ֓ ъԅҧӚ֓ ђџԀы֓ кղњ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ Ӻӗк֓ ԟպ
ѷԣ֓ ԟԺտҧӓ֓ ӺӇԾк֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ ԟӛӃ֓ Կտңԅӂ֓ ӗяԺժ֓ яԧџ֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒӇзп֓ Ѳџӂ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ ѲѲ֓ Ѳџӂ֓ Ӓњь֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ ҧҧкԅп֓3 ъԅҧӚ֓ нԇоиы֓ ӺҥӇҒпҗп֓4 ӗѥҢ֓ ѷӇԅҧӚ֓ ԤҖ
иы֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ ӇѧҨы֓ ӺӔҧч[Ӈ ]հы֔
MS ߌԤԄ ߌ | 2 MS ߌѷ ߌ.
MS ߌҢ֓ | 2 MS ߌњ ߌ | 3 MS ߌѦѧ ߌ | 4 MS ӺкԊ ߌ.
1 п added | 2 MS ߌҤ֓ | 3 MS ߌӢ ߌ.
1 ђ added, and ъ seems to have been redone. The original might have been
кэџԝӇ֓ | 2 ѥ is not clear | 3 MS Ғъ ߌ.
r 1 ӧ i added | 2 MS ъ ߌ | 3 MS ߌо ߌ | 4 MS ߌк ߌ.
fol. 54

fol. 52r
fol. 52v
fol. 53r
fol. 53v

1
1
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ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӓҗџѷ֓ ъҕџѷҤӚ֓ ӺԏџԀы֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ պӃ֓ ӒзխӚ֓ ӺгӠы֔
ӘӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӈѕӗ֓ Ӻпҥ֓ ӺӤӅҢ֓ ӺҢӇїӗ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ њԤӘ (fol. 54v)ҧԚ֓ кղ
ҔӘҨы֓ кղџԚ֔ ӺԟӛӇ֓ Ԋпպ֓ ъѷђտҧӚ֓ ԤҒ֓ ӗк֓ Ԛтտћ֓ җӚ֓
Ӛъ֓ ԟҒл֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ чԝӿ֔ ӺѢԟպ֓ ъԅҧӚӄ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ԤҒ֓
ӧры֓ ӗк֓ ԟжѧӿ֓ ѵк֓ ӂҔԝҧ֓ ӺӔԚӒяӃ֓ ҒҧязџҢ֓ тӽџԝҧ֔
ӗл֓ ӗыӇң֓ ӗк֓ ԟҧюӟг֓ ҒҵѕѠы֓ ӺԟԎећ֓ ҒտҧӺҢ֓ пҘы֔
ӗл֓ ӗыӇң֓ ӗк֓ ӠӇԀ֓1 ӒտѝѢ֓ кѢԟՕӇ֖ ӺӠӇԀы֓ эҷԢњ֓ кӒԽӇ
Ӈҧ֔ ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ђџԀы֓ ӗяԧџ֓ ԏӟѠы֔ ӺӒҗи֓ ӝԇҒ֓ кӇԻїӂ֓
пҗӂ֓ ԧӇԿ(fol. 55r)п֓ ъտѲў֓ ԌӒӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ տՓӂ֓ ԟѧџԀы֓ ӺԟԢя
ѧѧ֓ ԏӟѠы֔ Ӓҗш֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кӇԻїӂ֓ пҗӂ֓ ԧӇԿп֓ Ӛъ֓ ԝъԏҗѝ֓
квԺќҨы֔ Ӓҗш֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кӇԻїӂ֓ пҗӂ֓ ԧӇԿп֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟэԇ֓ 1 ӧр 2
ԅнӼԝӂ֓3 ҲҒ֓ шњ֓ ҵԟк֓4 ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟӛӈ֓ њԥӖ֓ Ӻъђӿњ֔ ъѧѲпӚ֓
ԟҕпи֓ ӗяҧӇѕӖ֓ ղџ֓ Ԋҷғԇ֓ ӺԊԺеԧ֔ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԟտп֓ рң֓ Ғы
ѧӅ֓ ӺҒъѷђտҧ֓ [кӗк֓ ԟժпӗԀ֓] Ӻ [Ғ ]ѕзп֓ ӺҒячњҧ֓ кӗк֓ 5 ԝպѷ
џԀ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ (fol. 55v) кԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔

* * *
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӝз֖ ӺҒӒяшң֓ 1 ӗҧվѕч֓ Ӛъ֓ ԊњӚҒ֓
ячџӝ֓ җԋҵ֔
[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӟз֓ ӺҒѢьԈң֓ ӗҧҲђԟ֓ Ӛъ֓ ԊњӚҒ֓ Ӻԟӂ֓
կћԚ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ [ӗԿԌӘ֓ ] ӗҧюӝз֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҧюӝз֓ Ӻпԧ֓ Ғӟҗњ֓ Ӓғг֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӝз֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҧюӝз֓ Ժҗџ֓ ҒԇҒԚ֓ ӗԿԌӓ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӝз֓ ҒӚъ֓ ҧҧюӝз֓ ԅъҧ֓ Ғӟҗњ֓ ӗԿԏӗҥ֔
ҒъѧѲ(fol. 56r)пӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӝз֓ ӺӗԎеџ֓ Ӛъ֓ եӿрѧ֓ պпպк֓ Ғ
җ֓ ԊԟҖ֓ тѢ֓ мҢѢ֓ ӗԎеџ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҒъѧѲл֓ к [ӔԚѣѧ֓ ] ӟџѧҨѧ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӗҧюӝз֓ ӺӗԎеџ֓ җӚ֓ 1 ӗӇԊ֓ ԇҗп֓
ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊҢѲӂӿӚ֓ ҒтյӿӇҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔ 2
ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊҢӒԺїӚ֓ еտњҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔ 3
ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊҢӺӚտӚ֓ чээҢ֓ ъѧѲп֔
ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊӔҢтӚԟӚ֓ ԅќԺ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֔
ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ [Ә ]ԊӗъѧѲп֓ 4 ӺќԢӚ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ мӘп֓ (fol. 56v) ӺӂѕӗӚ֓ ѢѴ
э֓ ӗяӗԢ֓ ժнӔ֓ ӺѢ [к ]җӚ֓ ӗпԺҨ֓ къѧҢѵџӂ֓ ъӇԿїҧӚ֔ [Ӻ ]ӂխ
чӠ֓ кԤԝҗрѧ֓ ԇғԟ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ӒկԢտӠ֓1 кԏҳџ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ԊкտӠ֓ кѐҧ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ѲђտӠ֓2 кկпъҧ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ѲҢпӠ֓ кѐҧ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
fol. 54v
fol. 55r
fol. 55v
fol. 56r
fol. 56v

1

MS Ӣ ߌ.
MS ԟѧэԇ֓ | 2 MS ӧл֓ | 3 MS ߌӼԝӇ֓ | 4 MS Ғҵ ߌ | 5 MS кӗъ֓.
1 MS ߌт ߌ.
1 MS кӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 3 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 4 MS ߌпӚ֓ .
1 MS ӺӒկ ߌ | 2 MS ӺѲ ߌ | 3 MS Ӓѿ ߌ | 4 MS ӺӒ ߌ.
1
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[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ӒѿѧпӠ֓3 къѿѢм֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ӒъԏҒџӝ֓ Ӓշӽӄе֓ кѤӘп֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
[ѧҗтҧ֓ кӚ֓ ӘԊ]ӒӇтпӝ֓4 ѷэ֓ кԢԟӇ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
ҧчҧӅӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒӿԢѸы֓ кԇғԝӇ֔ Ӻҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԢяѢѥ֓ к
(fol. 57r)ѤӘп֔ ҒѐҧӚ֓1 тԟӻ֓2 яӿҥӇ֔ ӺҒҧӇѕӖӚ֓ Ңҵտћ֓ ѢѵпԝӇ֓3
ӺҒѷӇӽҢ֓4 ӗԢӼӚ֓ ҢԢՇժ֓ Ӛџђ֓ ժнӔ֔ ӺҒњяҲ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓5 ҢњԿԊ֓6
ӒџӾ֖ ҒѢԟպ֓ ъкӠҧӚ֓ ҢӺѷԚ֓ џӗѣ֓ къпӒӚ֓ ѐҧ֔ ӺҒҒҧњ֓ ҵԟпӚ֓
ҢղяԢ֓ џӗѣ֓ кӚԟѤ֔ ӒӇҢ֓ ӒчѢџӠ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ кӒџӾ֓ ԅҔԟ֓ ԊҒ [Ԋ]
ӂғ֓ ԟѧчҗ֓ Ӓԧҕњ֓ ԅкя֓ ӺԺտҧԈӇ֓ [к]կӃԅҧ֔ ԟҧюՒԀ֓ кӿҴԊ֓ Ң
ӚԌ֓ Ԡџԥӈѧ֓ ҒѲѝӇҗҤг֓ ӺӔԟҧӚԅӿ֔ ӗяӚъ֓ ӚђҢ֓ ԅԟӈ֓ ҒѢғԇ֓
ъӽ(fol. 57v)ԇп֓ ԝѧҢԽҗӗ֔ ӺӒпҘ֓ Ԋԟӟп֓ ѲӼъ֓ ѷԧъ֓ Ժի֔ ӺӒӇ
[Ң]Ѣ֓ ӒҷђџӠ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӺҢӽӂԟӚ֓ [Ӻ]Ӛъ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ Ԉտ֓ ѢѺџӚ֓ ӒӇր֓
ӺӺԢԟӚ֓ ӿѧҦң֓ ҷпѲҢ֔ ӺӒџӒԟӠы֓ кӒյӿӇҢ֓ ѤӘп֓ ӺӒпҒѧӠы֓
тտњҢ֓ ктѝ֓ Ժеӂя֔
ҒӚԛ֓ ӗк֓ ԝҒӟԛ֓ Ӻнтӻ֔ Ѻѧл֓ ӗк֓ ԝѿѧл֔ Ӻты֓ ӗк֓ Ԛтя
ы֔ Ңպїу֓ нчԝӇ֖ 1 ӺӒӇպџԅճ֓ ҧӛԍӇ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ Ңպҧу֓ ыѳтӇ֖ Ӻԇԛ֓ чыэӇ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ Ңїԇњ֓ ъџԺы֓ кӒԥя֖ ӺԿԇԊҧ֓ цӽ (fol. 58r)Ӈ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѢѲ֓ ѢѲ֓ կпъҧ֖ ӺҢѢտт֓ ђӅԝӂ֓ җџеӇ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѢҗћ֓ 1 ҸҵҢ֓ җџҧ֖ ӺҢѲѲՓ֓ 2 ъӅѧԿҧ֓3 ԊҲմӇ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ Ңџҷӽ֓ 4 ӒӅѷժ֓ Ժӂҧ֓ ӺҢӂկպ֓ ԇњտҧ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѢпՒ֓ ѵк֓ Ԉќҧ֓ ӺҢӒҧҒ֓ ѝԇԚ֓ ҧӇҔҧ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢӿзҒ֓ ԎӅ֓ Ѣня֔ ӺҢպӂӻ֓ тӽџԝҧ֓ кկӽԆ֓ Ӓчԍҗ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѢҗӚ֓ ӺӇԾк֓ ъкӠҧ֖ ӺӒяӃ֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֔
[Ғ]ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ժӂԛ֓ ѷԧюӚ֓ ӔҧԠէԝ֓ ӺժнӗҧӚ֓ тъԢ֓ ԟѲяҳ֔
ҒъѧѲп (fol. 58v)Ӛ֓ ӗяկҕч֓ Ӻӗяԅњҗ֓ Ӻъѧӗ֓ ӒӢҦҧ֓ Ӻѧҗтҧ֓
ԟҧѶњҗ֓ кѧяӚ֓1 ѷԣѧ֔ ӺӇчӂӄ֓ Ӈҕџӟ֓ ѧъӚ֓ ғћӚ֔ 2 ҒӗӇҢ֓ ъѧѲ
пӚ֖ ӺӇѶԧѧ֓ ѧъӚ֓ ѷԣѢ֔ 3
ҒъѧѲпӚ Ӆоԇп֓ 4 ѧъӚ֓ пԃк֔5
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӅӚҗџ֓ 6 ѧъӚ֓ ӟғњ֔
ҒӗӇҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӒянӚ֓ ӒҒӼӂ֓ ԊҧҖры֓ кԢ
ѴѲ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ҒӒպ֓ ыѦ֓ ѿпԆӚ֓ ԿҒћ֓7 Ԋպњ֓8 ԢџӚӈ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ կӇպ֓
пҗѧӟы֓ Ӛъ֓ ԟӛӇӟы֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ [ӺӇчӂӄ֓ ӗк֓ ҢՒъѷӂ֓ ԺҒџӂ֓
ҧӗяџҢ֓] ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӟғџ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ӈӛ (fol. 59r)Ӈ֓ տлՕӇ֓ ӗяӗк֓
ӔҢՒяѳ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ [ӺпԢ֓] ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԊҢѢҕӗӚ֓ ӗяѷԧѧҧ֓ ԧӇԿп֓ ӗӇҢ֓
ӔҢӒяџ֓ җӗѦ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧҖԏԀ֓ кԅкя֓ ҒчээҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ эҷԚӼ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӺӺпԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֓ ԊӒѢպӿӚӂ֓
MS ԊҒ ߌ | 2 MS ߌӺ֓ | 3 MS ѧѵԟ֓ | 4 MS ԊҒ ߌ | 5 MS Ғъ ߌ | 6 MS ҢԊԿԊ֓ .
MS нчԝӽӇ֓ .
1 MS ߌњ֓ | 2 MS ߌՒ֓ | 3 MS ߌҢ֓ | 4 MS ߌӺ֓ .
1 MS Ғ ߌ | 2 MS ߌӟ֓ | 3 MS ߌѧ֓ | 4 MS ӺӅ ߌ | 5 MS ѷԣѧ֓ ӺӒпԅк֓ |
ҧӗяџ ߌ | 7 MS ߌџ֓ | 8 MS ԊԢպњ֓ .
r 1 MS ӺҒ ߌ.
fol. 59

fol. 57r
fol. 57v
fol. 58r
fol. 58v

1
1
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Ңѧս֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӺҧӇѕӖӚ֓ ӗяѷԧъ֓ ҧѢѲп֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ҧҗп֓ ҒӚъ֓
[ыѦ֓] ѢѲр֓ кӒџӾ֓ яԧџ֓ ҒԺԥя֓ Ӛэг֓ вкԀ֓ кӺпԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъч
ԝӿ֓ ԟѧѷпԀ֓ ӺԟѷҧпԀ֖ Ӻԟҧӂѕӗ֓ Ғѕпѧҧ֓1 ԇкҧ֔ ӺӒџӾѢ֓ Ԋҗ
џ(fol. 59v)ҧ֓ ԊѢѲр֓ ыѦ֓ ҒԺԥя֓ ӒӠ֓ ԊҗӚ֓ ҢѢѷк֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ҧӗяџҧ֓
Ӓн֓ ҒӒџӗԝ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ҢѢѷк֔ ԅѲъ֓ ыѦ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ҒӒџӾ֓ яԧ
џ֓ Ԋҗџҧ֓ Կԧъ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԇշ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ ҢэԇҢҒ֓ ӒџӾ֓ яԧџ֓ Ԋҗ
џҧ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԇշ֓ ԊԅѲъ֓ ӺԧҷӃ֓ ԢѴѲ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֓ ӗяѧӂӂ֓ ӒџӾ֓ яԧџ֓
яѧк֓ чяԏ֔ ӺмҢӄ֓ Ӓԧҷӂӄ֓ ӗяѧӂӂ֓ Ӓӟԟѧҧ֓ ժмэӇ֓ ялӒӂ֓1 чя
ԏ֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӟғџ֖ ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ԺҗџӚ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ԅъҧӚ֓ ӺӺпԢ֓
ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇӚ֓ (fol. 60r) ӗӇҢ֓ ҢѕԚӝ֓ ҒԢяӚ֖ ӺӒԿԅԏӝ֓ Ғկ
տӒҧӚ֖ ӺӒђӂԟӝ֓ ҒѐҧӚ֖ ӺӒѧҢџӒԟӝ֓ ҒҧӇѕӖӚ֖ ӺӒпԅпӝ֓ ҒԇџԺ
ҧӚ֖ ӺӒѢџՀӝ֓ ҒӇҗњҧӚ֓ ҒԚэӂ֓ Ӓҗ֔ ӺӔҥџҷѷ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ячњҢӚ֓1 ӗя
ӆԚ֔ џԧӒӄ֓ ӺӒԧҷӂӄ֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ мҢӄ֓ кԺҗџӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧ
Ҩѧ֓/ Ժҗњ֓ ъѧѲп֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ [Ԋ ]ѢսчӚ֓ ӗԢӾӚ֓ ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲп֓ кӒҤҒ֓ 2 ӧл֓
ԅкя֓ ӺкӒԧҷӈ֓ Ӓԥя֓ ӺкԢѴѳ֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӺӺвҗӠы֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ кӗк֓ ԟպџгӚ֔
Ӛъ֓ Ӕԟ (fol. 60v)Ѣк 1 нԇоиы֓ ѧпՕӂ֓ ѐҧ֔ 2
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊӚђҧӚ֓ 3 ъѧѲкӚ֓ 4 кѺѧՒӇՔӈѧ֓ 5 ӺпԢ֓ ӗоӄ֓ ӗя
ԧҷњ֓ ԢպӃ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓ ҒՀпՀҥ֓ ӺӔҵԢՀ֓6 кԅкя֓ ԟҧтҢя֓ Ғэҷ
Ңъ֓ կпъҧ֓ Ӓн֓ ӒђџԺӿӠ֓ 7 Ғҗџеӂ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֖ ԏӿӗң֓ ղтԚ֓ ѷԣ
ѥӇ֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊպժяӚ֓ нҤ֓ խчѵ֓8 кԅъҧӚ֓ ӗоӄ֓ ԊխъӺҧ֓ Ғҵ
єђ֓ 9 ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ кՔѢ֓10 ԇՕӇ֓ ԊӺвҗӝ֓ 11 ҧӗяџҢ֓ кџӟҒҢ֓ ъѧѲ
пӟ֓ ѷԣѧ֔
ӒӒӧҢ [Ӛ ]֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊӔюӚ֓ 12 ԺժӚ֓ ӗяѧӗкҥ֓ (fol. 61r) ӺӔԝҷպџӝ֓ 1
ӗяҧӇҥӆ֓ 2 ԊҢъӂԚҢ֔ ӺњѢԟӝ֓ ԧпӿҢ֓ 3 Ӛъ֓ ҧӟїҧ֓ 4 җџеӈ֓
кԅкя֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊҒњӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ънӗӝ֓ 5 ҧտїчҢ֓ 6 ӗѧӚ֓ ҧԚ
җҗ֓ ҒӒջе֓ ӺҧՒտч֓ ҒӒԇԥӼе֓ Ӻҧկчѧ֓ ҒԇԺќе֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ԊҒтյӿӇҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊҢԺҗњ֓ ҒпՅъ֓7 պњѢ֓8 Ӻпԥ֓
ӺӒԿњњ֓ ղњ֓ ҒӿѧҢ֓ ղҗӗ֓ ӺӒҷԚпӠы֓9 кӗк֓ ԚӒяӃ֔ ӺӚэг֓ ҒъѧѲ
пӚ֓ вҒӄ֓ ҵԟк֓ ъӼӗ֓10 ӺӒԿџџ֓ ղџԚ֓ мҢ֓ кԺҗџӚ֔
ӺպԧսԢѢ֓ ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌ (fol. 61v)Ә֓ ԊӔњ [Ѣ ]ԟӚӂ֓ ѣҥվиы֓ кӗѧѝ
ӖнӼԝӇ֓ ӗк֓ ӟзԣ֓ ъѧѲкӚ֔ 1 ӗл֓ ӗыӇң֓ ӒԏэԢ֓ ԂҒӼԚ֓ тӽџ

fol. 59v
fol. 60r
fol. 60v

1

MS Ӈ֓ .
MS ߌҧӚ֓ | 2 MS ӺӒ ߌ.
1 MS ߌՓ֓ | 2 MS ѐҢ֓ | 3 MS ӚђҢ֓ | 4 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 5 MS ԊѺѧՒՔߌ | 6 MS ߌՂ֓ |
7 MS ӒѢџՂ֓ | 8 MS ߌѲ֓ | 9 MS кҵߌ | 10 MS ҒՔߌ | 11 MS ӺӺߌ | 12 MS ߌъӚ֓.
fol. 61r 1 MS ӺӔԟҧҵպџӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌӄ֓ | 3 MS ߌҧ֓ | 4 MS ߌҧ֓ | 5 MS Ӻнӗӟ֓ | 6 MS ߌ
ҧ֓ | 7 MS кп ߌ | 8 MS ߌѧ֓ | 9 MS ߌкӟ ߌ | 10 MS ߌӒ֓ .
v 1 MS къѧѲпӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌѷ֓ | 3 MS ߌӟ֓ | 4 MS ߌпӚ֓ | 5 MS ߌѧ֓ .
fol. 61
1
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ԝҧ֓ ҒїԽ֓ ӺղѠы֓ ӗъӇԺк֓ еԟэӈҧ֔ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ եӿрѧ֓ ӗъӇ
Ժк֓ ӺӇԾпѢ֓ ղџӂ֓ ӗыӇң֔ ӺӗъӇԺк֓ ҷўѢ֓ ӒҲӼӂ֔
ӺмҢѢ֓ [ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ Ԋ ]њѢԟӚӄ֓ կуѲ֓2 ӗяӇӗѧԚ֓ ҒӒя
пӠ֓ ԌӒӚ֖ Ӻӿӛп֓ ҒҢѧս֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ ӺӒпҗԚ֓ ҕԇԢ֓ ӒянӚ֓ 3 ԊӗӇҒ
оӚ֓ ӺӔяӟв֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ӒьӇ֓ [Ғ ]ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ [ӗԿԌӘ֓] ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊӚђҧӚ֓ мҢ֓ ъѧѲкӚ֓4 ѷԣѢ֓5 ԊҘң֓ ҢѲӂӽ֓
ӗԢӼӚ֓ ѷԣѥҧ֓ (fol. 62r) ӗк֓ ӔҢѲӇԝ֓1 кԅъյ֖2 ӺӒӗԽќӚ֓ ѷԣѥҧ֓ ӗк֓
ӔԝӇѨѢӽ֓3 ӿѧҢ֓ տӅӽҢ֓ ҵՇп֔ ӺҒнԇог֓ њӚҗӚ֓4 җдӒ֓ Ԋяѧк֓ тѐ
ҧ֔ ҒԤҖг֓ ҢњԿԊ֓ ԺҘӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ [Ӻ]ӒӇҕчҗт֓5 Ԣя֓6 Ӻэԟ֔7
ӒӒӧҢӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ժԽ֓ ԊӒպԧպԧӚ֓ нԇоԚ֖ ԏӿӗң֓ Ӓьӂ֓
ԌӒӚ֓ ӺњӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ҢӒӧҢӚ֓ ӂտѧԚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓
ӺԟѦҗтӚ֓ ӚӅտџԚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ ԟҕџӛӚ֓ 8 ӒԇշяҧԚ֓ Ғӗ
ӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӺԟӾԧѣӚ֓ 9 ъкԝпԟԚ֓ 10 (fol. 62v) ҒӗӇҢ֓ 1 њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӗԞҗҗ֓ ҒӒջԚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӺӗӞпч֓ ҒՇџԆԚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӗՒտч֓ ҒӗԢӼԞ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
Ӻӗկчѧ֓ ҒӗԺџԚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ њӜҒ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ӺԟӗԎӄ֓ ԝҗџз֓2 мҢ֓ [ъѧѲпӚ֓ ] Ғӧн֓ ҲҒ֓ Ӻպџӛ֖ ӺҒӧн֓ ҲҒ֓
шџӛ֖ ҒտӅӿ֓ ҲҒ֓ ӂԺԧӛ֖ [ӺҒ ]ӿѧҢ֓ 3 вԺџ֓ ҲҒ֓ Ҙӗӛ֔ ъԅпҢ֓
ҲҒ֓ ӂҒџӛ֓ ӺомҢ֓ ҲҒ֓ ӈяӛ֓ Ӕԟџтѷ֓ ӗяӆԚ֓ ѐԺѢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ҒъѧѲпӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ҷҧъӄ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӗџӚҗ֓ ъӼ(fol. 63r)ԅ֓ ԤҒ֓ ժнӗҧԚ֔
ӺӗԎяџ֓ кӚ֓ ӒянӜԚ֓ ҒӒяՕӂ֓ ҵԟпԚ֖ [ӺъՒӂ֓ ]1 врӛ֓ ӗѲӇҧ֓
Ѣԟպ֓ ъкӠҧ [Ӛ ]֓ ԏӿӗң֓ Ӓьӂ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ [ѷԣѧ ]֔ Ӓьӂ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓
ѷԣѧ֓ ԊӒҗџе֓ ры֓ кӗк֓ 2 ӿѧҢ֓ կпъҧ֓ ԝҗџз֓ мҢ֓ эҷҨҢ֓
ҒҒӚ֓ ъкӠҥӼ֓ ӒюӇ֔
ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԊӒӇպհ֓3 кѢэпԝп֓ ѥӅ֓ ӺԊњӺ֓ ѢѝӼҨ֓ ӺӚэг֓ ԝӇտհ֓
кղњ֓ ԌӒԚ֓ Ӻ [ԟ ]ԏџԀы֓ кӗмӒг֔ ҢӇїӗ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ ӒянӜԚ֓ Ӻҧҧо
ԅп֓ ӗԦӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧѧџԀы֓ кӗк֓ ӔԚӒяӃ֓4 ъѧѲкӚ֔ 5 ԚэӇӚ֓ ҧշҗ
Әы֓ (fol. 63v) кӗк֓ ԟҧӾӚл֓ ҒъղпҒ֓ 1 ѐҧӚ֔
ղпҘӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ԋӿӗң֓ ԂѝҢ֓ чэяӚ֓ ԊҒнԇог֓ ѧӚҗӚ֔ ԼԎ֓ ѧѣ֓
Ѣԅҧ֓ иӝ֓ кѢэԟ֓ ӺӒԧкѷкѵ֓ кяԧџ֔ ҒӗӇҢ֓ чэяӚ֓ 2 ժпҘӚ֓ ӗԿ
ԌӘ֓ Ԋӿӗң֓ ԂѝҢ֓ ъџԂӚ֓ ԊҒнԇог֓ ҢъџԂӿӝ֓ кҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇӚ֓ ѷԧ
ѧҧ֓ [Ӻ]тղҗӝ֓3 Ғӂѷԅ֓ эԟ֓ ԊӿҷԊ֓ ӗяӆӚ֓ ӺтҢяӝ֓4 Ғպпպк֓ ԢяӚ֓
Ԋ[Ӓ]Ӈժտժպ֓ ӗяԺҘӚ֓ ԊԚэӇ֔ ӗѧъ֓ ӗяԚэӇӚ֓ ӂѷԅ֓ чԟӺҧ֔ ӺҒӗӇ

MS ߌӂߌ | 2 MS Ғԅߌ | 3 MS ߌѨѧߌ | 4 MS ߌӛ֓ | 5 MS ӒӇҗтߌ | 6 MS Ԣѐ֓ | 7 MS ߌԝ
MS ߌӚӚ֓ | 9 MS ӺԟӾԢѢӚ֓ | 10 MS ӺкԝпԚ֓.
fol. 62v 1 MS ӺҒ ߌ | 2 MS ԝҒ ߌ | 3 MS Ӻӿ ߌ and adds ѧҢ֓ .
fol. 63r 1 Cf., for example, Deut 22: 19: ъՒӂ֓ чԝӿ֓ ӿӗң֓ | 2 MS ӗк֓ | 3 MS ߌժ֓ |
4 MS adds ҒчԟӺҢ֓ | 5 MS ߌпӚ֓ , replacing an erased word.
v 1 п altered to к | 2 Altered to чэъ֓ | 3 MS ߌӛ֓ | 4 MS ߌӛ֓ .
fol. 63
fol. 62r

1

|8
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Ңԏ֓ ҧѦԅкӚ֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇӚ֓ Ғэҷп(fol. 64r)Ԛ֓ ѢрѐӇ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ҧҗп֓ ӒԟҦ֓ ҧѢӟҗ֓ ԼԎ֓ Ѳҧџ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟӛӇ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӒӇԾԼ֓ 1 ӿѧҢ֓
ъѝԇԚ֓ 2 ӝпӒӄӚ֔ ӒԟҦ֓ 3 ҧѢӟҗ֓ ԼԎ֓ Ѳҧџ֓ 4 ҧҖ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ѢӜҘҧӚ֓
ԤҒ֓5 ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ԼԎ֓ Ѳҧџ֔ ҧԢԿя֓ Ӻҧҗп֓ ӒԟҦ֓ ҧўӔ֖ ӗѧъ֓
ӧл֓ ԊԟўӔ֓ ъѝӗԚ֓ ԟԢпԀ֓ ԂќԺ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ пԃп֓ ъӝӇ֓ [Ӻ ]ԟўԄ֓ 6
ӒҕԿԄг֓ [Ӻ ]ԟӽҷԠӇ֓ ҒӒҗҧџ֓ [к ]ҢӈпԀ֔ ӺӝԇҒ֓ ԅԤ֓ ҧԢԿя֓ Ӻҧ
җп֓ Ӛъ֓ ӔԟӛӇ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ӒӇԾԼ֓ 7 ӿѧҢ֓ ъѝӗԚ֓ ӝпӒӄӚ֔ ԏҗдп֓
Ӓяњӄ֓ ҲҒ֓ ҧѢѲп֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӒяӇ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֖ ӺӚ (fol. 64v)ъ֓ Ӕԟҧп
Ԁы֓ кӈрҧ֓ ӝпӒӇ֓ ӗк֓ ԚԂѷғ֓ ъѝӗԚ֓ ԅъյ֓ ӺӔԟӂԿտԀы֓ 1 ԅҕ
ԿԄиы֓ ӗяӒպ֓ Ңӧн֔
ӺмҢӄ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ њӒԚӄ֓ ҒҒҧњ֓ ячњҧӚ֓ Ԋԟъԟ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ տӅ֓ կԧѷ֔
ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ Ғҧњ֓ կԧѷ֓ ӺҒҧњ֓ ъӇԿїҧӚ֔ ӒտѲџӚ֓ կԧѲ֓
[Ӻ]ԅъյ֓ ժнӗӚ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢԏ֓ ѲҗԅӚ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӒянӟӚ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ ҧտї
чҧ֓ ӗяӗк֓ ӚэӚ֔ ӚџҖ֓ ӺѲӇԅҧ֓ ӺѢмиҧ֓ ӗяӂ֓ ӒпҕѤӚ֓ ӗяӟғԥӂ֓2
ӒѷџӇҧ֓ Ԋӗяӆиы֓ ӒѧҢպїтӚ֔ ӗк֓3 [ъӃ֓] ӗыӇң֓ ӟ(fol. 65r)ғԥӂ֓
ӒѷџӇҧ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԥӗы֓ ӂԺїҢ֓ Ӓчԍҗ֓ ӺӂԺїҢ֓ ӔԚћѥоя֔ Ӻӟғԧ֓
єъҢ֓ ъӇԿїҧ1 Ӓԇњպҧ֓ нԇоиы֔ ӺԊԟҖѢ֓ Ԋӗяӆиы֓ Ӓѧ[Ң]պї
тӚ֓ ӿӗҨыѢ֓ Ӕӟзл֓ ӒѧҢպїшҨы֓2 кӗк֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԢԟӇ֔ ӺӒӇҢѢ֓
ӒѧҢտѕчӠы֓ кӗк֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԢԟӇ֓ ҒъѧѲпӚ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ԋнԇк֓ ӧл֖ ӺїпՕӇӚ֓ ԤҒ֓ ӧл֖ ӺԇҒԟӚ֓
ҒъпԇпҢ֓ ӧл֔ ӗԿԌӒ֓ ӧл֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӺҒӧл֓ ҢҗзпӚ֔ 3
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ ӝзӅҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӇԻ (fol. 65v)ђ֓ ӂԺїҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓1 ԂҔԟ֓ ӂҔԟ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ мѲ֓ ӈрҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ӂҕҔ֔ 2
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ нзя֓ ъԿԏԇ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӒӇҒѥ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӒӇҒѥ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӒԊѷҢ֓ эԚ֓ чԟӺҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ѳџӂ֓ ъԧҵӄҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֓ ӺчԟӺҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓3 ղтԚ֓ կԧѷ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӠӚҒ֓ җџеӇ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҷҗѧҢ֓ чԟӺҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ կӽԅ֓ ъԧҵӄҧ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӒӇѲկ֔
ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֓ ӺӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֔
ԊӇҢ֓ ӧр֓ Ң (fol. 66r)ђъԟӚ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ տѷњ֓ ԌӒӂ֔
fol. 64r

1

MS ߌԼԼ֓ | 2 MS ъџԅ֓ | 3 ԟ added |
MS ߌԼԼ֓.
1 MS ߌրы֓ | 2 MS Ӻӗ ߌ | 3 MS ӗл֓ .
1 MS ߌҢ֓ | 2 Ҩ added | 3 MS ߌк ߌ.
1 Added. | 2 MS ߌҖ֓ | 3 added.
1 MS ߌկш֓ | 2 MS ߌԇ֓ .
7

fol. 64v
fol. 65r
fol. 65v
fol. 66r
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MS Ѳџҧ֓ |

5 Ԥ

added |

6

MS ԚԅԄ֓ |
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мѲ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӝзӃ֓
кԅкя֓ ҒӚъ֓ єъң֓ къпӚ֓ ծԦѷ֔ ъпӚ֓ ծԦѷѢ֓ Ӓъ֓ ҢѝӚҘ֓ кӒ
җџея֓ ӺӒӿլӘ֓1 ҷҗѧҢ֓ ӺӺԟӂ֓ ӺъՒԀ֔ ӺӒӇҢӄ֓ ӂѕӗӚ֓ ҷҗѧҢ֓
ѧџӅԟ֓ Ӻկӽԅ֓ ӺԟӇ֓ ӺъՒӿӠы֓ кӒџԥӔӚ֓ ӗӇԊ ҧҗп֓ ԏӇң֓ ҷҗ
ѧҧ֓ їԽԚ֓ ӿӗң֔ ԏӇң֓ կӽԅ֓ [ӺԟӇ֓] ԢяԚ֓ ӿӗң֓ кԊҒӗӇҤӒӟы֓
ԟҧӺвҗ֓ кҖԍ֓ җԋҵӇ֔ ғћӟ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ яїՔњ֓ ҷғԂ֓2 Ԋӗ
ъ(fol. 66v)ѧѲпӚ֓ ӒџӒԟӚӂ֔1 ғћӟ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֔
ӇԻђ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖр֓ ԝԇѸҗ֓ кԟгԥ֓ Ӻпԣ֓ ҒӗӇҤ
ӒӚ֖ ԟӺշӗ֓ ӗяӆӚ֓ ӇԻї֓ ԊԚтշҗ֓ ҒӺ [ԟ ]Ӈ֓ пҗѨ֔ ӺҒԢъ֓ Ѳԟч֓
Ӓշր֓ ԊԚӒѧџ֓ ҒтњԺ֓ ӺԟӇ֓ ӒԧՀ֖ ӺҒԇղ֓ ӔрѶ֓ ԇӽр֔
ӂҔԚ֓2 ӗӇӚ֓ ҢѢъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ыѦ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ӂҔԚ֓ ԝӂїӗ֓ кӟы֓
ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӗяӿѧҢ֓ ӒҲӼӟы֓ ԊӚэԚ֓ ӺԊԟҶԟѧ֔ [Ӻӧл֓ ԊӔѢ
яԈ֓ кӿӗң֓ ӂҔԟ֓ кҧԢяѢѧ֓ ԟӗҤ֓ ӂտѧ֓ ӗяӂ֓ чԏҕ֔] ԊӚэԚ֓ [ԟҖ֓]
ҒӗӇҢ֓ чԿ֓ тԤѧ֓ ԊӺвҗӠы֓ кӒџԥӔӚ֓ ӇիтӇ֔ Ғ (fol. 67r)Ӛъ֓
ԟҖ֓ ӺвҒ֓ ыѦ֓ чԺ֓ җлԚ֓ кԢѴѲ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӒпҘ֓ ӗӇӚ֓
ӂҔԟ֓ ӺвҖ֓ чԿ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ыѦ֓ ӺԊӗӇҒоӚ֓ ҒӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ եӿрѧ֖
ӗѧъ֓ Ӛъ֓ ыѦ֓ яӗъӇ֓ Ғӧл֓ Җң֔ Ӻҕчң֓ ԚԂҔ֓ ӟҗћ֓ ӗяԊ֓
ыѦ֔ ӺԊԟҖѢ֓ ыѦ֓ Ӻӧл֓ ԊӔѢяԈ֓ кӿӗң֓ ӂҔԟ֓ кҧԢяѢѧ֓ 1
ԟӗҤ֓ ӂտѧ֓ ӗяӂ֓ чԏҕ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ чԏҒ֓ Ӓԟгԧ֓ ӗк֓ ԂкӻӚ֔ 2 ӺҒӗӇ
ҧԏ֓ ҧҖры֓ кӒԟгԧ֓ ѨҒѢ֓ ӗяӒъӇӟяԀ֓ кыѦ֓ ӗяӒ[ъ ]Ӈӟ
ыӄ֓ ӜԝԚ֖ (fol. 67v) ӗѧъ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒԚ֓ Ԋժтպ֓ ыѦ֔ ӺӗъѢ֓ Ԋժтպ֓
ыѦ֓ ӔҢӒяӃ֓ Ӻӗր֓ ѵпԚ֓ ҢӒяӃ֔
ӈнӾ֓ 1 ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ Ғъԏыџ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֔ ӈнӼ
иы֓ кӗѧѝӖп֓ Ӓշяӗ֔ ԊԟўӗԠы֓ Ӛъ֓ ࠗӒҕԿԇ֓ кԠѦտ֔ 2 ӺкмӚӄ֓
ҧҖ֓ Ғѵк֓ ӺӇԾпӚ֓ ѷԣѧ֔ Ӓӂ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӈнӼ֓ Ҷџ֓ ԊӗюՓ֓ ӂտѧԚ֓ Җԍ֓
ӒҕԿԇԚ֔ ӒэӇӞ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӈнӼ֓ Ҵџ֓ ԊъӚ֓ ӂտѢӚ֓3 Җԍ֓ ӒҕԿԄӚ֓ ҒԤҒ֓
ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔
ҒԿԂ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ (fol. 68r) ѧяԅ֓ Ӡӂ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ԠтӇѧ֓
ӺпԢ֓ Ԋӝџԝѧ֖ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҗп֓ ӂҒҒ֓ ӂӽ֓ ҒԿԃ֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ԊԚӒҧҧ֓
ҵՔӒҢ֓ ԅкя֔ ӒэӇӞ֓ ҒԿԇ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ԊҒӒэӇ֓ ԊҢՒҕчӚ֓ ҒԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓
ъѧѲпӚ֓ къԧҵӄҢ֓ ӿлԢ֓ Ѣҗӗ֔
нзъ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ӒђяѠ֓ 1 [кӗԿԌӒ
җцџ֓] ӗянзя֓ 2 Օԇӽ֓ ԊӒҗѺк֓3 Ѳџӂ֓ Ӻկտњ֔ ӺҒӗӇҢ֓ Ӻпԧд֓
ԊҲџҢъ֓ 4 ҢӂԿњ֓ ҒӿѧҢ֓ ӺӇԾп֓ ѷԣѧ֓ ԊӚъ֓ ԟҖ֓ Ӓғг֓ Ӓяկӓ֓
нзъ֓ ъԿԏԅ֓ Ӻҗу֓5 Ӈҧպѕ(fol. 68v)ч֖ ӗѧъ֓1 ԏӇң֓ ӺпԧԚ֓ ѐҢд֓
ӺтԟӺ֖ ҢҵՇкд֓ ӺҢњӟҒ֔ 2 ӺнзяѢ֓ ъԿԏԇ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ԊҢјԇӚ֓
ԤҒ֓ ԇղ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ кяѥт֓3 ѷԣѥӇ֔
ӒӇҒѥ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӒӇҒѥ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖр֓ ԝԇѸҗ֓ кԟгԥ֓
Ӻпԣ֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҧӆҒԟ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ԟгԥ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӒӇҒѥ֓ ӗњԿ֓ ӺпԧԚ֓ ӗя
fol. 66v
fol. 67r
fol. 67v
fol. 68r
fol. 68v

1

MS adds ӒӇҢ֓ | 2 MS ߌԟ֓ .
MS ߌѧѧ֓ | 2 MS ԂӿрӚ֓ .
1 MS ߌӼ֓ | 2 MS ߌԂ֓ Ԡ ߌ | 3 MS ߌѧӚ֓ .
1 MS ߌї ߌ | 2 MS ߌъ֓ | 3 MS ԊӔԝҗ ߌ | 4 MS Ԋҷ ߌ | 5 MS ߌт֓ .
1 MS яѧк֓ | 2 MS ӺњӚҒ֓ | 3 MS ߌѧ ߌ.
1
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ҷԏӒҧӚ֔ ѢӚҗӚ֓ ӺӈяӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҒѥ֓ ӺӚъ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӒӇҒѥ֔ ӺӒпҘ֓ Ԋԝӂ
ѷтӚ֔ ӔԟՒտӗ֓ япӟӅ֓ ӗяԟгԥ֓ ӺяѧտӅ֓ ӗяӒҕл֓ ӗѧӚ֓ Ӓъ֓ ԟњ
ӟҗ֓ [ԊկӃч֓](fol. 69r) рң֔ [Ӻ]ӿӗң֓ Ңѧսиы֓ кӒчԍҗ֔
Ѳџӂ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ [ԥӼҧ֓] Ғъԏыџ֓ ҒзԚ֓ ӒҒѿп֓
Ѳџӂ֓ кԥӼҧ֓ ӺӒѧҢԦл֓ эҷҨҢ֓ къѤчԚ֔1 Ԋӝџԝѧӄ֓ ԟҖ֓ ӒӇїӒ֓2
кӂ֓ Ѳџӂ֓ ъԧҵӄҧӂ֓ ӗяҖҢ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ѿпԆг֓ ҒӚъ֓ ӂҒҒ֓ ҒӒպ֓ ӂҔԝ
Ҥг֓ ѷԣѥӇ֓ ӗк֓ ӗяԅкя֓ ӒѧъџԀ֔ ԥӼҧӄ֓ ԟҖ֓ ӺӗяӒѷџӇҧ֓ Ԋ֛Ѳ
џӃ֓ кҗчңҧԚ֔ ӺӝԇҒ֓ ԟҖ֓ Ӻԟҧоԅп֓ ѲџӇԚ֓ Ӛъ֓ Ԋ֛ѲџӃ֔ ӺԟՒ
пп֓ Ғѷҗԇ֓ ѤҒҧԚ֔
ԇҗӂ֓3 ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗ(fol. 69v)ѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ ԥӇӖп֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ԇҗӇ֓
ҢҒҧӚ֓ ӗяԢҗџ֓ ӂӽз֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ӗԧ֔ Ӻтњղ֓ Ӓяѥк֓ ԊӺџѷ֔ ԥӼҧӄ֓
ԟҖ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ԇҗӇ֓ ԊъӂӇԀ֓ 1 ӂԢѷҧ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӡӂ֓ џӗѢ֓ эӗԊӇҧ֔
ӗяҲҒ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӡӂҧ֓ ԍҤ֔ Ӻӂӝџ֓ ԟӗҤ֓ кӒԇԟӇҤӂ֔ ԇҗӂ֓ чԟ
Ӻҧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ кӗк֓ 2 ԚӒяӃ֓ [җӚ ]֔ Ӻԇҗӂ֓ ԇѷտҧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ кӗк֓ ӔԚӒ
яӃ֓ җӚ֓ Ӻкӗк֓ ԟҧԅѲջ֓ ҒѵпӚ֔ Ӻԇҗӂ֓ ӝзԧ֓ [ӒӇҢ֓] кӗк֓ ӔԝѢ
яӛ֓ 3 ҒъѧѲпӚ֔ ӒӇѢ֓ Ӓѧъӛ֓ җӚ֓ Әԇҗӂ֓ чԟӺ (fol. 70r)ҧ֖ ӺӒъ
Ӈӛ֓ җӚ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ чԝӿ֔ Ӛпкӄ֓
Ӛъ֓ Ӻпҥ֓ їыџ֓ Ғҵԟк֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ кԺҗџӚ֔
ӒԊѷҢ֓ ӟҗџ֓ [Ԋ]эԚ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ ӗӇӚ֖1 ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ Ӕѥԟԝѧ֓
ӗӇԊ֓ ԟԊпրы֓ кӗк֓ ԟѢѷл֓2 џӗԟӽ֓ кӢӧч֓ շӇԇҧ֓3 ӗӇҢ֓ ӺѲџ
ӟы֓4 ӺӒԊѷҧ֓5 ӗяѷҧ֓6 ӗӇҢ֓ Ӛњԟӟы֔ кмӚӄ֓ ҧҖ֓ ҒӺӇԾпӚ֓
ӺԊд֓ ԟѢҤ֓7 ӗэԟ֓ ԊӗгҘ֓ Ӓӂ֓ Ӕԟժяӗ֔ эԚ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ ԟӿҷԏ֓ ӗяӚӅ
տќӚ֔
տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֓ ӺчԟӺҧ֓ (fol. 70v) ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҧҖ֓ кмӚ֓
ҒӺӇԾп֓ ѷԣѧ֓ Ӓӂ֓ 1 ӿӗң֓ տӈҢ֓ կԧѷ֓ ӺчԟӺҧ֔ ԊԚтӿџ֓ ӗӇҢ֓
ҲҖԚ֓ ӔԟҧԅѲտ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟўӔ֓ җџеӂ֓ ԏӇң֓ ԅкя֔
ղтԚ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҧҗп֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֓ ҒӗӇҤ
ӒӚ֓ ӔҧџӒԝӄ֖ 2 ӗѧъ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ժня֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӔџӗԚӄ֓ 3 ղтԟ֔ ӺҒъկ
тպ֓ ӜԥӇ֓ ҧҖ֓ џӗ[Ѣ ]Ӛ֓ ղтԟ֓ ԊӔԚԂџҗ֓ эҷҨҧ֓ ԊӔԟՒտӗ֖ ղтԟ֓
ԊԊпպ֓ ԝҒџз֓ ԤҒ֓ ѷԣѥӇ֔
ӠӚҒ֓ җџеӇ֓ ӗӇӚ֓4 ҢђъԟӚ֖ (fol. 71r) ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ Ғкԅя֓ ӗӇԊ֓ ԟҧӆ
Ғԟ֓ Ӓъ֓ ժӿԈ֓ ҕнѷ֓1 ӺпԢ֓ Ѩրџ֓ ԟђџѷ֓ ӠӚҗ֓ ӗяԝԇѸҗ֔ ӺԝѧҢ
џӔ֓ 2 ӗяӗѧѝӖп֔ ӺкӒғ֓ ѲкяѤѧ֓ ҧҖр֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӠӚҒ֓ 3 җџ
еӇ֓ կҕтӼ֔ ࠗԊӗяџїӺ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ ђњղ֔4
җџеӇ֓ ԊӗяҗџеӇ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҧҖ֓ кмӚ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӿӗң֓ җџ
еӃ֓ кԅкя֔ ӒӇѨѧӿ֓ ӗӇԊ֓5 җӟы֓ җџеӂ֓ ԊӗӇҒк֓ ԟџӚҗӟы֓ կп
ъҧ֔ ӗъӃ֓ ҒҗџеӃ֓ Ӛъ֓ ҧӛӃ֓ ӿлԢ֓ җџеӇ֔ ԠтӇѧӄ֓ 6 ӺпԢ֓
MS ߌчӚ֓ | 2 MS ߌӗ֓ | 3 MS ߌӇ֓ .
MS ߌӽ֓ ; see also fol. 23v | 2 MS ӗк֓ | 3 MS ߌѧ ߌ.
1 MS ӗѧъ֓ | 2 MS ߌѲ ߌ | 3 MS ߌҢ֓ | 4 MS Ӻџѷӟы֓ | 5 MS ߌҢ֓ | 6 MS ߌҢ֓ |
7 MS ԟӗҤ֓ .
fol. 70v 1 MS ӒӇҢ֓ | 2 MS ߌԚ ߌ | 3 MS Ӕҧџ ߌ | 4 MS ߌҢ֓ .
fol. 71r 1 MS кҕ ߌ | 2 For Ӻԟҧӂѕӗ֓ | 3 MS ߌҗ֓ | 4 MS ђњղ֓ ԊӗяїӺ֓ ԥӼҧ֓ | 5 MS ߌ
Ӛ֓ | 6 MS adds ԟҖ֓ .

fol. 69r
fol. 69v
fol. 70r

1
1
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ӂ (fol. 71v)ՂԧՅԧ֓ ԟҖ֓ [Ӻ ]вр֓ ֛җӗѤ֓ ԊҢպӂӺ֓ ӗяҲҒ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗ
цџ֓ Ԋѧы֓ ԠтӇѧ֔ Ӻӿӗң֓ ъկӒ֓ ѢэԇҢ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ җџеӇ֓
Ӛъ֓ ӧл֓ ԟӗъӇ֓ Ҙң֔ 1 ӺкмгѢ֓ ӔӠӂ֓ 2 [җџеӂ֓ ] ԥӗы֓ Ӛъ֓ Ѣэ
ԇҢ֓ ԟӛӇ֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ җџеӇ֔ Ӻҗџеӂ֓ կԧѷѢ֓ ԊԝҒџз֓ кӧл֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ 3
ԊъկӒ֓ ӿѧҢ֓ ԅкя֔ [ӺԅкяѢ֓] ӔԝӗъѠ֔
ҷҗѧҢ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ҧҖ֓ Ӓӂ֓ ӿӗң֓ ҷҗѧҢ֓ чԟ
Ӻҧ֔ ԊҒпԅ֓ їԽԚ֓ Ԛтԛ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒԚ֔
կӽԅ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧ (fol. 72r)ъ֓ кмӚ֓ ҧҖ֓ Ӈѧԃ֓ ѧҧԛ֖ ԏӇң֓
կӽԇ֓ ԢяԚ֓ ӿӗң֔ Ӻӝ [ԇ ]Ғ֓ ҧҖ֓ ӺԊѢҧԚ֓ ԢяԚ֓ Ӕԟԇѐ֓ кѐҧ֔
ӒӇѲժ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ кмӚ֓ ҧҖ֓ Ӓӂ֓ 1 ӿӗң֓ ӒӇѲժ֓ ӒҕԿԇ֔
ԊҘӒ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ҲҖԚ֓ ԟҒӿ [ӗ]ӄ֓ ӺԟӺշӗӄ֓ Ӻԟњӟҗ֓ яџԅԚ֔ 2
կԾ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ӗѧъ֓ ԟҖ֓ Ӕѥԟԝѧ֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ҧӺշӗ֓ Ғҧџ֓
ӗяїџӺ֓ ӗѦԟ֖ ӺԚԂџԿ֓ կԾ֓ ӺӗяՇӇԣ֔ ӺԚԂџտ֓ ԤҖг֓ ъӇպѢ֓
ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӺъӇպѢ֓ пғӅ֓ ӺӇկч֖ ъӇպѢ֓ Ғҗ֓ ӺӒӗяѠ֔ ҖҢ֓
ӟџ(fol. 72v)ѧҤԝӇ֓ ҧҗп֓ ҒӗӇҤӒӚ֓ ӚӅտќг֓ կԾ֓1 ӗк֓ [ԝ]ӿҷԍ֓ ӚџҖ֓
տիъ֔ 2
ӺпԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֓ ӗӇӚ֓ ҢђъԟӚ֖ ҢӺмԢӚ֓ ӗяԊџӒ֓ ԥӼҧ֓
ҒїԽ֓ Ѣҗӗ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ҒзнӾӚ֔ ӺӂԺџӚӂ֓ кмӚ֓ ӗӇԊ֓
ҧҗп֖ ӗѧъ֓ ӺпԢ֓ ӗՅк֓ ӗъчԝӿ֓ ӺпԢ֓3 ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӿӗң֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ [җӚ֓ ] ӘӺпԢ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ъԧҷӂ֓
ԅкя֖ ӺպԥԞ֓ ҵՔӒҨы֓ кԢѴѲ֓ Ӓԥя֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ (fol. 73r) ӿӗң֓ ժӽў֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ Ғӗ
ӇҢ֓ ъԧҵӄҢ֓ ӿлԢ֓ Ѣҗӗ֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӓянӟ֓ ӺпԢ֓ Ӓянӟ֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ җџеӇ֓ ӺпԢ֓ җџеӇ֔
ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ӿҴԊ֓ 1 эԚ֓ чԟӺҧ֓ Ӈիч֓
ԊӗяӇիч֓ ӂѷԇ֖ чԟӺҧ֓ ԊӗячԟӺҧ֖ Ӻпԧ֓ ӽзԧ֓ Ԋӗя֛ ӗԿԌӒҗ
цџ֔
[ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓] ԇћԚ֓ ъкӠҧ֓ ӒӇҢ֓ яѧк֓ ԊӺкԢӚ֖ 2 Ӻз
ғњ֓ знӾ֓ яѧк֓ ӒғӚ֔
[ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓] ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ կӇԅ֓ еԟэ (fol. 73v)ӈҧ֓
ӺӔԟҧҒҢӟ֓ պҧк֓1 ҧїпѧҧӚ֓ Ԋяѧк֓ ӒғӚ֓ ӺъӇպѧӚ֔
[ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓] ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ Ӓӟмк֓ ѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤ
ԝӇ֓ ӺѢџՂ֓ ъеԟяӅӇ֔
[ӒъӇӛ֓ җӚ֓ ӗԿԌӘ֓ Ӛъ֓] ӒӇҢ֓ ӿӗң֓ ъԅԍ֓ ԇտњҧ֓ ѷԧӿ֓ ԊҗӚ֓
ҢѲҗԃ֓ ӝзӅҧ֓ ӺҗӚ֓ ҢѲҗԃ֓2 ӂԺїҧ֓ ъєтӿԝӇ֔ ӺҗӚ֓ Ңъ
пԃ֓ ънӗӟҧ֔

MS ӗяӆг֓ | 2 MS adds ӔӠӂ֓ | 3 MS adds ӿѧҢ֓ ԅкя֓ .
MS ӒӇҢ֓ | 2 MS ъ ߌ.
1 Added | 2 So also in the Bible, Song of Songs 5: 13; but possibly corrupted from
ԃя֓ | 3 MS ӺӺ ߌ.
r 1
fol. 73 MS Ӻ ߌ | 2 MS ߌԧ ߌ.
fol. 73v 1 ҧ added | 2 MS Ӻк֓ | 3 MS ߌҖԚ֓ | 4 MS ӒӇҢ֓.

fol. 71v
fol. 72r
fol. 72v

1
1
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Ӕҥӗҧҧ֓ ӗянԇоԚ֓ ѷҗԅ֓ ժԽ֓ ӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ ӗяҲҖӚ֔ 3 Ӻтկ
њӄ֓ Ғтիњ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֔ Ғн֓ кӂտѧԚ֓ Ӓӂ֓ 4 ӿӗң֓ њԥӔӜ֔ тҢяӛӜ֓
ҒӗԦԚ֓ ӒԌԏ֓ ӺҒъѧѲ (fol. 74r)пԚ֓ 1 эҷԚӼ֔ ӺӔҥҗшы֓ кӒԽӇӇҧ֓
ккӜպ֓ їԽԚ֔ ӺҒկнрҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ 2 Ӛпкӄ֔ ӺҒկнрҢ֓ ӟӂռӚ֓ чѷ
պӄ֓ 3 Ӛъ֓ Ԉտ֓ ӗӇҢ֓ Ңтѷտ֓ ӗՂме֓ ҥчҢ֓ ӟӂռе֔ Ӻҕџӟӄ֓ ҒҒњ
ӚҢ֓ ӒҒӼӂ֓ Ӓԥя֓ ӺѦҧ֓ Ӻжӈӟ֖ ҒҒњӚҢ֓ ӈҷ֓ ӺѦя֓ Ӻԝվҧ֖ ҒҒњ
ӚҢ֓ Ӓҗџея֓ ԟѧтѲ֓ ӺԝԇѸҗ֓ ӗѧѝӖп֖ ҒҒњӚҢ֓ ыѦ֓ ӺӒѠӇ֓ Ӻӧ
ры֓ ӂҔԝҧ֖ ҒҒњӚҢ֓ զѠѧ֓ Ӻեӿрѧ֓ Ӻӧры֓ тӽџԝҧ֖ ҒҒњ
ӚҢ֓ Ѣэԇҧ֓ ъӽԇԝ (fol. 74 v )Ӈ֖ ӺҒњӚҢ֓ ԢӅԿп֓ ӇիтӇ֖ ҒҒњҢ֓ խԧ
ѵӇ֓ ӺъѧҢԽԧнӇ֖ ӺҒҒњӚҢ֓ ънӗӟҧ֓ ҧԻеӇ֖ ӺҒҒњӚҢ֓ տխю֓ эҷ
Ғѝ֓ кѷԧѧҧ֓ ҖҢ֓ ӟџѧҤԝӇ֖ ӺպԧսԢѢ֓ ҒҧӇҗпӅе֓ кѷԧѧҧ֓ ӺӇկ
чҧ֓ Ӻғџӟҧ֓ эџԝя֓ ӺнԤҢ֓ Ӓянӟ֖ ҒҒњӚҢ֓ ъѧѲпӚ֓ ӟғџ֓ Ӻэ
ҷԚӼ֓ эӗҢҒ֓ ժԽ֓ ҧӗяџҢ֓ ъԧҵӄҧ֔ кԟӛӇ֓ җџеӇӚ֓ нԇоԚ֓ кԺҗ
џӚ֓ տїт֓ ӟџѧҨѧ֓ кԅкъ֓ ԅкя֓ ӒюӇ֔
(fol. 75r) Ѣня֓ Ѣня֓ къѧѲк֓1 ӽзԧ֓ Ѣнѐ֖
ԊӇѥкя֓ ԟяӈ֓ ӺկԿѐ֓
Ӛӽр֓2 Ӻտկѐ֔
кҗцњ֓ Ѣня֓ ӇѧӒѐ֓
ԊӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ 3 Ѳѧҥѐ֔
ԊӠӈ֓ ӒѝҢ֓ чэѐ֔
ӺҢѲҗԅ֓ Ԣѐ֔
Ӈҗр֓ Ѣня֓ ҒӔԝџяѐ֓
ӗӇԊ֓ Ӈծӿԇ֓ ѧѐ֔
кӒџӾ֓ ԊҢժѐ֔
ӺԺъժ֓ տկѐ֓ 4
ӺӇҒн֓ 5 Ѣнъ֓ кӺнԤң֓ ҒӗӇҢ֓ ԊӠӂҨ֓ ӗѐ֓ 6
ҢђяԚҧ֓ ҒӇկч֓ կџҵ֓ Ӓџԝѐ֓
ҵԟк֓ ժрҥ֓ ԟӛӂӂ֓ ժњ֓ Ӓԧӟѐ֔
ԏӟѝ֓ кҢџԻѐ֓
ѧӗӇӛ֓ պկѐ֔
ѧҗ (fol. 75 v)тҧ֓ кӗԿԌӒҗцџ֓ Ӝԝӂ֓ кԊպՒњ֓ Ӛъ֓ ӅяпӠ֔

fol. 74r
fol. 75r

1

MS ߌпӚ֓ | 2 MS Ғъ ߌ | 3 MS ӟԧӂӄ֓ .

1 ߌк֓ altered from п | 2 MS ߌн֓ | 3 MS Ғӗߌ | 4 MS чկߌ | 5 MS Ӈҗкԇ֓ | 6 MS ߌы֓.
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Praises of the Cross
Translation:
(fol. 5r) In the name of God who is first without yesterday,
Of the middle time without today,
Of latter days without tomorrow,
Of the ancient days without age,
Creator of all without exhaustion,
And a sea of compassion without limit,
Behold, we write Praises of the Cross ߃ addressing its great attributes ߃ and,
behold, we declare its glory ߃ addressing the prophesy that was proclaimed
about it heretofore.
The Cross is a tree of life.
The Cross is a medical plant.
The Cross is a tree of prophesy.
The Cross is a tree of rest.
The Cross is an axe of (fol. 5v) perdition against Satan, and a sword for cutting off the heads of demons.
The Cross is a javelin of fire that pierces evil spirits, and an arrow of lightening that strikes the soldiers of the Devil.1
The Cross is a fortress that he who does not carry the seal of the Trinity
cannot reach.
The Cross is a shield of righteousness from right and left.
The Cross is a weapon of war, as the Apostle Paul has said, ߋFor your fight
is not against flesh and blood.ߌ2
The Cross is a coat of mail of faith that neither scratching (fol. 6r) of an arrow can tear nor spears and javelins strike.
The Cross is made in the image of the hands of Moses in the wilderness of
Rephidim for fighting Amalek.1
The Cross is what sweetened the bitter water in the wilderness of Shur
when it was put in it by the hand of Moses.2
The Cross is a seal of holiness and purity.
The Cross is a crown of victory for combatants and the decoration of glory
for those invited to the wedding of the lamb.3
The Cross is a spring that does not dry up and a well of honor filled with benefits.
The Cross is the tree of the Garden (of Eden) that the four rivers water.
(fol. 6v) The name of the first river is Pison from which flows wine of mysfol. 5v
fol. 6r
fol. 6v

1

MÃstema | 2 Eph 6: 12.
Cf. Ex 17 | 2 Cf. Ex 15: 23߃25 | 3 Cf. Mt 22: 1߃14.
1 Cf. Gen 2: 10߃14.
1
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tery that God prepared for his saints. The second river is Gihon from which
flows honey comb, the share of the pure ones. The name of the third river is
Tigris from which flows ointment of oil to soften the body of the (spiritual)
combatants. The name of the fourth river is Euphrates from which flows
milk of comprehension, which is the drink of pleasure and gladness.1
Who is the river of wine? Who is the river of honey? Who is the river of
ointment? And who is (fol. 7r) the river of milk? Behold, it is Jesus Christ
who is called the river of wine because of the wine of joy that flowed from his
side, as David says, ߋYou have put gladness in our heart more than when the
seed of wheat, wine and oil abound,ߌ1 ߋand oil for shining the face.ߌ2
Behold, the prophet showed the three united into one word. What he said
ߋmore than when the seed of wheat and wineߌ is about the offering of the
body and blood of the Son of God. And what he said ߋand oil for shining
the faceߌ is about the oil of balsam that is given for the seal of baptism,
which is the example (fol. 7v) of the smoothness of Jesus Christ. Everyone
who lives in belief in him will not be coarse, but is softer than silk. Therefore, behold, he who becomes faithful Christian1 is sealed with balsam oil,
as he wears the smoothness (of) Jesus Christ,2 as David says in his Psalms,
ߋYou prepared a table before me, in the presence of those who torture me.
And you softened my head with ointment. And your cup is strong; it gives
enough drink.ߌ3 Behold, the beginning of this psalm says, ߋGod pastures
me, (fol. 8r) I shall not want.ߌ1 For whoever believes in Christ is (part of) the
flock of Christ. God pastures him and he shall not want anything in the
path of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, he repeats, saying, ߋIn a grassy land,
there he makes me lie down; he keeps me beside still water. He turns my
spirit and leads me in the right path, for his name߈s sake.ߌ2 The grassy land
is the Church, the pasture of the flock of Christ. ߋHe keeps me beside still
waterߌ refers to the water of baptism. ߋHe turns my spirit and leads me in
the right pathߌ means he turns me from ignorance to knowledge.
Indeed, because of your name, ߋEven if (fol. 8v) I walk through the shadow of
death, I do not fear evil for you are with me.ߌ1 Whoever believes in Christ
does not fear dying for the sake of his name, as he says in the Gospel, ߋBehold, everyone who acknowledges me before others I also will acknowledge
before my Father in heaven; but whoever denies me before others, I will deny
before my Father in heaven.ߌ2 Therefore, the prophet says, ߋYour rod and
your staff, they admonish me.ߌ3 ߋYour rodߌ refers to the rod of faith by
fol. 7r
fol. 7v
fol. 8r
fol. 8v

1

Ps 4: 7߃8 | 2 Ps 103/104: 15.
ʞAbiyyÃ KrƼstiyan or ߋSenior Christian,ߌ as opposed to NƼʝusÃ KrƼstiyan ߋMinor
Christian,ߌ i.e. ߋCatechumenߌ | 2 ? Not clear | 3 Ps 22/23: 5.
1 Ps 22/23: 1 | 2 Ps 22/23: 2߃3.
1 Ps 22/23: 4 | 2 Mt 10: 32߃33 | 3 Ps 22/23: 4.
1
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which we support ourselves lest we fall into the error of the heretics. And
what he said ߋYour staffߌ refers to the staff of the Cross (fol. 9r) by which the
faithful are admonished, lest they be partners with the cynics.
ߋYou prepared a table before me.ߌ1 Behold, he said this about the rite of
Communion. Then he says, ߋAnd you softened my head with ointment.ߌ2
He said this about the balsam oil. The teaching of our Apostles says, ߋAnd
the balsam oil is the strength of faith.ߌ3 Therefore, our Savior is called river
of wine and river of oil. He is also called river of honey and river of milk
because he promised our fathers to give them (fol. 9v) a land that flows milk
and honey. And this is the ordinance of the New1 Testament that flowed
from the side of Our Lord, as David says, ߋYour words are sweet to my
throat; it is sweeter than honey and sugar to my mouth.ߌ2 The holy Church
says, ߋHis speech is most sweet, and he is altogether desirable.ߌ3 It says,
furthermore, ߋI ate my honey with my bread; I drank my wine with my
milk,ߌ4 referring to the sacrifice of the Gospel, ordained after eating the
Pesach of the Torah. Jacob, too, says, ߋHis eyes (fol. 10r) are happy with
wine, and his teeth are as white as milk.ߌ1 With this, behold, Our God Emmanuel was called river of honey and river of milk.
Now, let us go back to the original theme: about the tree of life that was
planted in the middle of the trees of the Garden (of Eden). The tree of life
is, indeed, the Cross, and the trees of the Garden are the faithful. In place of
the curse that Eve brought upon herself, the Virgin received a blessing from
the angel: he said to her, ߋYou are blessed among women and blessed is the
fruit of your womb.ߌ2 In place of Adam who ate from the fruit of the tree,
in violation (fol. 10v) of the commandment of God, Our Lord Jesus Christ
stretched out his hands upon the wood of the Cross, being obedient to the
words of his Father. And in place of the four rivers that go out of the Garden (of Eden) and are divided (to flow) into the four corners of the world,
four holy Gospels are preached into the four corners of the world.
O the depth of the wealth of God߈s wisdom! Before he created our father
Adam, he prepared for him what he would eat and all (other) needs that are
necessary for human beings. Before (fol. 11r) saints were born, he prepared
the Garden of Pleasure. And before sinners were born, he prepared Hades by
which they will be agonized; he knew their deeds before he created them. He

fol. 9r
fol. 9v
fol. 10r
fol. 11r
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prepared their abode1 before they come out of the belly, as he himself has said
in (the Book of) the Covenant, ߋhe knows all things before (they are) thought,
and he examines (all things) before (they are) thought.ߌ2 David, too, says,
reporting that he knows the deeds of sinners before they commit (them),
ߋSinners are estranged from the womb; they go astray from the belly; they tell
lies.ߌ3 (fol. 11v) Behold, the Prophet says this about the knowledge of the sin
of liars before they come out of the womb of their mother.
Behold, with whom did they talk in the womb? And to whom did they tell
lies? Let us tell about God߈s knowledge of the righteousness of the saints.
For God says to Jeremiah, ߋI knew you before you came out from the belly
of your mother; and I sanctified you before I created you.ߌ1 And through
the Prophet he said, ߋI loved Jacob; and I hated Esauߌ2 before (fol. 12r) the
deeds of the two were distinguished and before Esau sold his birthright to
Jacob. God said to Rebecca, ߋThere are two nations in your belly; two nations shall come out of your belly; the one nation shall be superior over the
other nation. The older shall serve the younger.ߌ1
He called Eve ߋlifeߌ2 because of the holy Virgin Mary, because the Creator
knew that the life of the whole world will come out of her. And the tree
that is among the trees of the Garden (of Eden) he called tree of life, because
he knew that the whole world would have life by his Cross. The tree of
(fol. 12v) life was planted formerly in the middle of the trees of the Garden
by the hand of God; and the Cross of God was planted at Calvary by the
hand of the Jews. The Jews brought the Cross of God from him to him.
They caused him to suffer as he himself willed because he consented that
they slay him. But they thought that his remembrance would be erased
from the face of the earth. They did not know that they would be persecuted by his Cross, and they would be isolated1 by his Resurrection.
Oh very amazing! The crucified is victorious; and those who crucified are
vanquished. Oh very astounding! The dead puts (fol. 13r) (his killers) to
shame; and the murders are put to shame. Oh very astonishing! He who suffered disgraces; and those who inflicted the suffering on him are clothed with
disgrace. Those who planted the wood (of the Cross) are persecuted; those
who crucified a/the man are scattered. The high priest (and Jews) judged him,
saying, ߋWe have a law, and according to our law he ought to die, because he
has made himself the Son of God.ߌ1 They thought they were jealous for God
and for the Torah of Moses. But who is God, other than the one they crucifol. 11v
fol. 12r
fol. 12v
fol. 13r
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fied? And who is the giver of the Torah other than the one they crucified?
They loved him with their lips, (fol. 13v) and they lied about1 him with their
tongue. Although they wanted to tell lies, they spoke the facts: What they
said, ߋWe have a law, and according to our law he ought to die,ߌ is the truth.
For Moses says in the law, ߋYou will see your savior hanged on a tree.ߌ2 They
have a law for them to find the sun so that they would not walk by its light.
They have a law for them to put life to death, (but) not to do what would give
life. They have a law to slaughter the lamb, and they would not taste the meat.
They have a law to pour out the mystery of wine, and they do not drink it.
Caiaphas said, ߋIt is expedient that we put one man (fol. 14r) to death than the
people and the whole world are lost.ߌ1
Truly, they ought to kill the Son of God, for by (his death), he gives life to
the dead. Indeed, they ought to crucify the Son of God, for by his Cross he
sanctified the world. If he was not crucified, we would not have been saved.
And if he had not died, he would not have given us life. Their error became
wealth for gentiles. They made his body naked for the crucifixion; for it is
not right that one covers the lamp with clothes; rather it is right that it is set
on its stick for its light to appear to those who want it. They raised him up
unto the wood of the Cross; (fol. 14v) for it is not proper, furthermore, for
the lamp to be on the ground, but rather on a candlestick that it may give
light to those who walk in its light, as he himself says in the Gospel, ߋOne
does not light a lamp to put it under a bed or to cover it under a vessel but
to set it on its candlestick to give light to all people.ߌ1
The candlestick is the Cross and the lamp is Emmanuel. Behold, let us walk
in the light of the Son of God. (fol. 15r) Everyone who believes in him walks
in the light; ߋand darkness will not find him.ߌ1 Therefore, I call out to him
with the Prophet David, saying, ߋIn your light let us see light; and in your
righteousness let us see your face.ߌ2 Also, I say, ߋNun: Your law is a lamp
for my feet, and a light for my path.ߌ3 Furthermore, I call out with the
Prophet Isaiah, saying, ߋYour commandment is light on earth.ߌ4
And now, too, O Jesus Christ, show the light of your face upon me. And
open my mouth for5 the praise of your holy Cross. Fence the wall (fol. 15v) of
my soul with the name of your Cross. And confirm my body in your holy
divine body. Oh you of high remembrance, (?) I will now reveal you: Who

fol. 13v
fol. 14r
fol. 14v
fol. 15r
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are you, you who added your Divinity to the nature of our mortal humanity
and made (the latter) one with your immortal and incorruptible Divinity?
In the name of the Cross there is a hidden mystery that is ineffable by the
tongue of a human being.
In the name of the Cross there is a hidden mystery that scatters the community of the crucifiers.
In the name of the Cross there is a hidden mystery that crushes the head of
the serpent. Crush and weaken (fol. 16r) the power of those who oppose my
soul, and make me rejoice by the fall of my enemies, me your servant FƼĺĺƼa
KrƼstos, forever and ever. Amen.
* * *
O you who abased by your Cross the arrogant one like a dead one, kill the
sin that dwells in me, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos.
O you who rooted out darkness by your Cross, root out my enemies and
destroy them from the world that their memory may not be found, so that
my life may be in tranquility and quietness, me, your servant ߑ
O you who let the wolf fall by your Cross and rescued (fol. 16v) a/the lamb
from its mouth, rescue me from the hand of my enemies, me, your servant
FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos.
O you who reconciled by your Cross mankind with your heavenly Father,
keep not from me, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos, the peace which is from you.
O you who gave a sign by your Cross to those who fear you so that they
may escape from the face of the bow. Show me its good sign so that my
enemies may see and be put to shame that you, O Lord, have helped us and
made us rejoice.1
O you who hunted by your Cross the overpowering serpent and dragged it
with the iron of (fol. 17r) your nails, do harm to those who want to do malice against me, your servant ߑ
O you who smote by your Cross, Belial and returned the shame upon him,
clothe my enemies with disgrace, me, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos.
O you who abolished by your Cross, the strength of the arrogant ones and
lifted up the prayer of the saints, grace me with greatness from you.
O you who signed the Church by your Cross, blessed it with your name
and washed it with the water that flowed from your side, wash me and
cleanse me from my sins, and make me clean of my transgressions.
O you who tortured Sheol with your Cross and demolished it, (fol. 17v)
demolish the fortresses of those who oppress me, me ߑ

fol. 16v
fol. 17v
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O you who turned the Thief on the Right by your Cross to the belief in
you and made him the first to enter the Kingdom of Heaven, permit me to
enter the hall of delight of the saints, me ߑ
O you who fattened your sheep by your Cross and sealed them with drops of
your honored blood, grant me the seal of your life-giving Cross so that carrying
your seal I may be awe-inspiring bright one1 against the power of the enemy.
O you who removed the spear of fire by your Cross (fol. 18r) from the
hands of Seraphim, and the lightning sword from the hands of Cherubim
who were guarding the gate of Paradise and allowed Adam to enter the
courtyard of Paradise from which he was expelled, allow me to enter into
the inheritance of the saints, for I am your servant.
O you who beautified by your Cross the world that was corrupted, renewed the world that aged and sanctified the world that was polluted, renew my soul and body.
O you who caused by your Cross your vineyard that was planted at your
holy right to blossom and made it bear believers, make me bring forth flower of (fol. 18v) faith and bear fruit of penance, me your servant ߑ
O you who requited by your Cross the debt of Eve and liberated Adam
from the agony of death, liberate me from the yoke of sin that I may worship you with a pure heart, me your servant ߑ
O you who guided by your Cross your holy Apostles, guide me to the right
path through which I may walk, me, your servant ߑ
O you who empowered (the Apostles) by your Cross to tread every power
of the enemy and authorized them to render poison of the viper and scorpions ineffective, grant me (the ability) to make the power of SÃmalyal,
(fol. 19r) the Satan,1 ineffective, me, your servant ߑ
O you who bought your people with your Cross from the law of the Torah, do not abandon me, me the good (you bought) with your blood, but
yoke me to the yoke of your holy Gospel so that I may boast by your
Cross, me your servant.
O you who released by your Cross those who were chained in the imprisonment of Satan, loosen me from the bondage of sin that (otherwise) will
not be loosened, me your servant.
O you who gave light by your Cross to those who were in darkness, enlighten me with the light of your Divinity so that I may see the light of your
face which is full everywhere, me, your servant ߑ
O you who (fol. 19v) strengthened the victorious Martyrs by your Cross
and extinguished for them the flame of fire and made the teeth of lions dull

fol. 19r
fol. 19v
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for them and saved them from agonies of dreadful torture, deliver me from
the evil day and trial hour, so that I may proclaim your truth with security,
me, your servant ߑ
O you who blessed the earth by your Cross and purged it with the blood of
your crucifixion, ߋpurge me with hyssop and I shall be cleanߌ1 and wash me
with the water that flowed from your side so that I may be whiter than the
white snow, me, your servant ߑ
O you who made by your Cross the barren woman bear twins so that she may
bear sons and daughters who serve you and your shrine, (fol. 20r) make me a
servant of your easy yoke and carrier of your light burden,1 I, your servant ߑ
O you who showed by your Cross the power of your salvation in Jerusalem, the city of the Hebrews who shouted loud before your Cross, saying,
ߋLet his blood be on us and on our children.ߌ2 They shouted also, saying,
ߋIf you are the Son of the living God, now come down from your Cross so
that we may see and believe in you.ߌ3
You showed the power of your Cross: Your Cross darkened the sun from
gazing at your nakedness; and clouded the moon from seeing your holy
body, and the Orion constellation (fol. 20v) shined (only) as of the sixth
hour. At the sixth hour you lowered your head and delivered your spirit
into the hands of your Father. The earth was shaken from its foundations;
caverns were torn. The evil of the deniers, the rock, was split asunder.1 But
the hearts of the crucifiers were not terrified. They became harder than a
rock; their hearts dried. The tendon of their neck was of iron; and their face
was of brass. The rock split and tombs were opened. (But) the blindness of
their heart was sealed with a veil of darkness. The sun knew its Lord, and
the moon knew (fol. 21r) its God.1 The stars, too, knew their Creator, for
they withheld their lights from seeing his nakedness. Caverns, too, knew
their Creator; they were torn from fear of death. The earth, too, knew who
founded it, because it was shaken by the power of your Cross. The rock,
too, knew who strengthened it; for it was split by a drop of your blood.
All these knew you, O Son of God, that you created them. But Israel did not
know you, nor did my people understand you. (fol. 21v) ߋThey repaid you evil
for good. And they hated you for the love you gave them.ߌ1 The pillars of
cloud you veiled over them lest the heat of the sun burn them rebuke them for
crowning you with a crown of thorn. The pillar of the bright sun that guided
them by night, covering them with its splendor, rebukes them for covering you
for mockery, saying ߋProphesy for us, Christ; who slapped you?ߌ2
fol. 20r
fol. 20v
fol. 21r
fol. 21v
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The water of the miracle of the rock of Horeb3 rebukes them for making
him drink vinegar mixed with gall.
The manna of the desert (fol. 22r) that you fed them rebukes them for preparing a table to eat Pasch while you were nailed with iron to the Cross.
The water of the (Red) Sea that was torn apart for them so that they might
find a path with the help of a pillar of fire in the middle of the water of the
sea rebukes them for tearing your clothes and dividing it among themselves.
The brass serpent that Moses made for them by your command so that if a
serpent bit them in the wilderness they might heal by looking at it rebukes
them for killing you on the Cross in Jerusalem by the hands of the children of
Jacob.
(fol. 22v) And so the authority of prophesy has been nullified from (Israel).
Behold, no prophet has risen in Israel, nor were words of prophesy sounded
anymore in Jerusalem and all the regions along it. Caiaphas tore his vestment in
rage and so the oil of priesthood was removed from the Levites. For it is written in the Torah about them which says, ߋThey shall not tear their vestments
nor incise their body, for they are sanctified for God.ߌ1 Behold, because of
Caiaphas, their sanctity was removed (from them). The curtain of the temple
was torn. Therefore, there is no (Messiah) (fol. 23r) they want. The high priests
and the scribes of the people have said, ߋWe have no king but Caesar.ߌ1 ߋFor
everyone who claims to be a king is a rebel against Caesar.ߌ2 He (thus) recognized on their behalf the reign of Rome and denied the Son of David. As of
that time, the kingdom of the Jews was nullified from Jerusalem. The grace that
was given to Jacob ߃ kingship, priesthood and prophecy ߃ they delivered to the
gentiles. The gentiles received the grace from Israel with Christ. And we, the
children of the holy Church, (fol. 23v) believed in you, O My Lord Jesus
Christ, that you are the Son of God in your (divine) nature, and the Son of
David in your flesh. We are well pleased that you reign over us forever. Your
rejection by them is an honor for us, as has been written which says, ߋThe
stone that the builders rejected has become the chief cornerstone.ߌ1
It is not only for reign that we want you, but we worship you sincerely,
believing that you are equal to the Father in your Divinity and on (fol. 24r)
par with the Holy Spirit in your grandeur. There is no (difference in existence of) a single hour between you and them. There is no (difference of) a
single day (in existence) between the Father and you; the Father does not
precede you in existence, neither you precede the Holy Spirit in existence.
fol. 22v
fol. 23r
fol. 23v
fol. 24r
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You prohibited your nature from being understood by the mind of mankind and from the perception of the mind of angels. You prohibited your
nature of the above from being palpable by the hands of mankind or
touched by the diligent angels.
You prohibited your nature of the highest heaven from being seen by anyone as (fol. 24v) one wishes, but rather as you wish.
Furthermore, we do not want a mortal human being to be (our) high priest
who cannot save himself from the hands of death. You are our high priest
for whom the Father was a witness at the (River) Jordan, saying, ߋThis is
my Son whom I love, with whom I am well pleased. Listen to him.ߌ1
You are our high priest who gave your life and redeemed your sheep.
You are our high priest who is clean of sin and higher than the heavens.
You are our high priest who (fol. 25r) offered yourself on the Cross as a
sacrifice to him who begat you.
You are our high priest who is himself the sacrificer and himself the sacrifice.
You are our high priest who is himself the censor/censer and himself the
oblation.
You are our high priest who is anointed by the Father with the Holy Spirit,
who brings himself as a sacrifice to forgive (people߈s) sins.
You are our high priest as of the time you sacrificed yourself to forever,
until forever and ever. Amen.
Behold, we entreat in this manner (fol. 25v) the brass serpent of your priesthood. We prostrate ourselves to the ground before your holy Cross on
which your body was slaughtered, saying, ߋThe Cross is the salvation of
our soul.ߌ We prostrate to the ground before your holy Cross, O Our Master, and kneel to the nails of your hands and feet. We pay tribute to the
piercing of your side. We offer glory and praise to the spears that pierced
you. We proclaim your Resurrection; and we rely on your ordinance. We
boast by your sitting on the right of the Father, saying, ߋWe have for us,
with God our heavenly Father, Emmanuel Jesus Christ who sat on the right
of his begetter. (fol. 26r) He will come again in the clouds of heaven with
power, his angels1 being with him and his Cross before him. At that time
those who pierced you will weep; but for those who take the seal of your
name, it will be peace and security of God.ߌ
And now, behold, we praise you, Jesus Christ, requiter for our debt by your
Cross, and, by your death, provider of your peace between us and your Father, and sharer with us the Kingdom of Heaven by your Resurrection. Your
mercy has been written on your Cross with drops of your blood. And the
fol. 24v
fol. 26r
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blood and water (fol. 26v) that flowed from the piercing of your side caused
the soldier who pierced you to believe (in you). The shadow of your Cross
that touched the Thief on the Right turned (the latter) to believe in you. As he
was partaker with you in the suffering of your Cross, likewise, he was partaker with you in the Kingdom of Heaven, for you said to him, ߋBelieve sincerely that you will be with me today in Paradise.ߌ1 But the other thief whom the
trace of your mercy did not touch derided you, saying, ߋIf you are the Son of
God, save yourself and us.ߌ But his friend (fol. 27r) rebuked him, saying, ߋWe
indeed, received what we justly deserve; we are condemned for our crimes;
but this one has done nothing wrong.ߌ He turned toward you to say, ߋLord,
remember me with your mercy when you come in your glory.ߌ1 The rope of
your mercy drew the Thief on the Right (toward you). The suffering of the
Cross met them both equally. And they were condemned for similar crimes.
They were not crucified for your sake, but (to pay) for their debt. The thief on
the left was lost because of the words of blasphemy that came out of his
mouth. And the Thief on the Right was saved because of the words of supplication (fol. 27v) that came out of his mouth. What has been said in the Gospel,
ߋBy your words you will be justified and by your words you will be condemnedߌ1 has been fulfilled on them.
I, too, call out to you, O My Lord, my God and my Savior Jesus Christ,
saying, ߋRemember me, Lord, with your mercy when you come in your
glory, as you remembered the Thief on the Right of the holy and seal of
wood (which is) your Cross.ߌ
Remember me with your mercy, O Lord, as you remembered Matthew the
publican and made him an Evangelist and (fol. 28r) partaker in the lot of
your holy Apostles.
Remember me with your mercy, O Lord, as you remembered Paul. Although he was a persecutor, you made him an Apostle and preacher of the
Gospel of the Kingdom to call the gentiles until those who heard were
astounded by him, saying, ߇The one who formerly was persecuting (us) is
now teaching the words of faith, and they thanked God for the grace that
was given because of him.߈1
Remember me with your mercy, O Lord, as you remembered the harlot
who anointed you (fol. 28v) with perfume, wetted your feet with her tears,
and wiped you with her hair;1 and you said to her, ߋYour faith has saved
fol. 26v
fol. 27r
fol. 27v
fol. 28r
fol. 28v
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you. Your sin is forgiven for you.ߌ Say to me, ߋYour faith has saved you,ߌ
and make me worthy of the Kingdom of your Father, me, your servant
FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos, for ever and ever. Amen.
* * *
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, have your compassion upon me.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, spill your mercy upon me.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, fence me with the rampart of your Cross, (fol. 29r)
and protect me with the shield of your salvation.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, encircle the wall of my body with the power of your
enemy-defeating Cross.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, steer me with the myriad of your diligent angels.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, arm me with the weapon of your Cross.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are of sweet name in the mouth of the saints.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are of sweet memory to those who invoke it
with righteousness.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the star of the morning light, the boast
(fol. 29v) of the shining stars (in) the spirit (?).
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the sun of righteousness that always
shines on the face of the saints.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the olive tree that came forth from the
house of Jacob; the rod of faith that grew out from the root of Jesse; and the
flower that ascended from the stump of David.1
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are ߋthe conquering lion of the tribe of Judah,ߌ
2
by the majesty of whose wrath the rulers of darkness were agitated, and the
foundations of mountains were shaken by the sound of his roar.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, (fol. 30r) shoot down the fraudulent one with the
bow of your Cross, and make from the iron of its nails a hot arrow with
which you may sting the enemy.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, show on me the power of your salvation.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, set on me the light of your face.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, let the majesty of your Cross be with me in all
the days of my life.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, season my tongue with the salt of your Divinity
in order that I may proclaim the praise of your Cross.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, (fol. 30v) fill my mouth with your glory in order
that I may glorify your thanksgiving.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, keep my steps steadfast in your path in order that
I may follow the trace of righteousness of your steps.
fol. 29v
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O My Lord, Jesus Christ, strengthen me to do your will.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, install your fear in my body.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, spill on my head the oil of your mercy, and let
the oil of your compassion drip on my face.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, prepare me to receive (fol. 31r) your heavenly
Mystery.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, let me recline at your divine table.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, be pleased with me as you are pleased with the
saints.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, support me from staggering and raise me from
falling.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, save me from trouble; see my pain and my toil,
and forgive me my sins.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, ߋsave me from the hands of my enemy and from
those who pursue me.ߌ1
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, ߋshine your face on (fol. 31v) your servant; let me
not be ashamed, O Lord, because I called you.ߌ1
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, let the power of your Cross be my keeper in all
the days wherever place I go and in all nights wherever I lodge.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, ߋyou are my hope since my youth.ߌ2
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, ߋyou are my God since I was in the womb of my
mother,ߌ3 ߋand you covered me in the womb. You are my memory at all
times.ߌ4
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the horn of my salvation.5
O My Lord, (fol. 32r) Jesus Christ, you are the crown of my head.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the bread of life that is sweet to my mouth.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the cup of medicine that is delicious to
my throat.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the robe that is not woven, and the cover
that is not spun.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the gold that was doubled, and a pearl
that was found.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the mƼnnan that was multiplied, and
(fol. 32v) the talent that was earned.1
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the carrier of sufferings because of the sin
of Adam and his children.

fol. 31r
fol. 31v

1
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O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the bearer of the sufferings of the Cross
because of the mistake of Eve and her daughters.
O My Lord, Jesus Christ, you are the receiver of the iron of the nails of the
Cross because of the trespasses of mankind.
O you, who accepted the sufferings of Cross because of our sins, ߋaccept
my prayer like incense before you.ߌ2
O you, who tolerated torture of the Cross for the sake of (fol. 33r) my trespasses, grant me the patience that dwells in your bosom. Make me yoked to
the yoke of the Cross. Let those who rose against me in violence and power
flee by the power of your Cross; and let them vanish from the sight of your
Cross. Send on them the fear of women until they are terrified by the sound
of leaves that move outside. Let dagger torture their children. Let terror
prevail in their houses. But for me, let there be security and peace from you
at all ages and all years.
(fol. 33v) O My Lord, ߋraise your power, and come to save us. O God of the
powerful, restore us. Let your face shine upon us that we may be saved.ߌ1 O
My Lord, be our guide with your Cross to every path that you want. ߋBe
my helperߌ2 and hider, ߋbecause you are my power and my refuge, my
strengthߌ3 and the salvation of my soul. Be with me during the day and stay
in our midst during the night. Do not leave me at any time and at any day.
Remember, O Lord, your descent from the highest heaven, your dwelling
in the belly of the holy and pure Virgin in (fol. 34r) two ways, Mary, your
birth from her, and your nursing from her breasts. Remembering (all) this,
forgive my sins, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos.
Remember, O Lord, your growing gradually and your maturity in purity.
Remembering (all) this, forgive my sins.
Remember, O Lord, your baptism in the hands of John with your body
naked in the middle of the water. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your toil in traveling and your temptation in the desert
by the Devil when (fol. 34v) you were hungry when you fasted forty days
and forty nights. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your body and your blood that you gave to your disciples on that night on which you were arrested; you said to them, ߋTake
and eat this bread; it is my body. Take and drink this cup; it is my blood.
Behold, I shall not drink this juice of vine fruit until I drink it new in my
Father߈s Kingdom of Heaven.ߌ1 Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ

fol. 33v
fol. 34v

1
1
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Remember, O Lord, your arrest (fol. 35r) by the servants of the high priest
and your being slapped at the court of Caiaphas. Remembering this, forgive
my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your standing at the court of Caiaphas and your being
reviled by (the people at) the court. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your being stricken with a rod of reed and being
scourged with a whip of rope. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your being crucified on a wood and being nailed
(fol. 35v) with iron (nails). Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, the vinegar1 they made you drink mixed with gall; and
your soul that you delivered to death. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your being shrouded with linen cloth, your being put
in a tomb and your sojourn in it three days and three nights without movement of the soul. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your resurrection from among the dead (fol. 36r) on
the third day and your appearance to the disciples while they were in the
hall whose door was closed. Remembering this, forgive my sins, me ߑ
Remember, O Lord, your ascension to the heavens and your sitting at the
right of the Father. Remembering this, forgive my sins, your servant FƼĺĺƼa
KrƼstos.
At your second coming, number me among your blessed sheep; and apportion
for me an inheritance in the city of the saints. Have you not put on flesh, O
Lord, for my salvation? (fol. 36v) You made the corruptible flesh incorruptible.
If I have to perish, what would you have gained by putting on earthly flesh?
If I have to be condemned, what would you have gained by walking about in
this world thirty-three years and 3 months, and by your toil on earth, (acting)
according to the nature of mankind, with the exception of sin alone?
If I have to be judged, what would you have gained by your hands being
cuffed like a thief, and being slapped on your cheeks like a criminal?
If I have to be condemned and suffer, what would you have gained by
(fol. 37r) the striking of your head like an animal1 and the flogging of your
back like a lawbreaker?
If I am not to be saved, what would you have gained by bearing the shame
of the Cross, and accepting the saliva of the polluted ones and the reviling
of the deniers?
By no means, O Lord! Do not execute this condemnation. Do not forsake
me, the good (you bought) with your blood. There will be a gain for you, O
Lord, in your trading if I am saved. There will be a gain for you, O Lord, in
fol. 35v
fol. 37r

1
1
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your crucifixion if I am alive. There will be a gain for you, O Lord, in your
sufferings if I am justified. Remember, O Lord, (fol. 37v) what you have
said, ߋEvery one who believes and is baptized will be saved; but he who
does not believe will be condemned.ߌ1
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are God,2 the Son of God; God,3 the Son
of God; light, the Son of light; pure one, the Son of the pure one. And also I
am baptized with the water that flowed from your side. Therefore, I do not
deserve damnation. If you keep sin, O Lord, who will stand before you?
Rather, have compassion on me so that your words may not be false. For
you have said, ߋEveryone who believes in me will have (fol. 38r) eternal
life.ߌ1 Forgive me my sins, O you who are the only one without sin. Do not
remember my transgression, O you who are the only one without transgression. I am dependent on the belief in your holy Cross. Praising your
Cross gives pleasure to my tongue and lips. Protect me with the power of
your Cross ߋlike a good shield,ߌ2 me, your servant GÃbrÃ MÃsqÃl.
ߋTo you, O My Lord, I lift up my eyes.ߌ3 I stretch out my hands and raise the
head of my thoughts. I call out to you and say to you, ߋYou are my hope and
you are my portion in the land of the living.ߌ4 ߋLook at me, (fol. 38v) for I
have suffered too much.ߌ1 O God of the powerful, do not forsake me for ever
(even) if I sinned against you. ߋIncline your ear to my prayer.ߌ2 ߋLet my
prayer come before youߌ3 at the hall of your shrine. ߋHave compassion on me
and listen to me, says my heart to you. I sought your face. I seek your face, O
Lord. Do not turn your face from me. Be my helper; do not cast me off.ߌ4
ߋBut you, O Lord, live forever. And your memory endures from generation
to generation.ߌ5 ߋYou preceded laying the foundation of the earth, and
(fol. 39r) the heavens are the work of your hands. They will perish, but you
endure; all will wear out like a garment. You change them like clothing, and
they are changed.ߌ1 But for you, there is neither beginning for your early
age nor end for your later time. You are hidden from the hidden. When you
willed you revealed yourself to the earthly ones.
Although you were sitting in heaven on the right of your Father, you stood
before the court of Pilate down (on earth).
Although the curtain of fire hides you in heaven, the deniers exposed your
nakedness on earth.

Mk 16: 16 | 2 ŭgziʝaber | 3 Amlak.
Cf. Jn 3:16, 47 | 2 Cf. Ps 5: 13/5: 12 | 3 Cf. Ps 24/25: 1; 122/123: 1 | 4 Cf. Ps
15/16: 5.
fol. 38v 1 141: 7/142: 6 | 2 Cf. Ps 87: 3/88: 2 | 3 CF. Ps 118/119: 170 | 4 Ps 26/27: 7߃9 | 5 Ps
101: 13/102: 12.
fol. 39r 1 Ps 101: 26߃27/102: 25߃26.
fol. 37v
fol. 38r
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Although the community of (fol. 39v) angels blesses you up high, the community of Jews reviled you at Calvary.
Although you were covered with the wings of Cherubim above the heavens, you were crowned with the crown of thorn in Jerusalem.
Although you were riding a chariot of fire on Gilgal, you were crucified on
a wood of Cross at the Stone Pavement, and your Cross was anointed with
drops of your blood.
* * *
O wood which was sanctified with the blood of its God and was immersed
in the water that flowed from the side of its Creator!
O wood which became a crown for the trees (fol. 40r) of Paradise and honor
for the trees of the wilderness!
O wood which became an altar for slaughtering the Lamb of God of the hosts!
O wood which became an altar of the Pesach for the God of Israel!
O wood which became a spring of the wine of the Mystery of Golgotha!
O wood from which the blood of the covenant and the law dripped for the
seal of the faithful!
O wood from which flowed a stream for washing the blessed sheep!
O wood which sanctified the earth, signed the heaven, and blessed the whole
world with the blessing of the Father, (fol. 40v) the Son and the Holy Spirit!
O wood which made the heavenly ones partners with the earthly ones!
O wood which saved Adam from error and liberated Eve from agony of
death!
O wood about which has been written in the Torah and the Prophets, and
has been openly preached by the Apostles!
O wood which scattered those who planted it and brought together those
who believe it!
O wood which founded the Church on the faith of Jesus Christ!
O wood which seasoned the tasteless and cleansed the filthy!
O wood which (fol. 41r) exalted the indigent and justified the sinner!
O wood which strengthened the weak and healed the sick!
O wood which multiplied the few and gave wisdom to the fool!
O wood which made the barren fruitful and brightened the dark!
O wood, which is the boast of the whole world.
We exalt the glory of the Cross with our mind alert, our eyes open, and our
lips joyous. O Lord, the glory of your Cross awakens the sluggish and
makes them join the community of the diligent (fol. 41v) in glorifying.

fol. 41v

1
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The glory of your Cross filled everywhere and is admired exceedingly by
the heart. Glorification of your Cross is sweet to whoever reads it and
amazes the listeners.
The glory of your Cross is a fiddle1 to whoever believes in you, and a rebuke to whoever denies You.
The glory of your Cross is lyre2 to whoever loves you, and an offence to
whoever offends you.
The glory of your Cross pleases the heart like drinking aged wine.
The story of your Cross is an offense (fol. 42r) to the fool and a boast to the
wise, as Paul says, ߋThe story of the Cross is foolishness to those who are
perished, but to us who believe it, it is the power of God.ߌ1 Let your Cross
give light to us and be a guide like the pillar of light that gave light to the
children of Israel and guided them forty years in the wilderness from the
field of Seir to Kadesh-Barnea.2 Now, too, let your strong hand and your
exalted arms guide me in all the days of my life.
(fol. 42v) O wise of the wise, ߋOpen my eyes so that I may behold wondrous things out of your law, for I am an alien in the land,ߌ1 ߋand a (passing) guest like all my fathers.ߌ2 ߋSpare me so that I may rest before I go (to a
place) from which I will never return.ߌ3
Make me bear fruit of penance, O Lord, before I am cut off with the sword
of putridity.
Make me tell, O Lord, the glory of your Cross before my mouth is closed
by death.
Make me knock at the door of your hall, O Lord, before I am bound with
chains that will never be unleashed.
Make me (fol. 43r) do profitable work for my soul, O Lord, before trading
and the marketplace is over.
Make me prepare oil for the lamp, O Lord, before the door of the hall of
the Bridegroom is closed.
Make me prepare provisions for the journey, O Lord, before commotion
takes place and the horn is blown.
Make me pay my debts, O Lord, before the book that will be a witness
regarding my sins is read.
Make me be diligent in glorying, O Lord, before silence that would not
allow (fol. 43v) speaking descends upon me.
Make me live in you, O Lord, and in your Holy Spirit.
Make me follow the trace of your Gospel, O Lord, leaning upon your Cross.

fol. 42r
fol. 42v
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Make me refreshed by the fragrance of your perfume that attracted virgins
to follow you, the martyrs to carry the partnership of your sufferings, and
the righteous to take up the yoke of your Cross.
None of the sufferings of this world ߃ calamity, tribulation, or affliction ߃
will ever touch the soul of anyone who takes up the Cross of his death, as
you yourself say in the Gospel, ߋHe who wants (fol. 44r) to save his life, let
him reject it. For he who rejects his life for my sake will find it. What does a
man profit, if he gains the whole world and loses his life?ߌ1 This I fear, O
Lord; save me from the loss of my soul. My heart is resolute, O Lord, in
depending on your nails. My heart is resolute, O Lord, to glorify you. May
your love awaken me from the sleep of sluggishness, and open the eyes of
my heart to praise your Cross.
Your Cross is a wood that is not worm-eaten.
Your Cross is a wood that does not wither.
Your Cross is a wood that does not decay.
Your Cross is a tree that neither the warmth of sun (fol. 44v) nor the heat of
the air dries.
Your Cross is a tree that neither floods nor gusts of wind can shake.
Your Cross is a tree that waves of the sea cannot overthrow.
Your Cross is a tree that heavy rains cannot make fall.
Your Cross is a tree that polluted spirits cannot approach.
Your Cross is a tree that none of the trees of Paradise looks like, nor is any
of the trees of the field its equal.
Your Cross is a tree that none of the cedar trees1 looks like nor is the tree of
myrtle (fol. 45r) its equal, nor is the fir-tree in its sprouting. Neither (the
precious) cedar trees1 are better than it, nor do pine trees look like it.
Your Cross is a wood of smoothness that does not boast against (other) trees.
Your Cross is a wood with which God was well-pleased to ascend on it.
Your Cross is a tree from whose branches dripped rains of wine. And its
cloud is a cloud of light from the highest heaven, which is Our Lord, Our
God, and Our Savior Jesus Christ; and the faithful are made to drink from the
dew of mercy that flowed from it. The faithful have taken (fol. 45v) from it the
seal of baptism. And when they sign their face with the sign of the Cross,
Satan flees from the sight of their face, as the teaching of the Apostles says,
ߋMake always haste to sign your face (with the sign of the cross,) because the
fol. 44r
fol. 44v
fol. 45r
fol. 45v
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sign of the Cross is, indeed, a sign of pain on Satan.ߌ1 Wherever it is the Cross
strikes his heart. He is terrified by the mention of your Cross until he flees.
The prophets revealed the likeness of your Cross, O Lord: Moses made a likeness of the Cross in the wilderness of Rephidim. When Moses ordered Joshua
to fight Amalek he ascended (fol. 46r) a mountain and stretched out his two
hands; he raised them in a hovering state, in the likeness of a cross, from
morning to evening. Whenever he gathered his hands, Israel would suffer
and Amalek would gain strength. Whenever he stretched out his hands,
Amalek would flee and Israel would prevail. Hur and Aaron spent the day
carrying his hands. The hands of Moses were heavy. So they put for him a
big stone on both sides so that he might not gather his hands because by the
stretch of his hands in the likeness of your Cross (fol. 46v) Amalek was defeated. Likewise, smite with the power of your Cross those who opposed
me (and bless ?) my fight, me ߑ
Again, Moses showed the sign of your Cross ߋwhen Israel went out from
Egypt, and the house of Jacob from hostile people,ߌ1 he struck the sea with
his rod once straight; and he repeated the strike sideways. This made the
sign of the Cross. The water stood like a wall on one side and like a wall on
the other side. And the children of Israel passed through it. For me, too,
clear the path of righteousness and (fol. 47r) life through the sea of corruption, and steer me with the power of your Cross, me ߑ
Again, Moses showed the sign of the Cross when he struck the rock with
his rod. He struck it once straight and he repeated the strike sideways on
both sides of the place where God߈s feet had stood. Water sprang from the
solid rock; indeed, this miracle was worked by the sign of your Cross. Similarly, for me, too, make water of life spring for cleansing my filth by the rod
of the power of your Cross.
Never deliver me to requite for my sin, for the sake of your friend Abraham,
(fol. 47v) for the sake of your servant Isaac, and for the sake of your holy Israel, for the sake of your servant Moses who received the law from your hand,
for the sake of David who was found trustworthy in your sight, for the sake
of all your prophets who preached your appearance in the world, for the sake
of your holy Apostles who shouted like the voice of a horn in witnessing to
your holy Gospel, especially for the sake of holy and pure Virgin Mary,
Mother of God, and for the sake of your holy and blessed wood of your
Cross. Bless me with your blessing, with the blessing of your (fol. 48r) heavenly Father, and with the blessing of your life-giving Spirit, and with the
blessing of all the saints ߋwho pleased you from of old.ߌ1
fol. 46v
fol. 48r
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ߋO Lord, righteousness encircles you with a shield;ߌ2 and your compassion
guides the faithful.3 O Lord, the heavens and the heaven of heavens are suspended by your command. The earth, too, is set firmly on water by your
words. The sun, the moon and the stars shine by your authority. The angels
of the page and the angels of sanctification4 are honored by the words of
your mouth. You exalted Adam that, of all (other) people, you molded him
with your hand and cast him in your incorruptible image and breathed the
spirit of (fol. 48v) life into his face. You made all submit under his feet ߃ the
sheep, all cows, and also the wild animals, the birds of the sky, the fish of
the sea and all that moves in the sea. You brought (to Adam) every living
(creature) with soul to see what name he would give them. And whatever
name Adam gave to every living (creature) that was its name.
When Adam erred and ate from which you commanded him not to eat, he
came out from the Garden of Pleasure. But you paid the debt of Adam of eating (the fruit of) the tree with the tree (fol. 49r) of your honored and life-giving
Cross. For me, too, pay for my debt for the sake of your sufferings on your
life-giving Cross, and forgive all my sins. Also, you renewed the world for our
father Noah after the deluge; you swore for him, saying, ߋBehold, I have sworn
that I will not repeat cursing the earth; I will not destroy it with a deluge. Behold, when the rain falls, I will set my bow in the clouds. Therefore, when the
cloud is darkened to water (the earth) with rain, I will see the bow (which will
be) (fol. 49v) the sign of my covenant, and remember my covenant with you;
and so I shall not destroy the world with deluge any more.ߌ1
For me, too, set a bow for a sign of covenant, namely your holy Cross, the
sign of your covenant with the holy Church. Your holy Cross is a rod of victory in the hands of the faithful. Your holy Cross is a rod of destruction of the
renegades. May the power of your holy Cross be a helper to me. Furthermore, you made a covenant with Abraham when he elevated his son Isaac to
the altar (fol. 50r) to sacrifice him. He split wood for the sacrifice, and made
him carry it on his shoulder. Isaac said to Abraham, ߋBehold, here is the
wood for the sacrifice; and behold, here is the knife; but where is the lamb to
be sacrificed?ߌ Abraham said to him, ߋGod will provide his lamb, my son.ߌ1
The spirit of prophesy is said in the mouth of the two: Isaac said, ߋWhere is
the lamb for the sacrifice?ߌ inquiring about the sacrifice of the earthly lamb.
But the interpretation of the prophesy offers the word referring to the Son of
God. Abraham said, ߋGod will provide (fol. 50v) his lamb.ߌ He said about the
sacrifice of his son. But, the interpretation of the prophesy offers the word
fol. 49v
fol. 50r
fol. 50v
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referring to the heavenly lamb. That Isaac went carrying the wood on which
his father would sacrifice (him) is the likeness of the Savior who went to Calvary carrying his Cross on which the Jews, his fathers from his Mother߈s side,
would sacrifice him, as Paul the fountain of wisdom says, ߋThey have the law;
and they have the ordinance; to them he promised the glory of being son.
They are our fathers, and through them Christ was born.ߌ1 And (fol. 51r)
Mount Destruction1 is the likeness of Calvary. The sheep that was sacrificed
in place of Isaac is the likeness of the humanity of Our Savior, as Isaiah says,
ߋHe came like a sheep to be slaughtered to those who take him to slaughter
him. And like a sheep which is silent before the one who shears it, similarly he
did not open his mouth in his pain. For they take him to judge him (unjustly);
and who knows his generation?ߌ2 He came to die for the sin of the nation.
Isaac realized, lying on the altar, (what was happening) after his father߈s
knife was drawn (fol. 51v) at him. He was still alive because he was saved
because the sheep from God was slaughtered, as Divinity has been alive,
never affected by the sufferings of the Cross, although (Divinity) was on the
Cross with (Christ߈s) humanity. As Isaac was not slaughtered with the
sheep, similarly, Divinity, too, did not suffer with (Christ߈s) humanity.
However, union (between Divinity and humanity) is complete;1 there has
never been separation even for one hour or a blink of the eye. O you whose
Divinity is not separated from your humanity, make me not separated from
the flock of (fol. 52r) your bright sheep, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos.
Jacob, too, showed the likeness of the Cross, when he blessed Ephraim and
Manasseh: Joseph made Manasseh stand on his left, toward the right of Israel; and he made Ephraim stand on his right, toward the left of Israel. Israel
crossed his hands and laid his right hand on the head of Ephraim and his left
hand on the head of Manasseh. Joseph said to Israel, ߋO father, since this
one is the older, put your right hand on him.ߌ Israel said, (fol. 52v) ߋI know
my son, I know; this one shall be a great nation.ߌ1 Israel knew that blessing
stands firm by the sign of the Cross. Therefore, he made his hands in the
likeness of the Cross. Likewise, bless our king NƼblÃ DƼngƼl2 with the
blessing of your holy Cross that the blessing of Israel and the gift of grace
given to him and his race may rest upon him. May the oil of priesthood,

fol. 51r
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kingship and prophecy not be removed from him, his seed and from the
seed of his seeds forever. (fol. 53r) Amen.
(O) what an immense gift of grace that has been given to your honored
wood of the Cross!
Your Cross is a weapon of war and a sword of Divinity for your soldiers.
Your Cross is a destroyer of the center1 of quarrel and a demolisher of the
wall of sins.
Your Cross is a father for orphans, and a (just) judge of widows.
Your Cross is a calmative for those who are troubled on the sea and a harbor for those who wander in the desert.2
Your Cross is a guide of the blind, a support (cane) of the lame, and
strength of the weak.
Your Cross is (fol. 53v) an herb that makes the children of the faithful grow
with the breast of the holy Church.
Your Cross is a crown of kings.
Your Cross is a boast of the Christians.
Your Cross roots out the sorcerers, and scatters the diviners.
Your Cross is ordainer of the priests and awarder for the service1 of the deacons.
Your Cross raises the fallen ones; and makes the cripple run like a stag.
Your Cross is a dowry for the bride1 and a certificate for the one you divorced in the synagogue.3
Your Cross is a foundation of belief and a pillar of faith to those who depend on it.
Your Cross is a nullifier of all charms and an abolisher (fol. 54r) of all sorceries.
Root out the enemies of your Cross with your Cross and with the sword of
your wrath. And let those who want to destroy the Gospel of your Divinity
be destroyed from the face of the earth.
O Lord, demolish the horn of the Jews.
O Lord, crush the horn of the Heathens1.
O Lord, let your wrath be upon them, and let the fire of your envy blaze
upon them.
O Lord, demolish them; do not build them.
O Lord, cause your thunderbolts scatter them.
O Lord, send your arrow and trouble them.

1 Lit. ߋmiddleߌ | 2 The words mÃrs ߋcalmativeߌ, and mÃrso ߋharborߌ, might have
been used confusedly.
fol. 53v 1 Lit. ߋrunningߌ | 2 I.e. the Christian Church | 3 I.e. Judaism.
fol. 54r 1 I.e. Muslims | 2 Ps 34/35: 2.

fol. 53r
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ߋO Lord, take up shield and spear and rise up to help meߌ2 (fol. 54v) fight
my enemies. And let your plague be always upon those who are ashamed of
you to call (you) the Son of living God.1 And let the sword of your wrath
be upon every one who belies the words of the Prophets, and does not believe in the teaching of the Apostles. These are those who boast of their
disgrace and exult of the lust of their heart. These are those who became
horses for Satan, and became abodes for demons. With your Cross ߋroot
out their memories from the face of the earth.ߌ2 Also, allow our King LƼbnÃ
DƼngƼl, (fol. 55r) your friend, that he may quickly root them out and efface
their memories. O Lord, allow our King LƼbnÃ DƼngƼl to lay their country
waste. O Lord, allow our King LƼbnÃ DƼngƼl to defeat all renegades. O
Lord, let the power of your Cross be his helper and hider wherever he
went. O Lord, let your Cross save him from the rise of hidden and open
enemies. May your Cross separate with destruction and plague those who
hate him, and with compassion and mercy those who love him, your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos, (fol. 55v) forever and ever. Amen.
* * *
O Lord, I boast by your Cross, and I rejoice by paying it tribute, as one
who found much booty.
O Lord, I boast by your Cross, and by hearing about it I become merry, as
one who found fine wine.
O Lord, I boast by your Cross as a son boasts by the honor of his father.
O Lord, I boast by your Cross as a servant boasts by the greatness of his
master.
O Lord, I boast by your Cross as a handmaid boasts by the honor of her
mistress.
(fol. 56r) O Lord, I boast and exult by your Cross, as Paul the fountain of
wisdom says, ߋBy no means that I exult but by the Cross of Jesus Christ.ߌ1
O Lord, I boast by your Cross, and exult by you, saying:
Glory to you, O you who were nailed with the iron (nails) of the Cross!
Glory to you, O you who bore the shame of the Cross!
Glory to you, O you who accepted the sufferings of the Cross!
Glory to you, O you who did not hesitate to ascend on the Cross!
Glory to you, O you who, coming down from the Cross, (went) to Sheol,
(fol. 56v) took booty from the hands of the enemy, took away the trophy of
the adversary of your Kingdom, and let the haughty Devil fall to the
ground with your Cross!
fol. 54v
fol. 56r

1
1

An allusion to Luke 9: 26 | 2 Ps 33: 17/34: 16.
Gal 6: 14.
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Glory to you, O you who hurled the arrogant down the cliff with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who rebuked death with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who smote darkness with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who killed death with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who wounded the inflictor of wound with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who laid the fortress of Hades waste with your Cross!
Glory to you, O you who demolished the wall of damnation with your Cross!
O Lord, your humility let the haughty ones fall; and the power of your Cross
crushed (fol. 57r) Sheol. By your death the dead became living; and by your
Resurrection the crucifiers were put to shame. By the nails of your hands the
belly of the enemy was given a blow. By the javelin of your Cross the serpent
was pierced. By the sword of your Divinity the head of the angel of death was
cut off. And by the power of your rod the head of the serpent was entrapped.
By your Cross you disgraced the haughty serpent which by its tail dragged
the mountains of the world and destroyed the strong ones. With its eyelash it
sucks the stream of the River Jordan lest it flows. It closes its eyes after seven
days/years (fol. 57v) since it opened (them). There was none who could stand
before its sight. But you disgraced it with your Cross and swam (the river at
your baptism). You pierced its nostrils as (one would do) to a bird and hanged
a ring on it. You showed (it) to the refuges of Sheol; and you clothed with
shame the soldiers of Hades.1
Those who inflict weeping on others wept and mourned. Those who inflict
wounds on others were wounded. Those who inflict suffering on others
suffered. The mourners rejoiced, and the distressed skipped.
By your Cross prisoners were released, and the sick were healed.
By your Cross Adam߈s curse was nullified and Eve (fol. 58r) was set free.
By your Cross the sackcloth of darkness was torn, and the good things of
light were spread out.
By your Cross brass doors were broken, and iron cuffs were smashed.
By your Cross the doors of Paradise were opened, and rest was spread out.
By your Cross the words of the Torah were fulfilled and the vision of the
prophecy was signed.
By your Cross the news of peace was given, and the Apostles were sent out
to call nations.
By your Cross the Gospel of Divinity was preached and the faithful believed.
By your Cross Ethiopians bowed before you, and your enemies shall lick
the dust.1
fol. 57v

1

I am not aware of any GƼʞƼz source on this legend that seems to have been
based on Rev 12.
fol. 58r 1 Cf. Ps 71/72: 9.
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By your Cross (fol. 58v) thanksgiving and glory are offered to your holy
name from east, west and north. And we bless your blessed name because of
your Cross, and sanctify your sanctified name.
By your Cross we exalt your exalted name.
By your Cross we honor your honored name.
Because of your Cross you are God, the God of our fathers who said to the
children of Israel in the mouth of your servant Moses, ߋMake fringes of
blue cord at the border of your garment so that it may be a sign for you.ߌ1
We, too, who are baptized, have made your honored wood of the Cross a
sign to be (fol. 59r) separated from those who are not baptized.
You are the Son of God who became man from the holy Virgin ߃ who did
not know man ߃ to redeem the world by the sufferings of your life-giving
Cross. You are the Son of God and the Son of man who gave us a promise
by your Cross and your Resurrection, even before you were crucified, saying, ߋAs Moses hanged the serpent in the wilderness, similarly, must the
Son of man be hangedߌ1 ߋand killed; and he will be raised on the third day.ߌ2
The brass serpent (fol. 59v) that Moses hanged in the wilderness was not
crucified on your behalf;1 rather it was hanged for a sign in the likeness of
your Cross. Moses set the wood of your Cross with the brass serpent sideways on a wood. Therefore, the brass serpent was signed (as a Cross) on the
wood that Moses erected, and so the children of Israel were saved from the
poisonous teeth of the serpent. Me, too, save me by the power of your honored Cross from the teeth of black serpents filled with poison. For I am
your servant, the son of your handmaid,2 and the son of the holy Church
(fol. 60r) that you bought with your blood, (the Church that) you set free
by the slapping you suffered, beautified by your death, (to which) you appeared by your resurrection, exalted by your ascension, and decorated by
your sitting at the right of the Father. Therefore, keep not far your mercy
from me. Help me and save me by the power of your Cross, me your servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos/GÃbrÃ MÃsqÃl.
I thank you, O Lord, that you stretched out your hands on the wood of the
Cross to sign the whole world, and for the salvation of Adam and his children.
I thank you, O Lord, that you gave your Cross as a sign to those who fear
you, lest (fol. 60v) the authority of death dominate them.
fol. 58v
fol. 59r
fol. 59v
fol. 60v

1

Cf. Num 15: 38.
Jn 3: 14 | 2 Mt 16: 21;17: 23.
1 Or ߋby youߌ | 2 Cf. Ps 115/116: 16.
1 According to tradition, affirmed in this text as well a few paragraphs later, the
holy Cross was discovered by St Helen, the mother of this Caesar. Therefore,
the reference could be to the story of the sign of the cross the Caesar saw in a vision before the Battle of the Milvian Bridge. See the next paragraphs.
1
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I thank you, O Lord, that you revealed your Cross to Constantine, son of
Helen, after the Jews had buried (it) at Golgotha;1 and (so) you have not
forsaken the world to remain sealed with a seal of darkness. Rather, you
decorated it with the light of your Cross which is the sun of your saints.
I thank you, O Lord, that you fulfilled the wish of your handmaid Helen
who toiled in searching for your Cross.
I thank you, O Lord, for the smoke of incense that you gave her as a sign
for finding your holy Cross.
I thank you, O Lord, that you did not turn your face from her prayer
(fol. 61r) and did not frustrate her into staggering from her wish, but made
her worthy of finding its light for the world.
I thank you, O Lord, that by finding your Cross, you filled her with happiness until she cheered with her mouth, clapped with her hands, and tapped
with her feet.
I thank you, O Lord, that by the nails of your Cross that are painted on the
rein of the horse of her son, (the latter) made the enemy surrender during
the war, and (so) you gave power to those who believe. Likewise, grant me
the power of victory and cause my enemy to submit to me, your servant.
I thank you, O Lord, especially (fol. 61v) that you did not make me a partner with the Israelites who denied your Cross. They are kinsmen of my
fathers the Apostles in flesh, but are their enemies as regards faith, as Paul
says, ߋAs regards the Gospel, they are our enemies, but as regards election,
they are our brothers.ߌ1
Regarding me, I thank you, O Lord, that you made me diligent since my
youth in worshipping you, and dependent on the hope of your Cross. I have
no God other than you, or a boast other than by the belief in your Cross.
I thank you, O Lord, that you revealed to me your holy Cross to which
your holy hands, that never submitted to violence, and your holy feet,
(fol. 62r) that never walked in the path of corruption, were nailed. And on it
you received vinegar mixed with gall. On it your holy side was pierced, and
(so) blood and water gushed.
I thank you, O Lord, for the grace that you increased on me, which is believing you and finding your Cross.
My soul thanks you for finding your Cross.
My lips glorify you for finding your Cross.
My bones bless you for finding your Cross.
Members of my body praise you (fol. 62v) for finding your Cross.
I cheer with my mouth for finding your Cross.
I shout loud with my throat for finding your Cross.
fol. 61v

1

Rom 11: 28.
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I clap with my hands for finding your Cross.
I skip with my feet for finding your Cross.
And now, let your Cross lighten for me everywhere I go out and everywhere
I travel, in the roads I take, and in the city I enter. Let not the majesty of your
Cross be far from me during the day where I be and during the night where I
sleep. Seal me with your Cross, O Lord, in order that I may find victory
(fol. 63r) over my enemies. I sing for you, my God, with all my power, and, as
long as I live, I gird the sword of your Divinity, which is belief in your holy
Cross. Let the belief in your holy Cross that gave light to those who are in
darkness give me light (from) the lamp of your divine wisdom. Amen.
Let your Cross that drove away SÃmalyal the Satan and dispersed his army
likewise drive away my enemy and disperse those that are his. Rise up, O
Lord my God, and let your hand rise high to root out those who do not
believe in your Cross. Let your right hand fight those (fol. 63v) who depend1 on your death by crucifixion.
Your Cross, O Lord, is the bed of your suffering on which you lay. At the
sixth hour it disturbed the heaven and shook the earth. Because of your
suffering, your Cross, O Lord, is the bed of your wedding on which you
were wedded to your holy Church, washed with the spring of water that
flowed from your side, and sealed with the fountain of blood that dripped
from your right side. Because life has sprung from your right side, the holy
Church asks about you in the Song (fol. 64r) of Solomon, saying, ߋWhere do
you lie down at noon, lest I go astray to the flock of your companions?ߌ1
She says, ߋWhere do you lie down at noon?ߌ because of your lying down
on the wood of the Cross at noon. She continues by saying, ߋWhere do you
pasture,ߌ because everyone who pastures a flock has to ascend a high place
to pasture his sheep and lures them with staffs of shepherding. Again she
repeats, saying, ߋLest I go astray to the flock of your companions.ߌ This
means, ߋBeckon me to where you will be crucified that I may believe in
your Cross, (fol. 64v) lest I follow other shepherds who keep a flock of violence, who do not rescue their sheep from the mouth of the wolf.ߌ
Me, too, O Lord, pasture with the staff of your mercy that turns one to the
path of righteousness, as David says, ߋYour royal scepter is a scepter of
righteousness. You loved righteousness and hated violence. Therefore God,
your God, has anointed you with the oil of gladness beyond your companions. There are myrrh, aloe and cassia in your robes. Of those with heavy
horns, he makes you happy.ߌ1 Who are (fol. 65r) those with heavy horns,
fol. 63v
fol. 64r
fol. 64v

1

Probably ߋwho rejoiceߌ.
Song 1: 6/1:7.
1 Ps 44: 7߃9/45: 6.
1
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other than kings of the gentiles and kings of Jerusalem? The heavy office of
kingship fell upon them. What he said, ߋof those he makes you happyߌ is
(to say), ߋthey failed to please those who are in damnation, but you pleased
with your Cross those who are in damnation.ߌ
You are, O Lord, he who is above all, whose authority is over all, whose greatness is above all. You are named Lord of all; and you are called present in all.
You are the high priest.
You are the king (fol. 65v) of kings.
You are the great prophet.
You are the head shepherd.
You are the rational lamb.
You are the fatted cow.
You are the lion, the lion cub.
You are the well of the water of life.
You are the horn of salvation.
You are the path of righteousness and life.
You are the sun of righteousness.
You are the star of the light.
You are the bread of life.
You are the cup of medicine.
You are the gate.
You are the Son of man and the Son of God.
You are named all this (fol. 66r) because of (your) love for us.
Behold, you are named high priest as David says about you, ߋYou are the
priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek.ߌ1 Indeed, when Melchizedek
met Abraham, he brought forth bread and wine and gave (them) to him. You,
too, took bread of wheat and a cup of wine and gave them to your disciples,
saying, ߋThis bread is my body; this cup of wine is my blood which is given to
you for the redemption of many.ߌ2 You are blessed, O Lord, that you showed
us a hidden mystery from your (fol. 66v) Cross. You are blessed, O Lord.
Behold, you are named king. For Jacob has said to his son Judah regarding
you, ߋThere will come out from you a king who will wash his garment with
wine and his clothes with blood of grapes1 and who binds his donkey with
vine, and his foal with the tree of vine.2
Behold, you are named prophet. For Moses has said about you, ߋGod will
raise up for you a prophet from the midst of your brothers like me, even a
better one. Whosever will not hearken to that Prophet, let that soul be eliminated from its people.ߌ3 He said, ߋlike me,ߌ because of the New Testament
fol. 66r
fol. 66v

1

Ps 109/110: 4 | 2 Cf. Mt 26: 26߃28; Lk. 22: 19߃20.

1 MS qÃyyƼ, ߋredߌ | 2 ʞŭ٤Ã iloqe. Cf. Gen 49: 11 | 3 Cf. Deut 18: 18߃19; Acts 7: 37.
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that you gave to your pure Apostles. (fol. 67r) As he said, Moses gave the
Old Testament to the children of Israel. Behold, there is no law-giving
prophet other than Moses and you, as Paul says, ߋFor he was faithful like
Moses in all (God߈s) house, yet his glory is greater than that of Moses.ߌ1
What Moses said, ߋWhoever will not hearken to that Prophet, let that soul
be eliminated from its people,ߌ is about the Jewish people who disobeyed
you. Therefore, you said to the Jews, ߋFor if you had believed Moses, you
would have believed me; (fol. 67v) for Moses wrote about me. If you do not
believe what Moses wrote, how would you believe me?ߌ1
Behold, you are named shepherd; for David says about you in the Psalms,
ߋGive ear, O shepherd of Israel, you2 who pasture Joseph like sheep.ߌ3 You,
too, say in the words of your holy Gospel, ߋI am the good shepherd who
gives my life for the redemption of my sheep.ߌ4 Truly, you are the good
shepherd who gave your life on the Cross for your sheep.
Behold, you are named sheep; for (fol. 68r) John Son of Zecharias testified
for you; he spoke, saying, ߋBehold, the lamb of God who takes away the sin
of the world.ߌ1 Truly, you are the true lamb who is slaughtered on the
Cross for the salvation of the children of man.
Behold, you are named cow; for David says about you, ߋI will please God
better than a cow or bullock that did not grow horn and hoof.ߌ2 Regarding
the prodigal son, it is narrated in the holy Gospel, how his father has said,
ߋBring forth the fatted cow and slaughter (it). Let us rejoice. (fol. 68v) For this
my son was dead and is alive (again); he was lost and is found.ߌ1 The fatted
cow is you who were sacrificed on your Cross for the banquet of the saints.
Behold, you are named lion, a lion߈s cub; for Jacob has said to his son Judah, as he was prophesizing about you, ߋJudah is a lion߈s cub; ascend, my
son, from your repose. You crouched down and slept like a lion and like a
lion߈s cub. There is no one to wake you up. The reign shall not be lost from
Judah nor princedom from his (body) member, until he gets what waits
(fol. 69r) for him, which is the hope of nations.ߌ1
Behold, you are named horn; for David says in the Psalms, ߋThere I will cause
a horn to sprout up for David; and I will prepare a lamp for my anointed one.ߌ2
Zecharias, too, says, ߋHe has raised up for us the horn of our salvation from
the house of his servant David, as he spoke through the mouth of his holy
fol. 67r
fol. 67v
fol. 68r
fol. 68v
fol. 69r

1

Heb 3: 2߃-3.
Jn 5: 46߃45 | 2 Lit. ߋheߌ | 3 Ps 79/80: 1 | 4 Jn 10: 14߃15.
1 Jn 1: 29 | 2 Ps 68: 32/69: 31.
1 Lk 15: 23߃24.
1 Gen 49: 9߃10 | 2 Ps 131/132: 17 | 3 Lk 1: 69߃70 | 4 Ps 21: 22/22: 21; the author
understands this text differently | 5 Ps 91: 11/92: 10.
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prophets who pleased him from of old.ߌ3 David, too, says, ߋAnd my only one
from the horns of unicorn.ߌ4 He says, furthermore, ߋMy horn will be exalted
like that of the unicorn; and my gray hair will be moistened with oil.ߌ5
Behold, you are named stone; (fol. 69v) for Daniel says about you, ߋA stone
was cut from a high mountain without the means of a hand, and crushed the
golden statue.ߌ1 David, too, says, ߋThe stone that builders rejected has become the chief cornerstone. This is God߈s doing; it is marvelous in our
eyes.ߌ2 You are a stone of life to those who believe in you; and you are a
stumbling stone to those who do not believe in you and to those who are
stumbled by your words. You are a stone of denial to those who do not lean
upon your Cross. I believed in you, O stone of life; (fol. 70r) and I believe in
you that you are the Son of the living God. ߋCover me like a good shield.ߌ1
by the power of your Cross, your servant ߑ
Behold, you are named a well of glory of the water of life; for Isaiah says,
rebuking those who will crucify (you), ߋLook to the rock which you hewed
and the deep well which you dug.ߌ2 You, too, say in your Gospel, ߋAnd he
who drinks from the water I give him shall not thirst.ߌ3 Water of life flows
from your lips.
Behold, you are named way of righteousness and life; (fol. 70v), for you say
yourself in the holy Gospel, ߋI am the way of righteousness and the life.ߌ1
Whoever walks toward me shall not stumble because he sees the light of this
world.ߌ2
Behold, you are named sun; for the holy Church says about you, ߋDo not
look at me, because I am dark, because the sun has not gazed on me.ߌ3 In
the Book of the Covenant you say (about) yourself, ߋA sun that never sets;
a lamp that never goes out; a sun that always shines over the saints.ߌ4
Behold, you are named a star of light; (fol. 71r) for Balaam says prophesying
when Balak, son of Zippor, called him (to curse Israel), ߋThere shall come a
star out of Jacob; it shall appear from Israel.ߌ1 And to (John of) the Apocalypse you say, ߋI am the morning star of light that came forth from the root
of David.ߌ2
Behold, you are named light from light; for you say yourself, ߋI am the light
of the world.ߌ3 ߋWalk while you have light lest darkness comes upon you.
Believe in the light that you may be the children of light.ߌ4 John Son of

Cf. Dan 2: 34, 45 | 2 Ps 117/118: 22߃23.
Cf. Ps. 5: 13/5: 12 | 2 Isa 51: 1 | 3 Jn 4: 14.
1 Jn 14: 6 | 2 Cf. Jn 11: 9 | 3 Song 1: 6 | 4 Kidan zÃ-NÃgh, e.g. ъկтպ ѷԥѦ֗ Ӓѧъѝ,
p. 176; MARCOS DAOUD ߃ MARSIE HAZEN 1959: 319.
fol. 71r 1 Num 24: 17 | 2 Cf. Rev 22: 16 | 3 Jn 8: 12 | 4 Jn 12: 35߃35.

fol. 69v
fol. 70r
fol. 70v
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(fol. 71v) Thunder, too, says, ߋThere was a man who was sent from God
whose name was John. The same (man) came to bear witness to the light that
everyone might believe through him. He was not that light but (was sent) to
bear witness to the light. And (that was) the light of truth that enlightens to all
people; he came into the world. But the world did not know him.ߌ1
Behold, you are named bread of life; for you say, ߋI am the bread of life. He
who eats my flesh lives in me.ߌ2
Behold, you are named cup; for (fol. 72r) you yourself say, ߋTake and drink;
this cup is my blood.ߌ1 Also, you say, ߋWhoever drinks my blood shall
never taste death.ߌ2
Behold, you are named gate; for you yourself say, ߋI am the gate of the
sheep. He who comes through me, can get in and out and finds pasture.ߌ3
Behold, you are named flower; for Isaiah says, ߋThere shall come forth a
rod from the root of Jesse and a flower shall grow from its stock. And the
spirit of God shall rest upon him, the spirit of understanding and purity, the
spirit of wisdom and knowledge.ߌ4 The Church (fol. 72v) says about you,
ߋHis lips are flower that flow perfect myrrh.ߌ1
Behold, you are named the Son of man, being born from the seed of David
in flesh. You are the Son of God in your nature; you yourself have told us,
saying, ߋFor the Son of man is the Son of God.ߌ2
I believe in you, O Son of God, that you are the Savior of the World and
requiter for the sin of the children of Adam.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you (fol. 73r) are carrier of your Cross for the
salvation of all the children of man.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are God, the Son of God.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are light, the Son of light.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are the stream of pure water of life from
a pure well; life from life; and the Only-Begotten Son from one God.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are equal in Divinity to him who begat
you and of united existence with your Father.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are the strength of faith, (fol. 73v) whose
wick of (relation in) your Trinity with your Father and your Spirit will not be
cut.
I believe in you, O Lord, that you are the crown of the holy Church and
the decoration of the faithful.

fol. 71v
fol. 72r
fol. 72v

1

Jn 1: 6߃10 | 2 Jn 6: 48,56. Text, ߋߑ lives for my sakeߌ.
Cf. Lk 22: 20 | 2 Cf. Jn 6: 54; 8: 51 | 3 Jn 10: 7, 9 | 4 Isa. 11: 1.
1 Song 5: 13 | 2 Cf. Jn 10: 36 | 3 Ps 79/80: 1 | 4 Jn 10: 14߃15.
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I believe in you, O Lord, that you are fragrant of precious perfume with
whom the priests are anointed, with whom Christian kings are anointed and
with whom the angels are filled.
Do not keep from me the oil of the grace of God which is from you. And
fence me with the rampart of your Cross. Say to my soul, ߋI am your helper. I
have sealed you with my mighty hand and with my (fol. 74r) life-giving
Cross.ߌ Do not allow demons touch my body. Protect me with the shadow of
your Cross. Embrace me under the shadow of your wings, like a bird that
broods over her chicks. And bless me with the blessing of our fathers Adam,
Seth and Enoch, with the blessing of Noah, Sem and Japheth, with the blessing of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob Israel, with the blessing of Moses and all the
Prophets, with the blessing of Peter, Paul and all the Apostles, with the blessing of (fol. 74v) the victorious martyrs, with the blessing of the pure virgins,
with the blessing of the saints and (spiritual) combatants, with the blessing of
the diligent angels, with the blessing of the last community of the holy
Church, and more so by the intercession of the holy, pure and blessed Mary,
the Mother of God, and with the blessing of your honored and life-giving
Cross, the seal of grace, the sign of salvation. May your light be on me, your
servant FƼĺĺƼa KrƼstos, for ever and ever. Amen.
(fol. 75r) Peace peace to the Cross of the Only One, whose peace
We greet on its right and left,
Its back and front.
Let us kiss the land of peace,
Which is the bow of God,
Which became the bed of his suffering,
And is anointed with his blood.
Let us say to it ߋpeace,ߌ without silence,
Invoking its name,
That deafened the serpent,
And tore off its face.
And let us say ߋpeaceߌ to his Mother for being his Mother,
Who is called, in purity, the hall of his highest heaven.
May the power of her prayer be for us a weakener of the enemy.
Interpreting her remembrance,
I completely failed.
Glory (fol. 75v) to God who created us to worship him.
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Summary
One of the many works of Abba Giyorgis of GasƼ৶৶a/SÃgla (d. 1527) is a WƼddase
MÃsqÃl ߋPraises of the Crossߌ, a work which previously was known only from Abba
Giyorgis߈s Acts (GÃdl) and oral tradition. Recently, however, the Ethiopian Manuscript
Microfilm Library, Addis AbÃba/Collegeville, has discovered and microfilmed a 16thcentury copy of the text, EMML 504, edited and translated here. In the work Abba
Giyorgis reviews the symbolic prophecies in the Old Testament relating to the Incarnation of the Word. The WƼddase MÃsqÃl is an exceedingly high quality literary work,
even by the author߈s famously high standards.
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